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1 Introduction
Strongly correlated electron systems, i.e., systems that cannot be fully described by a
theory of free particles, play an important role in solid state physics. Their understanding
and adequate description are mandatory for the explanation of emergent phenomena,
such as high-temperature superconductivity or magnetism. Materials exhibiting these
phenomena typically incorporate atoms with partly lledd- or f - shells in which electrons
are subject to strong Coulomb interactions. Unfortunately, a standard tool of solid state
physics, the Density Functional Theory (DFT), often fails to correctly predict certain
properties of correlated systems. The failures are caused by intrinsic diculties to account
for strong electron-electron correlations within the DFT formalism. Therefore, a huge
amount of research is devoted into curing these shortcomings by combining standard
DFT methods with more elaborated many-particle descriptions, such as the dynamical
mean eld theory (DMFT) or the Gutzwiller variational method.
In this work we employ the latter method to study the magnetic properties of Diluted
Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS). DMS are semiconductors doped with 3d transition-
metal ions (“magnetic ions”). They combine two branches of solid state physics, namely
semiconductor physics and magnetism. The most common DMS materials are compounds
of the form A1−xMxB, i.e., a certain fraction x of the cations A of a semiconductor AB is
replaced by magnetic ions. Even though the doping concentration in these compounds
is small, they display a variety of interesting magnetic and magneto-optical properties
which are focus of recent studies far to extensive to summarize here. For a comprehensive
review we refer to [1] and references therein.
DMS can be divided into two classes. In the rst class, the magnetic ions isovalently
replace semiconductor cations without introducing free charge carriers into the material.
These DMS were subject of early experimental studies [2] which found a weak antiferro-
magnetic exchange between the magnetic ions dominantly caused by the superexchange
mechanism. The studies concentrated mostly on II-VI based semiconductors in which
magnetic ions can be easily incorporated in arbitrary concentrations. In contrast to II-VI
semiconductors, the equilibrium solubility of transition-metal ions in III-V semiconduc-
tors is very low [3]. Advanced crystal growing methods like the Molecular Beam Epitaxy
(MBE) are necessary for the production of samples with signicant impurity concentra-
tions x>1%. With the improvement of this method the focus of interest shifted towards
the second class of DMS, the ferromagnetic semiconductors. Here, a hole-mediated ferro-
magnetic exchange between the magnetic impurities dominates. The most studied repre-
sentative of this material class is Ga1−xMnxAs, which exhibits experimentally observed
Curie temperatures of up to 170 K [4]. The ultimate goal for this class of DMS is to nd
materials that exhibit ferromagnetism above room-temperature. Ferromagnetic DMS are
considered as possible building blocks for electronic semiconductor devices which operate
not only on charge but also incorporate spin degrees of freedom, so-called “spintronics”.
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It is believed [5] that spintronics are key to combine high data processing speeds with
low energy consumption, signicantly improving conventional semiconductor devices
used in today’s computing machines.
In this work we restrict our investigations to the study of manganese doped semicon-
ductors. Existing semi-phenomenological models for manganese doped DMS are based
on the assumption that the d-shells of the manganese impurities are in their atomic (half-
lled) Hund’s rule ground state and a description using eective s = 5/2 spins is valid.
We employ density functional results in combination with the Gutzwiller variational
method to review these assumptions. As an application we calculate eective exchange
constants J for the Heisenberg-type coupling between the Mn impurities embedded in
various semiconductor hosts.
The thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2 we recapitulate the foundations of
density functional theory and discuss some of the general problems that arise due to
approximations in the exchange-correlation energy functional. We introduce DFT-based
Wannier orbitals which are suitable to create ab-initio tight-binding models and discuss
this procedure exemplary for the semiconductor CdTe. In Chapter 3 we introduce the
multiband Gutzwiller variational method which we use to nd approximative many-
body ground-states of multiband Hubbard models. We outline the general idea behind the
method and explain the numerical minimization procedure we employ. The interpretation
of the obtained band structures as Landau quasi-particles closes this chapter.
In Chapter 4 the results from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are combined. We present
the concept of large unit cells, so-called “supercells”, to account for the small doping
concentration in DMS. We introduce a linear-superposition scheme to set up eective
tight-binding models for DMS supercells with arbitrary impurity positions, based on
Wannier orbitals from DFT calculations. A local interaction term is added to the tight-
binding models which accounts for the local correlations in the d-shells of the impurities.
We discuss the problem of “double-counting” and present an algorithm to apply the
Gutzwiller variational method to the nal multiband Hubbard model for DMS, containing
multiple impurities per unit cell. The question of the strength of the local interaction
is partly addressed for in a constrained DFT calculation from which we extract local
Coulomb parameters for some host-dopant combinations.
In Chapter 5 we apply our Gutzwiller-DFT scheme to manganese in various II-VI
semiconductors. The exchange couplings are calculated and compared with exchange
couplings obtained from pure DFT+U calculations. The coupling constants are used in a
simple spin-cluster model to calculate magnetization curves for small doping concentra-
tions. Finally, the result of a non-integer lling of the d-shell which seems to oppose the
picture of localized s = 5/2 spins is resolved by the investigation of a toy model whose
exact ground-state is determined using the Lanczos algorithm.
In Chapter 6 we apply the Gutzwiller-DFT method to manganese doped GaAs. The
local d-shell spin- and occupation-distributions that are central results of the Gutzwiller
treatment are compared with the results from II-VI semiconductors. As an application of
our method we calculate exchange couplings using a large two-impurity supercell.
Conclusions and outlook end the thesis, some formal derivations are deferred to the
appendix.
2
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“The general theory of quantum mechanics is now almost complete, [. . .].
The underlying physical laws necessary for the mathematical theory of a
large part of physics and the whole of chemistry are thus completely known,
and the diculty is only that the exact application of these laws leads to
equations much too complicated to be soluble. It therefore becomes desirable
that approximate practical methods of applying quantum mechanics should be
developed, which can lead to an explanation of the main features of complex
atomic systems without too much computation.”
– Paul Dirac, 1929 [6]
There are two ways to approach the study of phenomena emerging from the many-
body problem in solid-state physics. A rst approach is “model-based” where a model
Hamiltonian is built that captures the physical phenomena one is interested in, based on
the understanding of the relevant mechanism present in the full problem. The description
of magnetic materials by spin Hamiltonians is a good example: A huge part of the full
problem is “downfolded” onto a more abstract and simpler spin Hamiltonian that can be
studied for complex magnetic systems. The input parameters of the model Hamiltonian
are usually derived from experiment or calculations following the second approach, the
so-called “ab-initio” calculations, where quantum mechanical systems are studied without
any adjustable parameters.
Unfortunately, solving such systems exactly, i.e., determining the full energy spectrum
including all eigenfunctions, is only possible for small systems, e.g., certain atoms and
very small molecules. Calculations for larger many-body systems are hitting the “expo-
nential wall” [7], namely the computational eort grows exponentially with the number
of particles in the system. The development of Density Functional Theory (DFT) which
circumvents this problem for ground-state properties was therefore an immense achieve-
ment and led to the award of the nobel prize to W. Kohn and J. Pople in 1998. With the
huge growth in computational power, present-day implementations of DFT allow the
investigation of ground-state properties of systems with several hundred atoms, which,
for example, helps to get insights into systems with complicated magnetic structures. In
the last 20-30 years DFT indisputably became a main pillar of modern solid-state physics.
In this chapter we discuss the foundations of DFT as well as problems connected to
approximations made within this formalism. Some of the implementation details of the
DFT are discussed as far as they become important in the following chapters.
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2.1 Fundamental solid-state Hamiltonian
We present the DFT in the framework of solid-state physics, even though it is also appli-
cable to other elds. In the non-relativistic limit the universal microscopic Hamiltonian
for a solid in rst quantization is given by
Hˆ
1Q
solid =
∑
n
Pˆ2n
2Mn
+
e2
2
∑
n,m
ZnZm
|Rˆn − Rˆm |
+
∑
i
pˆ2i
2m +
e2
2
∑
i,j
1
|rˆi − rˆj | − e
2
∑
n
∑
i
Zn
|Rˆn − rˆi |
.
(2.1)
As usual, Pˆn and Rˆn denote momentum and position operators of the nuclei with atomic
number Zn, pˆi and rˆi are the momentum and position operators of a electrons and e is the
elemental charge. We denote the masses of the nuclei by Mn and the mass of the electron
bym.
We apply the so-called adiabatic or Born-Oppenheimer approximation [8] in which the
dynamics of the nuclei and the electrons decouple in rst order of an expansion using the
expansion parameter γ = (m/M )1/4. The remaining Hamiltonian describing the electron
dynamics is given by
Hˆ
1Q
elec =
∑
i
(
pˆ2i
2m +V (rˆ)
)
+
e2
2
∑
i,j
1
|rˆi − rˆj | , (2.2)
where the external potential Vˆ (r) is given by superposition of static Coulomb potentials
of point charges located at “sites” Rn, which are the equilibrium positions of the nuclei,
V (r) = −e2
∑
n
Zn
|Rn − r| . (2.3)
Introducing the eld operators Ψˆ†s (r) (Ψˆs (r)) that create (annihilate) an electron at position
r with spin s ∈ {↑,↓}, the electronic Hamilton operator in second quantization reads
Hˆelec =
∑
s
∫
Ψˆ†s (r)
(
− ~
2
2m∇
2
r +V (r)
)
Ψˆs (r) dr
+
1
2
∑
s,s ′
∫
Ψˆ†s (r)Ψˆ
†
s ′ (r
′)
e2
|r − r′| Ψˆs ′ (r
′)Ψˆs (r) dr dr′.
(2.4)
Although the Born-Oppenheimer approximation simplies the problem vastly, the pres-
ence of the two-electron operator in (2.4) still renders the electronic problem generally
unsolvable.
Please note that we use atomic units (~ =m = e = 1/4piϵ0 = 1) from now on.
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2.2 Foundations of density functional theory
2.2.1 Hohenberg-Kohn theorems
We follow the proofs of the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems as given in the original work [9].
The requirement of a non-degenerate ground state, that we assume from now on, can be
relaxed in the “constrained search formulation” as shown by Levy [10].
Theorem 1 For any system of interacting particles in an external potential vext (r), the
external potential is uniquely determined by the ground-state density n(r).
We consider two systems Hˆi with external potential Vˆi , ground-state |Ψi〉 and correspond-
ing energy Ei , where i ∈ {1, 2}. Only the external potentials of both systems dier, i.e.
V1(r) , V2(r) + c , where c is an arbitrary constant. The Schrödinger equations read
Hˆ1 |Ψ1〉 = (Fˆ + Vˆ1) |Ψ1〉 = E1 |Ψ1〉 , (2.5a)
Hˆ2 |Ψ2〉 = (Fˆ + Vˆ2) |Ψ2〉 = E2 |Ψ2〉 , (2.5b)
where Fˆ represents the kinetic energy and the mutual interaction of the electrons. Obvi-
ously, |Ψ1〉 , |Ψ2〉 holds, since both wave functions satisfy dierent Schrödinger equations.
To proof that the resulting ground-state densities
ni (r) =
∑
s
〈Ψi |Ψˆ†s (r)Ψˆs (r) |Ψi〉 (2.6)
must be dierent, we assume the opposite, n1(r) = n2(r), and show that this assumption
leads to a contradiction (“reductio ad absurdum”). Using the variational principle we get
E1 < 〈Ψ2 |Hˆ1 |Ψ2〉 = 〈Ψ2 |Hˆ2 − Vˆ2 + Vˆ1 |Ψ2〉
= E2 + 〈Ψ2 |Vˆ1 − Vˆ2 |Ψ2〉 = E2 +
∫
n2(r) [V1(r) −V2(r)] dr . (2.7)
The same equation holds for interchanged indices
E2 < E1 −
∫
n1(r) [V1(r) −V2(r)] dr . (2.8)
Under the assumption of n1(r) = n2(r), subtracting (2.7) from (2.8) leads to the immediate
contradiction
E1 + E2 < E1 + E2 . (2.9)
This proves Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 The exact ground-state density minimizes the energy functional
E [n(r)] = 〈Ψ [n(r)] |Hˆ |Ψ [n(r)]〉 . (2.10)
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Theorem 1 states that the ground-state density determines the external potential. The
external potential determines Hˆ and ultimately the ground-state |Ψ〉. Therefore, one can
write the ground-state as a functional of the ground-state density, |Ψ〉 = |Ψ [n(r)]〉. This im-
plies that expectation values like the ground-state energy are also functionals ofn(r) (2.10).
Given that n(r) is the exact ground-state density of Hˆ , the variational principle states
E [n(r)] < E [n′(r)] , (2.11)
which is the statement of the second theorem.
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorems are the foundation of density functional theory: All
ground-state properties can be expressed as functionals of the electron density instead
of a complicated many-body wave functions depending on 3N coordinates. This is an
immense simplication of the problem but still does not lead to an immediate application.
2.2.2 Kohn-Sham formalism
The idea of the Kohn-Sham formalism is to nd the potential of a non-interacting system
vKS(r) which leads to the same ground-state density as the interacting many-particle
system. The question whether such a potential always exists in the mathematical sense
is called the non-interacting v-representability problem.
We start by assuming that we found the exact expression of the energy functional
which solely depends on the density n(r)
E [n(r)] = 〈Ψ [n(r)] |Hˆ |Ψ [n(r)]〉
= 〈Ψ [n(r)] |Fˆ |Ψ [n(r)]〉 + 〈Ψ [n(r)] |Vˆ |Ψ [n(r)]〉
= F [n(r)] +V [n(r)] . (2.12)
According to Theorem 2, the charge density minimizing (2.12) is the charge density of the
ground-state. In the Kohn-Sham formalism the (trial) ground-state density, with which the
energy functional is evaluated, is the ground-state density of a ctitious non-interacting
system. The degrees of freedom of the non-interacting system (the form of its external po-
tentialvKS(r)) are then used to minimize the energy functional E[n]. Strictly speaking, the
non-interacting system does not have a direct physical meaning other than reproducing
the ground-state density of the many-body problem.
The variational problem which has to be solved in order to minimize (2.12) has the
form
δ
δn(r)
[
F [n(r)] +
∫
V (r)n(r) dr − µ
(∫
n(r) dr − N
)]
= 0 , (2.13)
where µ is a Lagrange parameter xing the total number of particles. The rst step is to
write F [n(r)] as the sum of three contributions
F [n(r)] = TS [n(r)] + EH [n(r)] + Exc [n(r)] (2.14)
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that are specied later. Assuming that the true ground-state density is v-representable,
solving (2.13) is equivalent to nding the ground-state density
n(r) =
∑
ϵi<EF
Φ∗i (r)Φi (r) (2.15)
of the non interacting system[
−12∇
2 +vKS(r)
]
Φi (r) = ϵiΦi (r) (2.16)
with the Kohn-Sham potential
vKS(r) = V (r) +
δEH[n(r)]
δn(r)
+
δExc[n(r)]
δn(r)
. (2.17)
As usual, EF denotes the Fermi-energy of the (non-interacting) system with N particles.
We dene TS [n(r)] as the kinetic energy of the non-interacting system
TS [n(r)] = −12
∑
ϵi<EF
∫
Φ∗i (r)∇2Φi (r) dr , (2.18)
and set EH to be the classical electrostatic (Hartree) energy
EH [n(r)] =
1
2
∫
n(r)n(r′)
|r − r′| dr dr
′ ⇔ δEH[n(r)]
δn(r)
=
∫
n(r′)
|r − r′| dr
′ . (2.19)
The physical reason for this particular choice is to identify all major contributions to the
energy functional F , where exact expressions are available. All other contributions are
“hidden” in the exchange-correlation functional Exc. Since the exact functional F is simply
the sum of the kinetic energyT and the electron-electron interaction Eee of the interacting
system, the exchange-correlation energy Exc can be formally written as
Exc[n(r)] = T [n(r)] −TS[n(r)] + Eee[n(r)] − EH[n(r)] . (2.20)
Note that no approximations have been made until this point. The possibility of map-
ping the many body ground-state problem to a non-linear set of non-interacting wave
functions of a ctitious problem vastly simplies the problem and the computational
eort to solve such a problem numerically. However, all the complexity of evaluating the
energy of a many-body wave function is hidden in Exc[n(r)]. It is obvious that there is no
general exact expression for this functional and certain assumptions have to be made to
nd an appropriate approximation.
2.2.3 Approximations to the exchange-correlation energy
During the last decades many properties (sum rules, scaling properties, bounds, discon-
tinuities in derivatives, etc.) were discovered which are fullled by the exact exchange
correlation energy [11]. All approximations to Exc lack at least one of the properties of
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the exact functional. The most important, and also the most fundamental exchange corre-
lation approximation, is the Local Density Approximation (LDA). The dening property
of the LDA is that it can be written in the form
ELDAxc [n(r)] =
∫
n(r)ϵxc(n(r)) dr . (2.21)
Here, ϵxc(n(r)) is the exchange-correlation energy per particle of a Homogenous Electron
Gas (HEG) of density n(r). The energy functional is separated into a correlation and an
exchange part
ELDAxc [n(r)] = ELDAx [n(r)] + ELDAc [n(r)] . (2.22)
For the HEG the exchange energy can be evaluated exactly [12]
ELDAx [n(r)] = −
3
4
( 3
pi
)1/3 ∫
n(r)4/3dr . (2.23)
Since there is no analytic expression for the correlation energy, the functional depen-
dence of the correlation energy on the density is usually obtained by tting to accurate
quantum Monte Carlo simulations [13]. Thus the common LDA functionals are mostly
identical, diering only in their parametrization. The LDA is in principle exact for the
HEG and a good approximation for systems with slowly varying density. Even though
this requirement is not met in a real solid, the LDA produces satisfying results for a wide
range of materials.
Semi-local approximations to the energy functional are the so-called Gradient-Expansion
Approximations (GEA), where systematic gradient-corrections are added to the LDA func-
tional. This approach almost never improves the LDA in practice [14, 15]. It was realized
later that empiric functionals containing the gradient
EGGAxc [n(r)] =
∫
f (n(r),∇n(r)) dr (2.24)
are able to improve the LDA [16], leading to a whole class of so-called Generalized Gradient
Approximation (GGA) functionals.
2.2.4 Extension to spin densities
In this subsection we summarize the extension of the DFT formalism to spin densities,
following the work of von Barth and Hedin [17].
To describe the presence of an external magnetic eld B(r) acting on the spins of the
electrons, the Hamiltonian in (2.4) has to be extended. The external scalar potential in the
one-electron operator is replaced by a spin dependent potentialwα ,β (r). The Hamiltonian
8
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reads
HˆBelec = −
1
2
∑
α
∫
Ψˆ†α (r)∇2Ψˆα (r) dr
+
1
2
∑
α ,β
∫
Ψˆ†α (r)Ψˆ
†
β
(r′)
1
|r − r′| Ψˆβ (r
′)Ψˆα (r) dr dr′
+
∑
α ,β
∫
Ψˆ†α (r)wα ,β (r)Ψˆβ (r) dr
(2.25)
with the 2 × 2 matrix
w (r) = V (r)12 + 2µB
∑
i
B(r) · sˆi , (2.26)
where µB is the Bohr magneton, sˆi the spin operator acting on the spin of the i-th electron.
In the spin-extended version of DFT, the fundamental role of the electron density n(r)
in the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems is adopted by the 2 × 2 density matrix
ρα ,β (r) = 〈Ψ|Ψˆ†β (r)Ψˆα (r) |Ψ〉 . (2.27)
The foundations of the Kohn-Sham equation, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems, are still
valid. There is a unique connection between the ground-state of the many-body system
in an external magnetic eld and the density matrix. The modied Kohn-Sham equations
are given by
∑
β
*.,−
1
2∇
2δα ,β +
∑
γ
∫
ργ ,γ (r)
|r − r′| dr
′δα ,β +wα ,β (r) +
δExc
δρα ,β (r)
+/-Φi,β (r) = ϵiΦi,α (r) (2.28)
and
ρα ,β (r) =
∑
ϵi<EF
Φ∗i,α (r)Φi,β (r) . (2.29)
Note that the Kohn-Sham potential is now also spin-dependent. For the extension of
the LDA functional to the Local Spin Density Approximation (LSDA) functional the same
approximations are made. Space is partitioned into small boxes and the density in each box
is described by a (spin polarized) HEG with spin-up ρ↑(r) and spin-down ρ↓(r) densities,
given by the eigenvalues of the density matrix ρα ,β (r)
Exc
[
ρα ,β (r)
]
=
∫
(ρ↑(r) + ρ↓(r))ϵxc(ρ↑(r), ρ↓(r)) dr . (2.30)
The local rotation diagonalizing ρα ,β (r) is applied. The exchange correlation potential
appearing in (2.28) is then diagonal
v
α ,β
xc (r) =
δExc
δρα ,β (r)
→ vαxc(r) =
δExc
δρα (r)
, (2.31)
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which leads to Kohn-Sham equations with two (eective) spin densities, denoted in the
following by ns (r), with s ∈ {↑,↓}, using the notation ↑¯ =↓ and ↓¯ =↑. The spin densities
can also be expressed by the total spin density n(r) and the magnetization densitym(r)
n(r) = n↓(r) + n↑(r) , (2.32)
m(r) = n↓(r) − n↑(r) . (2.33)
The main reason for introducing a spin-dependent DFT is “the interest in systems which
are intrinsically spin polarized, like transition metals and non-singlet atoms” [17]. There-
fore, the external eld B(r) introduced to break the symmetry between the spin-channels
is set to zero. The intrinsic spin-polarization is then investigated by starting the self-
consistent calculation of (2.28) and (2.29) using the scheme described in the upcoming
Section 2.3.1 with a guess for n↑(r) and n↓(r) withm(r) , 0 in the rst iteration. Problems
connected with the spin polarized DFT are briey discussed in Section 2.4.1.
2.3 Practical implementation
In this section we discuss two of the main strategies that have been developed over the last
decades to implement numerically the Kohn-Sham scheme introduced in Section 2.2.2,
namely the “pseudopotential” and the “all-electron” approaches. Both approaches are
connected to a certain choice of basis in which the Kohn-Sham equations are solved.
2.3.1 Self-consistent iteration
Equations (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) are non-linearly coupled and solved iteratively:
(i) An initial guess for the electron density n(r) is made, e.g., a Gaussian charge distri-
butions around the nuclei.
(ii) The Kohn Sham potential vKS(r) via (2.17) is determined from n(r).
(iii) vKS(r) is used to calculate the ground state via (2.16).
(iv) A new charge density n′(r) is calculated and mixed with previous charge densities
for better convergence. Go to step (ii) until convergence is achieved.
The algorithm terminates when the charge density is converged, i.e., a x-point for the
iteration scheme is found. For a numerical implementation, equations (2.15)-(2.17) are
expressed in a basis of wave functions that lead to a set of algebraic equations. Two main
formulations for the DFT are widely used that we discuss briey.
2.3.2 Algebraic formulation
We aim to nd solutions of the eective single-particle Hamiltonian in the Kohn-Sham
equation given by (2.16). We assume that the material under investigation possesses
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translational symmetry. Since the Kohn-Sham potential only depends on the external
potential and on the electron density, it possesses the same periodicity. We can write
vKS(r) = vKS(r + Ri ) ∀i , (2.34)
where Ri denote the lattice vectors of the underlying Bravais lattice. For better readability
we will drop the sub-index i for the real space and the – yet to be introduced – reciprocal
lattice vectors in the following. For a periodic potential, Bloch’s theorem [18] states that
the eigenfunctions can be written as
Φk,n (r) = uk,n (r) exp (ikr) , where uk,n (r) = uk,n (r + R) . (2.35)
Here, n denotes the band-index and k the wave vector from the rst Brillouin Zone (BZ).
Expanding the periodic part of the wave functions uk,n (r) in a Fourier series results in
Φk,n (r) =
∑
G
cnG+k e
i(k+G)r , (2.36)
where we introduced the reciprocal lattice vectors G, for which e iGR = 1 holds. Equa-
tion (2.36) is the plane wave (PW) expansion of the eigenfunction Φk,n (r). The wave
function is periodic in k-space, Φk,n (r) = Φk+G,n (r), from which follows that all expecta-
tion values can be evaluated within the rst BZ.
Since the energy of every plane wave in the innite sum in (2.36) is proportional to
|G + k|2 the very high energy (or frequency) waves carry very small weight cnG+k and are
therefore neglected. This is done by introducing a material dependent cut-o parameter
Kmax and truncating the sum
Φk,n (r) =
∑
|G+k|<Kmax
cnG+k e
i(k+G)r . (2.37)
As seen later in this chapter, plane waves are, despite of their simplicity, not generally
the best choice for practical calculations. Often large values for Kmax have to be chosen
in order to describe a wave function correctly. Large values of Kmax result in large basis
sets which can not be handled numerically. Therefore, a trial wave function with not
necessarily orthogonal basis functions χG+k(r) in the form of (2.37) is introduced
Φk,n (r) =
∑
|G+k|<Kmax
cnG+k χG+k(r) . (2.38)
The Rayleigh-Ritz principle is used to determine the expansion coecients cnG+k and the
eigenvalues ϵk,n, using ∑
G′
[
HG,G′ (k) − ϵk,nSG,G′ (k)] cnG′+k = 0 , (2.39)
with
SG,G′ (k) =
∫
χ ∗G+k(r)χG′+k(r) dr , (2.40)
HG,G′ (k) =
∫
χ ∗G+k(r)
[
−12∇
2 +vKS(r)
]
χG′+k(r) dr . (2.41)
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2.3.3 Pseudopotential (Plane Wave) Approach
The core states close to the nucleus of an atom remain relatively unaected in a chemical
environment. In solid-state physics most properties are determined by states in the vicinity
of the Fermi energy. As we will see in the following chapters, one is often interested in
the dierences of ground-state energies, not in their absolute values. It seems therefore
desirable to leave out the exact calculations of all electrons of an atom (which account
for a huge fraction of the total energy) and focus on the valence states. This is realized in
the “pseudopotential” (PP)-approach [19], in which the 1/r potential of the nucleus gets
replaced by an eective potential.
A rst realization that comes to mind is an eective Coulomb potential screened by the
core electrons. However, it was realized that it is not necessary to exactly reproduce the all-
electron solution (not to be confused with a many-particle wave function) of the valence
states in the core region, dened by R < Rcut, but to match the solution outside Rcut. The
all-electron valence wave functions close to the nucleus are rapidly oscillating since they
are orthogonal to all core states. Finding a suitable basis in which these oscillating states
can be expressed is a challenging task. In the pseudopotential method this is avoided by
constructing a potential that reproduces a node-less wave function in the core region, see
Fig. 2.1, with the same energy eigenvalue as its all-electron counterpart.
Z/r
VPS
ΦPS
ΦAE
Rcut
r
Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of an atomic
all-electron wave function (solid line) and the
corresponding atomic pseudo wave function
(dashed line) together with the respective ex-
ternal Coulomb potential and pseudopotential.
Taken from [20].
The pseudopotentials are not unique. For a detailed discussion of the various classes
(norm-conserving, fully non-local, and ultrasoft) we refer to [21]. The pseudopotentials
are mostly constructed from all-electron atomic DFT calculations. For standard DFT codes,
databases with precomputed pseudopotentials for various atoms are available.
The main advantage of the use of pseudopotential methods lies in the possibility to omit
a huge part of the numerical eort which has to be carried out in all-electron calculations.
Avoiding the description of the high frequency parts of the wave functions allows the
expansion of wave function into Plane Waves (PWs), which are eigenfunctions of a particle
in a constant potential. The Kohn-Sham equations are easily expressed in this basis and
many mathematical operations can be implemented very eciently in the PW basis.
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The drawback of using pseudopotentials is that some a-priori knowledge of the system
under consideration is sometimes needed. The atomic solution of the wave functions can
be signicantly dierent from the solutions of the atom embedded in a solid. To avoid this
problem, the cut-o parameter Rcut has to be suciently small which leads to a high cut-
o parameter for the plane-wave basis set, increasing the basis set size. Another problem
is that core and valence states are not well separated. An example connected to this work
are the 3d levels of the transition metal atoms where the 3d level is not well separated
from the 4s level and must be included into the valence states.
2.3.4 (Full Potential) Linear Augmented PlaneWave
Early on it was pointed out by J. C. Slater that the expansion of the all-electron wave
function in terms of plane waves around the nuclei is not practicable for a numerical
treatment [22]. Slater proposed the Augmented Plane Wave (APW) method in which
space is partioned into spherical regions around each nucleus, the “mun tin”, and the
interstitial region in between.
mun tin
interstitial
τ µ
r
× R
µ
Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the space partitioning into “mun tins” with radius
Rµ centered around the atomic positions τ µ and the interstitial region, after [23].
Wave functions within the mun tin are expanded in terms of spherical harmonics,
the interstitial region in plane waves,
χ˜k,E (r) =

e ikr within the interstitial region ,∑
L={l ,m} a
µ,k
L u
µ
l ,E
(r µ )YL (rµ ) within mun tin µ.
(2.42)
Here, we dened the relative coordinate rµ = r − τ µ within the mun tin with index µ
centered at τ µ , compare Fig. 2.2. The wave function within the mun tin is the solution
of the Schrödinger equation with a radial symmetric potential V (r ). YL (r) are spherical
harmonics, ul ,E (r ) satisfy the radial Schrödinger equation[
−12
∂2
∂r 2
+
1
2
l (l + 1)
r 2
+V (r ) − E
]
rul ,E (r ) = 0 . (2.43)
In order to have a well-dened kinetic energy, both functions in (2.42) must be matched
at the mun tin border. This uniquely determines the coecients
a
µ,k
L = 4pi exp (ikτ
µ )ilY ∗L (k)
jl (kR
µ )
ul ,E (Rµ )
, (2.44)
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where jl (x ) denotes the Bessel functions of integer order l , Rµ is the radius of the mun
tin µ. It turns out [24, 25] that there is not enough variational freedom in the APW basis
to describe accurately the eigenfunctions of H for a general (xed) value of E. To be able
to describe the eigenstate Φk,n (r) one has to set E = ϵk,n in (2.42),
Φk,n (r) =
∑
|G+k|<Kmax
cnG+k χ˜G+k,ϵk,n (r) . (2.45)
The arising problem is dicult to solve: ϵk,n is determined by (2.39), using the basis set
from (2.45), itself depending on ϵk,n. This non-linear problem makes the APW method
computationally expensive. In practice, the problem can be tackled by searching the n
roots of
det [HG,G′ (E, k) − ESG,G′ (E, k)] = 0 , (2.46)
using a sucient ne energy grid. This has to be done for every k-point.
The Linear Augmented Plane Wave (LAPW) method solves the main problem of the
APW method, namely the energy dependence of the Hamiltonian. The idea is to expand
the energy dependent radial part of the wave function in (2.42) in a Taylor series,
ul ,E (r ) = ul ,El (r ) + (E − El )u˙l ,El (r ) + O ((E − El )2) . (2.47)
The basis-functions read
χ¯k,El (r) =

eikr in the interstitial region∑
L={l ,m}
(
a¯
µ,k
L u
µ
l ,El
(r µ ) + b¯
µ,k
L u˙
µ
l ,El
(r µ )
)
YL (rµ ) in mun tin µ,
(2.48)
where the radial solutions are dened as before, see (2.43).
The coecients are determined by the condition to t the plane waves at the mun-tin
boundary in value and slope [23],
a¯
µ,k
L = e
ikτ µ4pi 1
W
ilY ∗L (k)
[
u˙l ,El (R
µ )kj′l (R
µk ) − u˙′l ,El (Rµ )jl (Rµk )
]
, (2.49)
b¯
µ,k
L = e
ikτ µ4pi 1
W
ilY ∗L (k)
[
u′l ,El (R
µ )jl (R
µk ) − ul ,El (Rµ )kj′l (Rµk )
]
, (2.50)
with W =
[
u˙l ,El (R
µ )u′l ,El (R
µ ) − ul ,El (Rµ )u˙′l ,El (Rµ )
]
, (2.51)
where u˙ denotes the energy derivative and j′ and u′ spatial derivates, e.g. u˙l ,El = ∂ul ,El /∂E
and u′
l ,El
= ∂ul ,El /∂r . The additional variational freedom in the basis allows the use of a
xed set of energies El for the radial solution of the Schrödinger equation within the mun
tins. The energies are xed for each iteration in the self-consistent scheme introduced
in Section 2.3.1. They are set to minimize the error due to the linearization based on the
knowledge of the `-like bands of the previous iteration; an explicit expression can be
found for example in [23]. H and S in (2.39) no longer depend on the exact eigenenergies,
thus solving (2.39) reduces from a problem of root nding to a standard problem in linear
algebra.
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The Full Potential Linear Augmented Plane Wave (FLAPW) method combines the par-
ticular choice of the LAPW basis with the treatment of the exact core potential. That
means that the LAPW basis is used to evaluate the Hamilton matrix in (2.41) without
approximatingvKS(r). For a numerical exact representation of the (Kohn-Sham) potential,
vKS(r) is itself expanded into spherical harmonics and plane waves
vKS(r) =

∑
GV
G
I e
iGr within the interstitial region ,∑
LV
µ,L
MT (r )YL (r
µ ) within mun tin µ.
(2.52)
The numerical exact evaluation of the integrals appearing for example in the calculation of
the potential energy pose a dicult technical challenge, which is owed to the complexity
of the basis. FLAPW codes are therefore more complicated but also better than other
implementations of the Kohn-Sham scheme available today.
2.3.5 `-like charge in the LAPW basis
Using (2.38), the charge density can be written as
n(r) =
∑
k,n
fk,n |Φ¯k,n (r) |2 , (2.53)
where
Φ¯k,n (r) =
∑
|G+k|<Kmax
cnG+k χ¯G+k(r) (2.54)
is the expansion of the eigenfunctions in the LAPW basis and fk,n is the corresponding
occupation number. With (2.48) the charge density within each mun-tin sphere µ has
the explicit form
nµ (rµ ) =
∑
k,n
fk,n
∑
G,G′
cnG+kc
n∗
G′+k
∑
L,L′
(
a¯
µ,k
L u
µ
l ,El
(r µ ) + b¯
µ,k
L u˙
µ
l ,El
(r µ )
)
×
(
a¯
µ,k
L′ u
µ
l ′,El
(r µ ) + b¯
µ,k
L′ u˙
µ
l ′,El
(r µ )
)∗
YL (rµ )Y ∗L′ (r
µ ) .
(2.55)
The LAPW basis set allows for a straightforward identication of a local density matrix
by projecting the wave function onto the YL subspace and integrating over the spatial
coordinates [26],
n
µ
L,L′ =
∑
k,n
fk,n
∑
G,G′
cnG+kc
n∗
G′+k×∫
r 2
(
a¯
µ,k
L u
µ
l ,El
(r ) + b¯
µ,k
L u˙
µ
l ,El
(r )
) (
a¯
µ,k
L′ u
µ
l ′,El
(r ) + b¯
µ,k
L′ u˙
µ
l ′,El
(r )
)∗
dr .
(2.56)
In the atomic limit (an isolated atom), this matrix is block-diagonal with respect to the
angular quantum number l . In a solid the o-diagonal elements are expected to be small
and are therefore neglected. Setting l = l′ we get
n
µ,l
m,m′ =
∑
k,n
fk,n
∑
G,G′
cnG+kc
n∗
G′+k
(
a¯
µ,k∗
l ,m′ a¯
µ,k
l ,m
+ b¯
µ,k∗
l ,m′ b¯
µ,k
l ,m
〈u˙l ,El |u˙l ,El 〉
)
, (2.57)
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where we used that 〈ul ,El |u˙l ,El 〉 = 0 and 〈ul ,El |ul ,El 〉 = 1. This density matrix is used in the
LDA+U formalism, see Section 2.5.
The “`-like charges” are retrieved by summing over the diagonal entries
nµ,l =
∑
m
n
µ,l
m,m . (2.58)
This quantity allows to calculate the formation of local magnetic moments in the mun
tins,mµ,l = nµ,s,l −nµ,s¯,l , where we reintroduced the spin index s . The choice of the mun-
tin radius has a noticeable inuence on the matrix elements nµ,lm,m′ and also on the `-like
charges nµ,l , as shown in Section 4.4. Note, however, that the local magnetic moments
mµ,l are largely independent of the mun-tin radius (neutral charges just cancel out) if
the moment is well localized within the mun-tin sphere.
2.4 Shortcomings of density functional theory
Since DFT is exact but in practice relies on approximations of the exchange correlation
functional, all shortcomings stem from errors in these approximations. In this section we
briey discuss some of the main issues of the DFT connected to this work.
2.4.1 Spin contamination
One of the fundamental problems of DFT is the impact of approximative forms of the
exchange-correlation functional on spin-polarized calculations. As discussed in Section 2.2.4,
systems with intrinsic magnetization are investigated using a spin-dependent version of
the DFT. The total electron density n(r) of the spin-polarized calculation (2.32) should
match the results from the paramagnetic calculation (2.15). Since both formulations are ex-
act, given the exact exchange-correlation functionals, also the total ground-state energies
should be equal.
In practice, however, the spin-polarized calculation only matches the paramagnetic
calculation if the converged magnetization density of the spin-polarized calculation is
zero. In all other cases the spin-polarized calculation lowers the total energy. It turns out
that the symmetry-broken exchange correlation functional for the non-interacting system
is often a better approximation than the paramagnetic functional [27]. This can lead to
improved results for the ground-state energy by introducing a magnetization which is
absent in the real system. This problem is called “spin contamination” [28].
2.4.2 Band-gap problem
A well known shortcoming of DFT is the band-gap problem: The band gap in semicon-
ductors or insulators derived from the Kohn-Sham equations, which we will further refer
to as “KS band gap”, does not match the fundamental band gap of the real solid. It is
systematically underestimated, typical deviations are of the order of 40% and more [29].
The band-gap problem is an example of the subtleties hidden in the DFT formalism. The
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the derivative discontinuity in the exact energy functional at
integer electron number N .
assertion that DFT is a ground-state theory and, therefore, cannot predict observables of
excited states is mathematically not satisfactory.
A strictly mathematical statement is made by Janaks’ theorem [30], connecting the
(dierential) change in total energy with respect to a change in occupation number of a
Kohn-Sham orbital to its corresponding eigenvalue
∂E
∂ni
= ϵi , (2.59)
where we assume in the following that the orbital energies are ordered
ϵ1 ≤ ϵ2 ≤ . . . . (2.60)
Perdew et al. have shown that the energy of a system with fractional electron number1 is
given by linear interpolation of values at integer electron numbers N [31]
E (N + δ ) = (1 − δ )E (N ) + δE (N + 1) . (2.61)
The problem of the unknown derivative discontinuities is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Follow-
ing [29] we are able to express the ionization energy of a system with N electrons in
terms of Kohn-Sham eigenenergies using (2.59) and (2.61)
E (N ) − E (N − 1) =
∫ 1
0
dn ϵN (N − 1 + n) = ϵN (N ) . (2.62)
The numbers in brackets denote the number of electrons in the system. For example the
KS band gap ϵg in a system with N electrons is given by
ϵg = ϵN+1(N ) − ϵN (N ) . (2.63)
1The appearance of non-integer electron numbers is justied in the density functional theory of open
systems [31].
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Equation (2.62) is called Koopmans’ theorem [32]. It states that the negative ionization
energy is equal to the highest occupied eigenvalue. We also get an expression in term of
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues for the electron anity
E (N + 1) − E (N ) = ϵN+1(N + 1). (2.64)
The fundamental gap Eg is dened via
Eg = (E (N + 1) − E (N )) − (E (N ) − E (N − 1)) (2.65)
= ϵN+1(N + 1) − ϵN (N ) . (2.66)
Thus we get a deviation ∆ for the fundamental gap and the KS band gap
Eg = ϵg + [ϵN+1(N + 1) − ϵN+1(N )] = ϵg + ∆ . (2.67)
The correction ∆ is the derivative discontinuity appearing in the exact expression for the
exchange-energy
δEex
δn(r)
N+δ − δEexδn(r) N−δ = ∆ . (2.68)
For insulators,∆ is in the order of one eV, and cannot be neglected. Identifying the KS band
gap with the fundamental gap, which means to interpret the Kohn-Sham band structure as
a quasi-particle system, is therefore awed and explains why the development of “better”
exchange-functionals did have very little eect on the improvement of the gap [33]. One
could think about using (2.65) directly and calculate the energies for a system with N
and N ± 1 electrons. Adding/Removing an electron to a solid changes the total electron
density slightly, of the order of 1/N . However, since all standard functionals, such as the
LDA, do not posses the property of a derivative discontinuity, the results for the band gap
would not improve.
2.4.3 Strongly correlated systems
By denition, systems with strong correlations cannot be described by a theory of inde-
pendent particles. Instead a many-body description/theory is mandatory. The DFT does
include all the many-body eects if the exact exchange-correlation potential was known.
Due to intrinsic diculties in transferring the many-body features into a functional de-
pending on the electron density, all standard approximations to Exc are bound to fail to
describe such systems.
Typically, strongly correlated systems are materials that incorporate atoms with in-
completely lled d- or f -shells. The electrons in these shells are under the inuence of a
strong Coulomb repulsion which leads to a wide range of interesting phenomena, such
as magnetism, metal-to-insulator transitions, and high-temperature superconductivity.
Much eort is put into correctly describing such systems by extending the DFT, most
of them come with a loss of the “ab-inito” character of the method. A simple attempt to
better account for correlations is made with the LDA+U method, described in the next
section.
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2.5 LDA+Umethod
The standard exchange-correlation functionals have a tendency to over-delocalize valence
electrons which leads to a stabilization of metallic phases [34]. A typical example for this is
NiO which is a prototype charge-transfer insulator [35]. For NiO the LDA predicts a metal
whereas the LSDA correctly predicts an insulator, but with a much too small band gap
and magnetic moment. In the LDA+U method [36, 37, 38] the tendency to over-delocalize
electrons is corrected by identifying “strongly correlated” orbitals. Their electron-electron
interaction is described by a Hubbard-like interaction term on a mean-eld level.
In the presentation of the LDA+U formalism we follow the notation in [34]. We set
n(r) := (n↑(r),n↓(r)) in this section and use the abbreviation “LDA” also for the spin
polarized LSDA functional. The LDA+U energy functional is given by
ELDA+U = ELDA[n(r)] + EHub[
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
] − Edc[
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
] , (2.69)
where ELDA[n(r)] is the total energy functional,
ELDA[n(r)] = TS [n(r)] +V [n(r)] + EH [n(r)] + ELDAxc [n(r)] . (2.70)
The values
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
represent the entries of the local density matrix of the orbitals “iden-
tied” as correlated (m and m′ are the magnetic quantum numbers, µ the atomic site
and s the spin index). This identication is not completely unambiguous. Usually the
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues get projected onto a set of predened atomic d-levels (l = 2) or
f -levels (l = 3) under the assumption that the atomic character of the corresponding wave
function is mostly retained in the solid. Due to the strong localization of the correlated
orbitals this assumption is reasonable. A derivation of the local density matrix for the
LAPW basis is given in Section 2.3.5.
The term EHub[
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
] in (2.69) reads in the rotationally invariant formulation [39]
EHub[
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
] = 12
∑
m,s,µ
{
〈m,m′′|Vee |m′,m′′′〉nµ,sm,m′nµ,s¯m′′,m′′′+
(〈m,m′′|Vee |m′,m′′′〉 − 〈m,m′′|Vee |m′′′,m′〉) nµ,sm,m′nµ,sm′′,m′′′
}
.
(2.71)
Obviously, only density-density terms of the Hubbard interaction Hamiltonian (3.4) enter
the functional. The matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction
〈m,m′′|Vee |m′,m′′′〉 =
∫
Ψ∗l ,m (r)Ψl ,m′ (r)
1
|r − r′|Ψ
∗
l ,m′′ (r
′)Ψl ,m′′′ (r′) dr dr′ (2.72)
are written as a sum of Slater integrals Fk and geometrical factors ak
〈m,m′′|Vee |m′,m′′′〉 =
2l∑
k=0
ak (m,m
′,m′′,m′′′)Fk . (2.73)
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The geometrical factors read
ak (m,m
′,m′′,m′′′) =
4pi
2k + 1
k∑
q=−k
〈lm |Yk,q |lm′〉〈lm′′|Y ∗k,q |lm′′′〉 , (2.74)
〈l ,m |Yk,q |l ,m′〉 =
∫
Y ∗l ,m (r)Yk,q (r)Yl ,m′ (r) dΩr . (2.75)
The explicit form of the Slater integrals is given by
Fk =
∫
r 2r ′2R2(r )
rk<
rk+1>
R2(r ′) dr dr′ . (2.76)
The symbol r< indicates the smaller value of r and r ′, r> indicates the larger value. R (r )
is the radial part of the wave function Ψl ,m (r) in (2.72), Yl ,m (r) the angular part given by
the usual spherical harmonics.
Note that the Slater integrals are not explicitly evaluated in the LDA+U method. For
example for l = 2, only F 0,F 2 and F 4 are needed to evaluate (2.73). They are often expressed
under further assumptions by only two parameters
U avg =
1
(2l + 1)2
∑
m,m′
〈m,m′|Vee |m,m′〉 = F 0 , (2.77)
J avg =
1
2l (2l + 1)
∑
m,m′
〈m,m′|Vee |m′,m〉 = F
2 + F 4
14 . (2.78)
U avg and J avg enter the LDA+U method as free parameters and determine the Coulomb
matrix elements in (2.71).
By adding (2.71) to the LDA Hamiltonian (2.70), the electron-electron interaction is
accounted twice. This is the famous “double-counting” problem aecting all approaches
that combine DFT calculations with model-based methods. The double-counting correc-
tion term Edc[
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
] subtracts the interaction energy which the LDA functional adds
to the total energy for the correlated electrons. Due to the very nature of the density
functional theory there is no rigorous derivation for the double-counting term. Thus, all
double-counting corrections are at least semi-empiric. The double-counting problem still
poses a dicult problem and is focus of current research.
A frequently used variant is the double-counting correction in the Fully Localized Limit
(FLL) formulation [38]
Edc[
{
n
µ,s
m,m′
}
] =
∑
µ
{U avg
2 n
µ (nµ − 1) − J
avg
2
[
nµ,↑(nµ,↑ − 1) + nµ,↓(nµ,↓ − 1)
] }
(2.79)
with the occupation numbers nµ,s = ∑m nµ,sm,m and nµ = nµ,↑ + nµ,↓. To get an intuitive
understanding of this expression it is useful to be aware that terms of the form n(n − 1)/2
in (2.79) simply count the number of pairs which can formed in a system of n electrons.
The interaction parameter U is the screened Coulomb interaction and typically in the
range of 2-10 eV, the exchange parameter J lies in between 0 and 3 eV. For a half-lled
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d-shell (n = 5) the double-counting correction energy can therefore reach up to 100 eV.
The double-counting correction is discussed in more detail in Section 4.5.
The functional (2.69) is minimized by solving the Kohn-Sham equations with an ad-
ditional term in the Kohn-Sham potential due to the Hubbard and the double-counting
term. For U avg = J avg = 0, the original LDA functional is recovered. Often, the LDA
functional is replaced by other semi-local functionals like the GGA leading to a more
general class of “DFT+U” methods. The advantage of these methods lies in the fact that
their computational cost does not increase much when the U-term is added. However the
mean-eld treatment of the correlations indicates that complex many-particle eects are
not captured entirely.
2.6 Wannier functions: ab-initio tight-binding
In this section we introduce two methods to obtain Wannier functions from density func-
tional theory calculations, rst, the projection method, and second, the Marzari-Vanderbilt
scheme for the construction of Maximally Localized Wannier Function (MLWF). The Wan-
nier functions are used in an eective tight-binding description of the physical relevant
bands of the underlying DFT Hamiltonian. As an example, in the scope of this work, we
discuss results for CdTe.
2.6.1 Definition
Wannier Functions (WFs) were originally introduced by Wannier as Fourier-transformed
Bloch functions [40]. For a single band in k-space the Wannier function is written as
|W¯R〉 =
√
1
N
∑
k
e−ikR |Φk〉 , (2.80)
where N is the number of primitive cells in the crystal, |Φk〉 a Bloch state. However, since
the Bloch functions are only dened up to a phase factor, a more general denition is
given by [41]
|WR〉 =
√
1
N
∑
k
e−ikRe iϕ (k) |Φk〉 , (2.81)
with the k-dependent real phase factor ϕ (k). In the presence of several bands there is no
simple one-to-one mapping between a single band and a Wannier function. The general
expression for the Wannier function in a multiband system is therefore [42]
|WR,n〉 =
√
1
N
∑
k
e−ikR
∑
m
U (k)m,n |Φk,m〉 , (2.82)
whereU (k)m,n is an arbitrary unitary matrix referred to as “gauge freedom” in the denition
of Wannier functions. The such dened functions carry an index for the orbital n and for
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the real-space vector R. From a mathematical point of view, Bloch functions and Wannier
functions are equivalent because they are connected by a unitary transformation. The
gauge freedom in (2.82) can be chosen in such a way that the Wannier functions are well
localized in real space. This localization is quantied by their spread, a property which
we will dene later in this section.
The Wannier functions form a set of orthogonal functions, so that “Wannier function”
and “Wannier orbital” are used synonymously. In this work we will later use Wannier
functions obtained from DFT calculations as a suitable basis for a Hubbard model (Sec-
tion 3.1). The localization feature of the Wannier functions is then used to model a strong
local Coulomb interaction present in d-type or f -type orbitals. Since this combination
of standard band theory with more elaborated methods is an active eld of research,
Wannier functions gained a recent boost in practical importance [43]. In their seminal
paper Marzari and Vanderbilt showed that the gauge freedom in the denition of Wannier
functions can be completely eliminated by the requirement of a minimal spread [44]. This
maximally MLWFs are not only used as “glue” between DFT and model based methods,
MLWFs also provide insight in chemical bonding, for example by their visualization or
by calculation of their centers and spreads [45].
2.6.2 Wannier functions by projection
The projection method, presented for example in [46], is a simple approach to construct
Wannier functions. Trial orbitals |дn〉 get projected onto the Bloch functions via
|Φ′k,n〉 =
∑
m
|Φk,m〉〈Φk,m |дn〉 =
∑
m
A(k)m,n |Φk,m〉 . (2.83)
For these states, the overlap matrix S′(k)m,n = 〈Φ′k,m |Φ′k,n〉 is calculated. Using a standard
Löwdin-orthogonalization [47] a set of orthogonal wave functions is constructed
|Φ˜k,n〉 =
∑
m
(
(S′(k) )−1/2
)
m,n
|Φ′k,m〉 , (2.84)
from which the Projected Wannier Functions (PWFs) are calculated,
|WR,n〉 =
√
1
N
∑
k
e−ikR |Φ˜k,n〉 . (2.85)
The projection-based Wannier orbitals depend on the choice of the trial orbitals |дn〉. In
many cases the Wannier orbitals retrieved by the projection method agree well with the
maximally localized orbitals. This is especially true for localized d-orbitals and f -orbitals.
The Löwdin orthogonalization conserves the symmetries of the trial wave functions as
shown in Appendix A.2.
In this thesis we use Wannier orbitals from the LAPW basis. An obvious choice for the
trial orbitals in this basis is [46]
дn (rµ ) =
∑
L
cn,Lu
µ
l ,El
(rµ )YL (rµ ) , (2.86)
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where ul ,El (rµ ) is the solution of the radial Schrödinger equation in mun tin µ. The
factors cn,L determine the symmetry of the trial orbital, e.g., to construct a trial orbital
with sp3 character we set cn,(l ,m) = 1/2 for l ≤ 1, else the factor is zero. Using (2.54) the
matrix elements A(k)m,n in (2.83) take the simple form
A(k)m,n = 〈Φk,m |дn〉 =
∑
L
cn,L
[
a¯
µ,k
L
]∗
. (2.87)
2.6.3 Maximally localized Wannier functions
Maximally localized Wannier functions |WR,n〉 minimize the total spread, given by [44]
Ω[
{
U (k)m,n
}
] =
∑
n
[
〈rˆ2〉n − 〈rˆ〉2n
]
=
∑
n
[
〈W0,n |rˆ2 |W0,n〉 − 〈W0,n |rˆ|W0,n〉2
]
. (2.88)
The spread functional and its derivative with respect to the unitary matrix U (k)m,n (for
the implementation of a minimization algorithm) solely depend on the overlap matrix
elements between the lattice periodic partsuk,m of the Bloch functions at nearest-neighbor
k-points k and k+ b, Mk,bm,n = 〈uk,m |uk+b,n〉. The ingenious derivation of the corresponding
analytical expression is given in [44].
2.6.4 Wannier representation of the DFT Hamiltonian
The formulation of the DFT Hamiltonian in terms of the constructed Wannier orbitals is
useful for the study of correlation eects using many-body techniques. The DFT Hamil-
tonian in spectral representation is given by
Hˆ =
∑
k,n
ϵk,n |Φk,n〉〈Φk,n | . (2.89)
If the Bloch functions |Φk,n〉 in (2.89) span the same subspace as the Wannier functions
|WR,n〉, Hˆ can be expressed in the Wannier basis
Hˆ =
∑
R,m
∑
R′,m′
HR−R
′
m,m′ |WR,m〉〈WR′,m′ | , (2.90)
where HR−R′m,m′ is the hopping integral between the Wannier orbitals |WR,m〉 and |WR′,m′〉,
HR−R
′
m,m′ =
∑
k,n
ϵk,n〈WR,m |Φk,n〉〈Φk,n |WR′,m′〉 . (2.91)
Using operators cˆ†R,m (cˆR,m) creating (annihilating) an electron in the Wannier orbital with
orbital indexm and real space index R, the Hamiltonian can be written in the well-known
tight-binding form
Hˆ =
∑
R,m
∑
R′,m′
(
HR−R
′
m,m′
)
cˆ†R,mcˆR′,m′ . (2.92)
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Typically, a cut-o parameter is introduced, discarding all terms in the sum with |R−R′| >
Rmax. The diagonalization of the tight-binding Hamiltonian reproduces the part of the
DFT band structure from which the Wannier functions were constructed.
Since only a few bands (typically bands around the Fermi energy) of the full DFT Hamil-
tonian are reproduced, this approach is called “downfolding”. In principle, the downfolded
band structure is independent of the choice of U (k)mn . However, the cut-o parameter Rmax
needs to be larger for WF with large spreads. For too small Rmax, the resulting band
structure does not reproduce the DFT band structure.
2.6.5 Entangled bands
In [48], the method of Marzari and Vanderbilt was extended to systems with entangled
energy bands. It was realized that it is useful to decompose the spread functional (2.88)
into two terms,
Ω = ΩI + Ω˜ , (2.93)
where
ΩI =
∑
n
[
〈rˆ2〉n −
∑
R,m
|〈WR,m |rˆ|W0,n〉|2
]
(2.94)
and
Ω˜ =
∑
n
∑
(R,m),(0,n)
|〈WR,m |rˆ|W0,n〉|2 . (2.95)
The term (2.95) is gauge invariant if the Bloch functions from which the MLWF are
constructed are not entangled with other bands [44].
An example for non-entangled bands are the valence bands of a semiconductor. The
band gap separates the Bloch functions of the valence bands from the Bloch functions
of the conduction bands. A well-dened set of n Bloch functions can be specied from
which n Wannier functions are constructed.
However, if we want to construct Wannier functions for the conduction bands, we face
the problem that we can not specify an energy window that includes a distinct set of n
bands, because several bands with dierent character are present, the so-called “entangled
bands”. A strategy to cope with the problem is to search for an n-dimensional “optimally
connected” subspace in an energy window that fully includes the target bands. “Optimally
connected” means that the dispersion of the bands in the subspace is minimal across the
BZ [48]. In the corresponding reference it is shown that this is archived by minimizing
the functional ΩI (the so called “disentanglement” procedure) before starting with the
minimization of Ω˜. An example for the choice of the energy window and the resulting
downfolded band structure for the conduction bands above the Fermi energy is given for
CdTe in the next subsection.
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2.6.6 Wannier functions for CdTe
As an example, we discuss the construction of a tight-binding model for the semicon-
ductor CdTe based on an FLAPW DFT calculation. CdTe crystallizes in the zincblende
structure and can be described by an fcc lattice with a two atomic basis. For the DFT
calculations we use the Jülich FLEUR program package [49] in combination with the
Perdew–Burke–Enzernhof (PBE) exchange functional. The calculated band structure of
the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian is shown in Fig. 2.4. The band structure is gapped at the
Fermi energy, as expected. The size of the gap at the Γ-point is ϵд = 0.76 eV, in agreement
with previous calculations [50]. As described in Section 2.4.2, the DFT underestimates
the single-particle gap for insulators. The (exciton) gap, which is a lower bound on the
single-particle gap, is experimentally found at ϵex = 1.5 eV [51].
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Figure 2.4: Black: DFT (GGA) band structure for CdTe. Red: Band structure of the eective
downfolded tight-binding model using Wannier orbitals obtained from the projection
method (b), see text. Left: downfolded band structure using Te-centered sp3-orbitals and
Cd-centered d-orbitals. Right: Additional Cd-centered sp3-orbitals are used within the
disentanglement procedure to obtain a tight-binding model, that includes the four lowest-
lying conduction bands. For the disentanglement procedure an upper energy window of
10 eV was used.
In the atomic ground state, the electronic conguration of Cd is [Kr]5s24d10, the con-
guration of Te is [Kr]5s24d105p4. Therefore, we expect the valence bands with s-type
symmetry, located at about −11 eV, and p-type symmetry, located right below the Fermi
energy, to have predominantly Te s-character and Te p-character. Hence, we chose atomic
Te s-, px -, py-, and pz-orbitals as trial orbitals in the Wannier procedure based on the pro-
jection method described in Section 2.6.2. The Cd 4d bands at around −8 eV are described
using trial orbitals with t2д and eд character, see Section 4.3 for their denition. We have
a basis of nine orbitals to describe the valence bands obtained in the DFT calculation. We
refer to this particular choice of orbitals for the calculation using projected Wannier or-
bitals as method (a). For comparison, we repeat the calculations with sp3-orbitals located
at the Te-sites in (b). In a third calculation (c) we use the Wannier90 program code [52]
to obtain maximally localized Wannier functions. The results for the spreads and centers
of the orbitals of all three calculations are listed in Table 2.1.
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PWF (a) PWF (b) MLWF (c)
WF site proj Ωn [a.u.2] 〈rˆ〉n [a.u.] proj Ωn [a.u.2] 〈rˆ〉n [a.u.] proj Ωn [a.u.2] 〈rˆ〉n [a.u.]
1 Cd dz2 2.134 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dz2 2.134 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dz2 2.094 1.53, 1.53, 1.53
2 Cd dxz 2.187 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dxz 2.187 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dxz 2.229 1.53, 1.53, 1.53
3 Cd dyz 2.187 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dyz 2.187 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dyz 2.229 1.53, 1.53, 1.53
4 Cd dx2-y2 2.134 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dx2-y2 2.134 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dx2-y2 2.094 1.53, 1.53, 1.53
5 Cd dxy 2.187 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dxy 2.187 1.53, 1.53, 1.53 dxy 2.229 1.53, 1.53, 1.53
6 Te s 5.764 −1.53,−1.53,−1.53 sp3-1 10.53 −1.95,−1.95,−1.95 sp3-1 8.312 −0.60,−0.60,−0.60
7 Te pz 12.76 −1.53,−1.53,−1.53 sp3-2 10.53 −1.95,−1.11,−1.11 sp3-2 8.312 −0.60,−2.46,−2.46
8 Te px 12.76 −1.53,−1.53,−1.53 sp3-3 10.53 −1.11,−1.95,−1.11 sp3-3 8.312 −2.46,−0.60,−2.46
9 Te py 12.76 −1.53,−1.53,−1.53 sp3-4 10.53 −1.11,−1.11,−1.95 sp3-4 8.312 −2.46,−2.46,−0.60∑
Ωn[a.u.2] 54.89 52.93 44.13
Table 2.1: Numerical results for three methods to construct Wannier functions from DFT results for the valence bands of CdTe.
In method (a) and (b) the Wannier orbitals are obtained by the projection method described in Section 2.6.2. The symmetry of the
projection is given in the “proj”-column. The d-type wave functions are projected onto the Cd-site, all other onto the Te-site. Method
(c) minimizes the spread functional Ω. The table shows the center and spreads of each Wannier function 〈rˆ 〉n. The positions of the
two atoms in the unit cell of are (1.53, 1.53, 1.53) (a.u.) for the Cd atom, and -(1.53, 1.53, 1.53) a.u. for the Te atom. WF 9 is visualized
for each of the three methods in Fig. 2.5.
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In all three methods the center of the d-orbitals is located exactly at the Cd site. The
spreads of the d-orbitals are small (about 2 a.u.2), compared to the spreads of the s-type
and p-type orbitals (10-12 a.u.2). We also nd a slight deviation between the spreads of
the eд and t2д orbitals. The total spread in method (b) is smaller than in method (a). The
optimal choice of orbitals, in the sense of minimal overlap (or maximally localization), is
given by the orbitals obtained in method (c). The total spread is signicantly reduced (by
about 20%) for these orbitals. The gain in localization stems predominantly from a better
localization of the s-type and p-type orbitals.
We plot the isosurface of the square of one of the Wannier functions of each method in
Fig. 2.5. From the isosurface plot we see that the MLWF obtained in method (c) are shifted
towards the Cd atom. The orbitals from the MLWF method matches the chemical picture
of four bonding orbitals between a Te atom and its four nearest neighbor Cd atoms.
Figure 2.5: Isosurface= ±0.03 plot of the square of the Wannier orbitals constructed from
DFT calculations for the valence bands of CdTe. (a) the p-type Wannier orbital WF9 using
the projection method with one s- and three p-orbitals, (b) the sp3-type Wannier orbital
WF9 using the projection method, and (c) the maximally localized Wannier orbital WF9.
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Figure 2.6: Band structure of the tight-binding model calculated with method (b) for
dierent values of the cut-o parameter Rmax. Left: Rmax is chosen to include only nearest
neighbor hopping matrix elements. Right: Next-nearest neighbor hopping reproduces the
main characteristics of the DFT band structure.
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As seen from Fig. 2.6 the inclusion of at least next-nearest neighbor hoppings is required
to reproduce the main features of the DFT band structure. To also describe the lowest
lying conduction bands we have to employ the disentanglement procedure described in
Section 2.6.5. We chose four additional sp3 orbitals located at the Cd site as anti-bonding
orbitals in the projection method (b). The upper limit for the energy window is chosen
to be 10 eV. Using the disentanglement procedure we are now able to recover also the
band structure of the conduction bands, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The orbital character of the
band structure using the projection method is shown in Fig. 2.7. As expected, the valence
bands have mostly Te character, whereas the conduction bands have Cd character. The
narrow Cd 4d-bands do not signicantly hybridize. Therefore, these bands are left out in
our eective tight-binding description in Section 4.2.
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Figure 2.7: Band structure of the tight-binding model for CdTe using sp3 orbitals at the Te
and sp3 and d orbitals on the Cd sites. The color coding shows the square of the overlap of
the band structure with the Te-sp3 orbitals (left) and the overlap with the Cd-sp3 orbitals
(right).
In this work we use the DFT Wannier basis as a starting point for a more elaborated
many-body calculations using the Gutzwiller method that we introduce in the next chapter.
We expect that the particular choice of the Wannier basis is not crucial for the outcome of
our calculations because the d-orbitals which are treated as correlated in the Gutzwiller
method are strongly localized and vary only slightly across the three methods presented
here. Therefore, we use orbitals from the simple projection method (b) in all following
Wannier calculations. The inuence of the choice of the Wannier basis is discussed in the
literature on the Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT) [53].
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The Gutzwiller approach to the many-body problem is a variational method originally
introduced by M. Gutzwiller in a series of seminal papers [54, 55, 56] to study the eect of
Coulomb interactions in a ferromagnetic single-band Hubbard model1. The generalization
of the Gutzwiller method to multiband models [58] provides a powerful tool for the study
of strong correlations in transition metals and their compounds.
In this chapter we recapitulate the derivation of the multiband Hubbard model from
the fundamental electronic Hamiltonian, and present the Gutzwiller formalism as a suit-
able method for investigating its ground-state properties. We summarize the numerical
procedure which is used in this work. An intepretation of obtained band structures as
energies of a quasi-particle system closes this chapter.
3.1 Hubbardmodel
To motivate the Hubbard model we express the electronic Hamiltonian (2.2) in a basis of
single-particle wave functions. We start by solving the atomic problem (one electron in a
static external Coulomb potential)(
−12∇
2
r +
Zi
|Ri − r|
)
φi,σ (r) = ϵi,σ (r)φi,σ (r) (3.1)
for each site i located at Ri . The combined spin-orbital index is denoted by σ . The wave
functions at each site are orthogonal but have a non-vanishing overlap with wave func-
tions on neighboring sites. We introduce the combined index σ˜ = (i,σ ) and calculate the
overlap matrix
Sσ˜ ,σ˜ ′ = 〈φσ˜ |φσ˜ ′〉 =
∫
drφ∗σ˜ (r)φσ˜ ′ (r) . (3.2)
Using a Löwdin orthogonalization [47]
|ϕσ˜ 〉 =
∑
σ˜ ′
(S−1/2)σ˜ ′,σ˜ |φσ˜ ′〉 , (3.3)
we construct a new set of orthogonal orbitals |ϕσ˜ 〉. In the limit of an innite lattice constant,
where the overlap of neighboring sites vanishes, these new orbitals resemble the original
orbitals |φσ˜ 〉. Bringing neighboring sites closer together changes the character of the
orthogonal orbitals, which full all properties of Wannier orbitals. If the overlap matrix
1The Hubbard model itself was independently introduced by Gutzwiller, Hubbard, and Kanamori in
1963 [57].
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elements is not too large, these Wannier orbitals retain most of their atomic character,
and the index i remains meaningful in the sense that the new orbitals are well localized
at each site.
We continue by expressing the electronic Hamiltonian (2.4) in this new orthogonal
basis and drop all terms of the Coulomb interaction that include dierent sites (“Hubbard
approximation”). One arrives at the well-known form of the multiband Hubbard model
HˆHub =Hˆkin + Hˆint
=
∑
i,j
∑
σ1,σ2
tσ1,σ2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆj,σ2 +
1
2
∑
i
∑
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
U σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4i cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆ†i,σ2cˆi,σ3cˆi,σ4 (3.4)
with
tσ1,σ2i,j = δs1,s2
∫
drϕ∗i,σ1 (r)
(
−12∇
2
r +V (r)
)
ϕj,σ2 (r) , (3.5)
U σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4i = δs1,s4δs2,s3
∫
dr dr′ϕ∗i,σ1 (r)ϕ
∗
i,σ2 (r
′)
1
|r − r′|ϕi,σ3 (r
′)ϕi,σ4 (r) , (3.6)
where si denotes the spin component of σi .
Following the procedure described here, we end up with operators cˆ†i,σ (cˆi,σ ) that create
(annihilate) electrons in orbitals which generally do not possess the proper site symmetry,
i.e., the corresponding wave functions can not be classied by the representation of the
point-symmetry group of the lattice. This property can be recovered by initially choosing
the eigenfunctions φi,σ (r) in (3.1) to respect the symmetry of the lattice (using a proper
unitary transformation of the basis functions spanning degenerate subspaces), c.f., d-
orbitals in a cubic environment (4.7).
We point out the similarity between the construction of Wannier orbitals from DFT
calculations using the projection method in Section 2.6.2 and the procedure described
here. In this work we use the Hubbard model with basis functions derived from DFT as a
starting point for Gutzwiller calculations.
3.2 Hartree-Fockmethod
We derive the Hartree-Fock equations using a variational method, following [59]. The
Hartree-Fock method yields an upper bound for the ground-state energy of the exact
solution and for the solution of the Gutzwiller method introduced in the next section.
The solution of the Hartree-Fock equations leads to the optimal Slater determinant for
an interacting system, in the sense of a minimal expectation value for the energy.
A general Slater determinant in second quantization is written as
|Φ0〉 =
∏
ϵγ <EF
h†γ |vac〉 , (3.7)
where all one-particle states |γ 〉 with energy ϵγ below the Fermi-energy EF are occupied.
Our goal is to determine a state of the form (3.7) that minimizes the energy of the Hubbard
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Hamiltonian (3.4). The operators hˆ†γ and cˆ†σ are connected by the unitary transformation
u,
hˆ†γ =
∑
σ˜
uγ ,σ˜ cˆ
†
σ˜
, cˆ†
σ˜
=
∑
γ
u∗γ ,σ˜ hˆ
†
γ with
∑
σ˜
u∗γ ,σ˜uγ ′,σ˜ = δγ ,γ ′ . (3.8)
Again, we use the index σ˜ = (σ , i ) that combines the site and the spin-orbital index. For
expectation values of an operator Aˆ with respect to a single-particle wave function we
introduce the notation
〈Aˆ〉Φ0 = 〈Φ0 |Aˆ|Φ0〉 . (3.9)
The expectation value of the energy is given by
〈HˆHub〉Φ0 =
∑
σ˜1,σ˜2
tσ˜1,σ˜2〈cˆ†σ˜1cˆσ˜2〉Φ0 +
1
2
∑
σ˜1,σ˜2,σ˜3,σ˜4
Uσ˜1,σ˜2,σ˜3,σ˜4〈cˆ†σ˜1cˆ
†
σ˜2
cˆ
σ˜3
cˆ
σ˜4
〉Φ0 (3.10)
with the obvious condition that Uσ˜1,...,σ˜4 is zero for indices containing dierent sites,
c.f. (3.4). Applying Wick’s theorem to the interaction part yields
〈cˆ†
σ˜1
cˆ†
σ˜2
cˆ
σ˜3
cˆ
σ˜4
〉Φ0 = 〈cˆ†σ˜1cˆσ˜4〉Φ0〈cˆ
†
σ˜2
cˆ
σ˜3
〉Φ0 − 〈cˆ†σ˜1cˆσ˜3〉Φ0〈cˆ
†
σ˜2
cˆ
σ˜4
〉Φ0 . (3.11)
Therefore, the expression that has to be minimized with respect to the entries of the
transformation matrix u is given by
〈HˆHub〉Φ0 =
∑
σ˜1,σ˜2
tσ˜1,σ˜2
∑
ϵγ <EF
u∗γ ,σ˜1uγ ,σ˜2+∑
σ˜1,σ˜2,σ˜3,σ˜4
Uσ˜1,σ˜2,σ˜3,σ˜4
2
∑
ϵγ ,ϵγ ′<EF
(
u∗γ ,σ˜1uγ ,σ˜4u
∗
γ ′,σ˜2uγ ′,σ˜3 − u∗γ ,σ˜1uγ ,σ˜3u∗γ ′,σ˜2uγ ′,σ˜4
)
.
(3.12)
Minimizing (3.12) and accounting for the property of unitarity of u (3.8) by introducing
the Lagrange parameters ϵγ ′ and sγ ′γ ′′ yields the equation
∂
∂u∗
γ ,σ˜
〈HˆHub〉Φ0 −
∑
γ ′
ϵγ ′ *,
∑
σ˜ ′
|uγ ′,σ˜ ′ |2 − 1+- −
∑
γ ′,γ ′′
sγ ′γ ′′
∑
σ˜ ′
uγ ′σ˜ ′
(
uγ ′′,σ˜ ′
)∗ = 0 . (3.13)
Equation (3.13) is solved by the eective one-particle Schrödinger equation∑
σ˜ ′
(
tσ˜ ,σ˜ ′ + Σσ˜ ,σ˜ ′
)
uγ ,σ˜ ′ = ϵγuγ ,σ˜ (3.14)
with the Hartree-Fock “self-energy”
Σσ˜ ,σ˜ ′ =
∑
σ˜1,σ˜2
(
Uσ˜ ,σ˜1,σ˜2,σ˜ ′ −Uσ˜ ,σ˜1,σ˜ ′,σ˜2
) ∑
ϵγ <EF
u∗γ ,σ˜1uγ ,σ˜2 , (3.15)
where we have used the symmetry relationUσ˜1,σ˜2,σ˜3,σ˜4 = Uσ˜2,σ˜1,σ˜4,σ˜3 . The rst term in (3.15)
is known as the “Hartree” contribution, the second term as the “Fock” contribution. Equa-
tions (3.14) and (3.15) need to be solved self-consistently. The expectation value for the
ground-state energy is then given by
〈HˆHub〉Φ0 =
∑
ϵγ <EF
ϵγ − 〈Hˆint〉Φ0 . (3.16)
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3.3 Gutzwiller wave function and approximation
3.3.1 Single-band case
Historically, M. Gutzwiller introduced the Gutzwiller wave function to study the eect of
strong correlations in a single-band Hubbard model
Hˆ sHub = −t
∑
i,j,s
cˆ†i,scˆj,s +
U
2
∑
i
nˆ
i,↑nˆi,↓ . (3.17)
For the purpose of illustrating the fundamental ideas in the Gutzwiller method, we start
our considerations using this model.
Typically, one has t > 0 and a repulsive potentialU > 0. For the half-lled model, with
one electron per orbital, it is obvious that the former term favours delocalized electrons,
whereas the latter term favours localization of the electrons at the sites. As we will see,
the Gutzwiller wave function accommodates for both of these “limiting cases” (t → ∞ or
U → ∞).
An isolated orbital can be unoccupied, occupied by two electrons in dierent spin states,
or occupied by one electron carrying spin s . We denote the expectation values of the four
eigenstates of the interaction term by m0∅ (no occupation), m0s (single occupied by an
electron with spin s) andm0
d
(doubly occupied). Evaluating this expectation values with
respect to any Slater determinant (for example obtained from the Hartree-Fock method)
yields
m0d = n
0
↑n
0
↓ , (3.18a)
m0s = n
0
s (1 − n0s¯ ) , (3.18b)
m0∅ = (1 − n0↑) (1 − n0↓) , (3.18c)
where n0s are the expectation values for nding an electron with spin s on a specic
site, e.g., for a half-lled Hubbard model n0↑ + n
0
↓ = 1 holds. The expectation values for
the four eigenstates of the isolated orbital are given by simple statistical considerations.
For example in the case of no spin-polarization and half-lling the double occupation is
always given bymd = 1/4.
It is readily understood that this limitation of the single-particle wave function is prob-
lematic if we want to account for correlations. At least for the half-lled case withU → ∞
one would expect that the system becomes insulating: charge uctuations are completely
suppressed, resulting in a expectation value of the double occupation ofmd = 0. As shown
in Appendix A.3, the Hartree-Fock solution displays unphysical spin-polarization already
for moderate values of U , because breaking the sz symmetry is the only mechanism to
avoid costly double occupations, compare (3.18).
Gutzwiller introduced a wave function, that includes the variational freedom to suppress
double occupancies in a Slater determinant |Φ0〉 by applying the Gutzwiller correlator PˆsG,
yielding the Gutzwiller wave function
|ΨsG〉 = PˆsG |Φ0〉 =
∏
i
Pˆ si |Φ0〉 with Pˆ si = 1 − (1 − д)dˆi , (3.19)
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where Pˆsi is the local Gutzwiller correlator acting on site i , dˆi = nˆi,↑nˆi,↓ the double occu-
pation operator, and д ∈ [0, 1], a variational parameter. For д = 1 the Gutzwiller wave
function is equal to the Slater determinant, for д = 0 the double occupied sites are com-
pletely projected out. Since the Slater determinant is the exact solution for the caseU = 0,
д = 1 is called the “uncorrelated” limit, whereasU → ∞, leading to д = 0, is the “atomic”
limit. The Gutzwiller method is a variational method, i.e., the variational principle provides
an upper bound on the ground-state energy, by minimizing |ΨsG〉with respect to the single-
particle state |Φ0〉 and the variational parameter д. Since the variational space includes
the Hartree-Fock solution, the Gutzwiller method results in equal or lower energies.
It is important to note that the single-particle state |Φ0〉 (accounting for the kinetic
term) is a delocalized wave function “living” in k-space, whereas the Gutzwiller correlator
(accounting for the correlations) is a local operator acting on each site in real space. This
complicates the evaluation of expectation values with respect to the many-particle wave
function |ΨsG〉. Even for the one-band model discussed here, the exact expressions for the
energy are only available for the case of one dimension [60, 61] or innite dimensions [58].
Gutzwiller used an approximation of the ground-state energy which later turned out to be
the exact solution in innite spatial dimensions. The corresponding Gutzwiller solution for
the one-band model can be readily derived from the expressions for the general multiband
case introduced in the next subsection.
3.3.2 Multiband case
It is convenient to separate the multiband Hubbard model (3.4) into a non-local and a
local part
HˆHub =
∑
i,j
∑
σ ,σ ′
tσ ,σ
′
i,j cˆ
†
i,σ cˆj,σ ′ +
∑
i
Hˆi,loc (3.20)
with
Hˆi,loc =
∑
σ1,σ2
tσ1,σ2i,i cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆ†i,σ2 +
∑
σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4
U σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4i cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆ†i,σ2cˆi,σ3cˆi,σ4 . (3.21)
The Gutzwiller wave function
|ΨG〉 = PˆG |Φ0〉 =
∏
i
Pˆi |Φ0〉 (3.22)
is generalized to the multiband case by introducing the local Gutzwiller correlator
Pˆi =
∑
Γi Γ
′
i
λi;Γi ,Γ′i mˆi;Γi ,Γ′i with mˆi;Γi ,Γ′i = |Γ〉ii〈Γ′| . (3.23)
The variational parameters are denoted by λi;Γi ,Γ′i where |Γ〉i are the eigenstates of the
local Hamiltonian (3.21)
Hˆi,loc =
∑
Γ
Ei;Γmˆi;Γi ,Γi . (3.24)
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Figure 3.1: Local Hartree-Fock expectation values for a dn-occupation of the half-lled
d-shell with 50% spin-polarization (left) and 95% spin polarization (right).
The statistical considerations made for the four eigenstates of the interaction Hamilto-
nian of the single-band model can also be generalized to the multiband case. The diago-
nalization of the local interaction Hamiltonian in a multiband Hubbard model, accounting
for the correlations in d-orbitals (see Section 4.3), yields a set of 210 eigenstates. All 1024
corresponding diagonal expectation values, which are evaluated with respect to a single-
particle wave function, can be expressed by the ratio of the two valuesn0↑ andn
0
↓ (assuming
degeneracy of the orbitals). To illustrate this we plot the Hartree-Fock expectation values
for a dn occupation (n = 0, . . . , 10) of a half-lled model in Fig. 3.1 for two values of
the spin-polarization. Since dn eigenstates are energetically more favourable then dn+1
states one expects, for strong local correlations, a much more narrow distribution around
the expectation value of ve electrons than given by the paramagnetic Hartree-Fock
solution, Fig. 3.1(a). As discussed for the one-band model in the previous subsection, a
spin-polarized Hartree-Fock wave function also typically lowers the energy for half-lled
shells, compare with the “improved” distribution for the spin-polarized case shown in
Fig. 3.1(b). Note, however, that such spin-polarization is not observed in most real systems.
From these considerations it becomes clear that the generalization of the Gutzwiller wave
function (3.19) to multiband models greatly improves the ground-state description of
strongly correlated multiband systems.
3.3.3 Gutzwiller approximation and energy functional
The evaluation of expectation values with respect to the Gutzwiller wave function without
further approximations poses a generally unsolvable many-body problem. However, it
is possible to evaluate expectation values in the limit of innite lattice coordination
number. Applying these results to models in nite dimensions is the so-called “Gutzwiller
approximation”. In this subsection we do not derive but only summarize the results of
the diagrammatic evaluation in innite-dimensions obtained by Bünemann et al. [59].
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We are interested in evaluating expectation values of the form
〈Oˆi〉ΨG =
〈Φ0 |
[∏
m,i Pˆ
†
mPˆm
]
Pˆ†i Oˆi Pˆi |Φ0〉
〈Φ0 |
[∏
m Pˆ
†
mPˆm
]
|Φ0〉
(3.25)
〈Oˆi,j〉ΨG =
〈Φ0 |
[∏
m,i,j Pˆ
†
mPˆm
]
Pˆ†j Pˆ
†
i Oˆi,jPˆi Pˆj |Φ0〉
〈Φ0 |
[∏
m Pˆ
†
mPˆm
]
|Φ0〉
, (3.26)
where Oˆi is any operator acting only on site i and Oˆi,j = cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ ′ for i , j. Imposing
the constraints
〈Pˆ†i Pˆi〉Φ0 = 1 , (3.27)
〈cˆ†i,σ Pˆ†i Pˆi cˆi,σ ′〉Φ0 = 〈cˆ†i,σ cˆi,σ ′〉Φ0 , (3.28)
the expectation values in innite dimensions are given by
〈Oˆi〉ΨG = 〈Φ0 |Pˆ†i Oˆi Pˆi |Φ0〉 , (3.29)
〈Oˆi,j〉ΨG = 〈Φ0 |Pˆ†j Pˆ†i Oˆi,jPˆi Pˆj |Φ0〉 . (3.30)
Using these results, we are able to derive the energy functional in the Gutzwiller approxi-
mation. We assume translational invariance from now on. The site index “i” is suppressed,
whenever this does not create ambiguities. A local basis can be chosen such that the local
density matrix is diagonal
Cσ ,σ ′ = 〈cˆ†i,σ cˆi,σ ′〉Φ0 = δσ ,σ ′nσ . (3.31)
The constraints (3.27) and (3.28) are expressed in terms of the variational parameters using
(3.23), ∑
Γ,Γ1,Γ2
λ∗Γ,Γ1λΓ,Γ2m
0
Γ1,Γ2
= 1 , (3.32)∑
Γ,Γ1,Γ2
λ∗Γ,Γ1λΓ,Γ2m
0
Γ1∪σ ,Γ2∪σ ′ = δσ ,σ ′nσ (3.33)
with |Γ ∪ σ 〉 := cˆ†σ |Γ〉 andm0Γ,Γ′ = 〈mˆΓ,Γ′〉Φ0 . Each local operator Oˆi , e.g., the local Hamilto-
nian (3.21), can be written as
Oˆi =
∑
Γ,Γ′
OΓ,Γ′mˆi;Γ,Γ′ . (3.34)
Using (3.23) and (3.29) its expectation value with respect to the Gutzwiller wave function
is then given by
〈Oˆ〉ΨG =
∑
Γ1,Γ2,Γ3,Γ4
OΓ2,Γ3λ
∗
Γ2,Γ1
λΓ3,Γ4m
0
Γ1,Γ4
. (3.35)
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For the local Hamiltonian (3.24) we therefore obtain
〈Hˆi,loc〉ΨG =
∑
Γ,Γ1,Γ2
EΓλ
∗
Γ,Γ1
λΓ,Γ2m
0
Γ1,Γ2
. (3.36)
Expectations values for the kinetic term are evaluated using (3.29)
〈cˆ†i,σ1cˆj,σ2〉ΨG =
〈 (
Pˆ†i cˆ
†
i,σ1
Pˆi
) (
Pˆ†j cˆ
†
j,σ1
Pˆj
)〉
Φ0 . (3.37)
In innite dimensions the expectations values take the form
〈cˆ†i,σ1cˆj,σ2〉ΨG =
∑
σ ′1,σ
′
2
q
σ ′1
σ1
(
q
σ ′2
σ2
)∗
〈cˆ†i,σ1cˆj,σ2〉ΨG (3.38)
with the “hopping renormalization” factors
qσ
′
σ =
1
nσ ′
∑
Γ1,...,Γ4
λ∗Γ2,Γ1λΓ3,Γ4〈Γ2 |cˆ†σ |Γ3〉
〈(
|Γ1〉〈Γ4 |cˆσ ′
)〉
Φ0
. (3.39)
With expectation values for the local and the kinetic part of the Hamiltonian (3.20) at
hand we retrieve the following variational energy functional (per lattice site)
EG
(
λΓ,Γ′, |Φ0〉
)
=
∑
σ1,σ2
σ ′1,σ
′
2
q
σ ′1
σ1
(
q
σ ′2
σ2
)∗
Eσ1,σ2,σ ′1,σ
′
2
+
∑
Γ,Γ1,Γ2
EΓλ
∗
Γ,Γ1
λΓ,Γ2m
0
Γ1,Γ2
(3.40)
with the energy tensor
Eσ1,σ2,σ ′1,σ
′
2
=
1
L
∑
i,j
tσ1,σ2i,j
〈
cˆ†
i,σ ′1
cˆ
j,σ ′2
〉
Φ0
(3.41)
As usual, L denotes the number of sites in the crystal. Equation (3.40) has to be minimized,
fullling the constraints (3.27), (3.28).
3.4 Minimizing the Gutzwiller energy functional
The direct minimization of (3.40) poses a dicult (numerical) problem. For a local Hamil-
tonian with `-like orbitals, the dimension of the Hilbert space of the atomic problem
is 22(2l+1) . Even if we only take into account diagonal entries λΓ,Γ of the full parame-
ter matrix λΓ,Γ′ we end up with 1024 parameters for d-type (` = 2) orbitals. The con-
straints (3.27), (3.28) introduce dependencies between the variational parameters that
complicate the numerical procedure.
The minimization of the energy functional is achieved by subsequent inner and outer
minimization cycles. With an “inner minimization” we refer to the optimization with
respect to the variational parameters, with “outer minimization” to the optimization with
respect to the single-particle state |Φ0〉. In this section we outline the general strategy for
the numerical scheme used in this work, which is based on [62, 63].
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3.4.1 Inner minimization
The single-particle state enters the energy functional (3.40) through its density matrix
ρ (iσ ),(j,σ ′) = 〈cˆ†j,σ ′cˆi,σ 〉Φ0 with ρ = ρ2 . (3.42)
Since we perform an inner minimization we only minimize with respect to the variational
parameters. For a xed density matrix ρ, the energy functional can be cast into the form
EG(v) =
∑
σ1,σ2,σ ′1,σ
′
2
q
σ ′1
σ1 (v)q
σ ′2
σ2 (v)Eσ1,σ2,σ ′1,σ ′2 +
∑
Z ,Z ′
U (Z ,Z ′)vZvZ ′ , (3.43)
where we used the abbreviation vZ for the variational parameters
vZ =
λΓ,Γ′√
m0Γ,Γm
0
Γ′,Γ′
, (3.44)
which are the elements of a vector v. Since the q-factors depend quadratically on the
variational parameters we can write them as
qσ
′
σ (v) =
∑
Z ,Z ′
Sσ
′
σ (Z ,Z
′)vZvZ ′ . (3.45)
The same holds for the nc constraints
дl (v) =
∑
Z ,Z ′
fl (Z ,Z
′)vZvZ ′ − д0l = 0 (l = 1, . . . ,nc) . (3.46)
For each inner minimization cycle, the coecientsCZ ,Z ′ =
{
Sσ
′
σ (Z ,Z
′), fl (Z ,Z ′),U (Z ,Z ′)
}
only have to be calculated once. Dierentiating the energy functional (3.43) and the
constraints (3.46) with respect to the variational parameters vZ is done analytically. The
analytic expressions are readily evaluated numerically and used in a constrained gradient
descent scheme. For the detailed technical description of this scheme, we refer to [62].
3.4.2 Outer minimization
The inner minimization yields an optimum set of variational parameters vmin. For the
outer minimization we have to optimize the functional
EG(ρ) =
∑
i,j
∑
σ ,σ ′
t¯σ ,σ
′
i,j (ρ)ρ (jσ ′),(iσ ) + L
∑
Z ,Z ′
U (Z ,Z ′) (ρ)vminZ v
min
Z ′
with respect to ρ. Here we introduced the renormalised hopping parameters
t¯σ1,σ2i,j (ρ) =
∑
σ ′1,σ
′
2
qσ1
σ ′1
(ρ)qσ2
σ ′2
(ρ)t
σ ′1,σ
′
2
i,j (3.47)
with
qσ
′
σ (ρ) =
∑
Z ,Z ′
Sσ
′
σ (Z ,Z
′; ρ)vminZ v
min
Z ′ . (3.48)
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In addition, the (independent) constraints
дl (ρ) =
∑
Z ,Z ′
fl (Z ,Z
′, ρ)vminZ v
min
Z ′ − д0l = 0
need to be obeyed. In the following, we describe two strategies to perform the outer
minimization. We denote them as “Fixed local density matrix” and “Unrestricted mini-
mization”.
Fixed local density matrix
Only the local density matrix
Cσ ,σ ′ = ρ (i,σ ′),(i,σ ) (3.49)
enters the coecients Sσ ′σ (Z ,Z ′), fl (Z ,Z ′) andU (Z ,Z ′). When we keep the local density
matrix xed we have to minimize the functional
EG,0(ρ) ≡
∑
i,j
∑
σ ,σ ′
t¯σ ,σ
′
i,j ρ (jσ ′),(iσ ) . (3.50)
We obey the constraints using the Lagrange functional
LG := EG,0(ρ) −
∑
σ ,σ ′
ησ ,σ ′
∑
i
(Cσ ,σ ′ − ρ (iσ ′),(iσ ) ) −
∑
i,j
∑
σ ,σ ′
Ω(iσ ),(jσ ′)[ρ2 − ρ](jσ ′),(iσ ) ,
(3.51)
where ησ ,σ ′ are Lagrange parameters for xing the local density matrix, and Ω(iσ ),(jσ ′)
are Lagrange parameters for ensuring that the density matrix corresponds to the density
matrix of a single-particle wave function. Minimizing the Lagrange functional is equal to
nding the ground state of the eective single-particle Hamiltonian
Hˆ e0 =
∑
i,j
∑
σ ,σ ′
((1 − δi,j )t¯σ ,σ ′i,j + δi,jησ ,σ ′ )cˆ†i,σ cˆj,σ ′ , (3.52)
that then yields the optimal density matrix.
Up to this point we developed a working strategy to minimize the Gutzwiller energy
functional: By a single inner and a single outer minimization step we nd the optimal
density matrix ρ and the optimal variational parameters v for a given (xed) local density
matrixC . All is left is to “scan” for the optimal local density matrix. We can simplify this
approach by directly choosing a xed set of eective on-site elements ησ ,σ ′ , our Lagrange
parameters in (3.51). Next we apply several inner and outer minimization steps until
convergence with respect to the local density matrix is achieved. We then found a density
matrix ρ that is optimal for a set of eective on-site energies ησ ,σ ′ that indirectly specify
the local density matrix. If we take symmetries into account, the eective on-site energies
can often be reduced to a very small set of independent parameters so that a simple scan
of the remaining parameters becomes numerically feasible.
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Unrestrictedminimization
The optimal set of eective on-site energies in the scheme of subsequent inner and outer
minimization steps described in the previous section can also be determined directly. We
drop the requirement of a xed local density matrix and explicitly full the Gutzwiller
constraints using the Lagrange parameters Λl , yielding the Lagrange functional for the
unrestricted minimization
LG = EG(ρ) −
∑
l
Λlдl (ρ) −
∑
i,j
∑
σ ,σ ′
Ω(iσ ),(jσ ′)[ρ2 − ρ](jσ ′),(iσ ) . (3.53)
Again, the minimization yields an eective single-particle Hamiltonian (3.52) where the
eective on-site energies are now given by
ησ ,σ ′ =
∂
∂Cσ ,σ ′
EG(ρ) −
∑
l
Λl
∂
∂Cσ ,σ ′
дl (ρ) . (3.54)
Please note that even though the local density matrix is diagonal (which always can be
archived by a unitary transformation) derivatives with respect to o-diagonal elements
do not necessarily have to be zero. The remaining Lagrange parameter Λl can be obtained
by exploiting the fact that, for the variational ground state, the Lagrange functional (3.53)
is also minimal with the respect of the parameters vZ , yielding the equation
∂
∂vZ
EG(ρ,v )
v=vmin −∑
l
Λl
∂
∂vZ
дl (ρ,v )
v=vmin = 0. (3.55)
From this equation we can determine Λl and nally calculate the eective on-site energy
ησ ,σ ′ .
The unrestricted minimization scheme is summarized by the following steps
(i) Start from the uncorrelated limit, i.e. set qσ ′σ = δσ ,σ ′ and ησ ,σ ′ = t
σ ,σ ′
i,i .
(ii) Determine the ground state |Φ0〉 of the Hamiltonian (3.52) and calculate Cσ ,σ ′ .
If Cσ ,σ ′ is not diagonal, change to a basis where it is.
(iii) Perform an inner minimization.
Calculate a new set of hopping reduction factors qσσ ′ .
(iv) Determine Λl and calculate a new set of eective on-site energies ησ ,σ ′ .
Go to step (ii).
As usual, a simple linear mixing scheme for the q-factors and the η- parameters is applied.
The algorithm terminates as soon as a xed point is reached.
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3.5 Landau-Gutzwiller quasi particles
It is shown in [64] that the eigenenergies of the eective single-particle Hamiltonian (3.52)
can be interpreted as quasi-particle bands which are suitable for a comparison with real,
three-dimensional Fermi liquids. We give a short summary of the publication in this
section.
The Gutzwiller correlator acts on the Fermi-gas ground state |Φ0〉 and gradually reduces
the energetically unfavourable congurations. This gradual reduction is in the spirit
of the Landau Fermi-liquid theory which assumes that the Fermi gas picture remains
qualitatively valid when electron-electron interactions are switched on. The eigenstates
of the uncorrelated Fermi-gas adiabatically transform into those of the Fermi liquid.
To obtain the eigenstates of (3.52) we transform the Hamiltonian to momentum space,
H e0 =
∑
k,σ ,σ ′
(
ϵ¯k,σ ,σ ′ − ησ ,σ ′) cˆ†k,σ cˆk,σ ′ (3.56)
with
ϵ¯k,σ ,σ ′ =
1
L
∑
i,j
t¯σσ
′
i,j e
ik(Ri−Rj ) and cˆ (†)k =
1√
L
∑
i
e
+
(−)ikRi cˆ (†)i,σ , (3.57)
where L is the number of sites. Using another unitary transformation
hˆ†k,γ =
∑
σ
u (k)γ ,σ cˆ
†
k,σ (3.58)
we eventually arrive at the diagonal form
H e0 =
∑
k,γ
Ek,γ hˆ
†
k,γ hˆk,γ (3.59)
with the dispersion Ek,γ . The ground state of (3.59) is then assumed to be given by
|Φ0〉 =
∏
Ek,γ <EF
hˆ†k,γ |vac〉 , (3.60)
where the Fermi energy is indirectly determined by the number of particles in the system.
We dene the quasi-particle and quasi-hole creation operators
eˆ†k,γ = PˆGh
†
k,γ (PˆG)
−1 , (3.61)
vˆk,γ = PˆGhk,γ (PˆG)
−1 , (3.62)
which full Fermi anti-commutation relations. These operators create quasi-particles/quasi-
holes in the Gutzwiller ground state
〈ΨG |eˆ†k,γvˆk,γ |ΨG〉 = Θ(EF − Ek,γ ) , (3.63)
〈ΨG |vˆ†k,γ eˆk,γ |ΨG〉 = Θ(Ek,γ − EF) . (3.64)
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As seen from the expressions for the corresponding states,
|Ψk,γG,+〉 = eˆ†k,γ |ΨG〉 = PGhˆ†k,γ |Φ0〉 , (3.65)
|Ψk,γG,−〉 = vˆk,γ |ΨG〉 = PGhˆk,γ |Φ0〉 , (3.66)
the excitations of the correlated system are uniquely connected to the excitations of the
uncorrelated Fermi gas |Φ0〉. The energies of the excitations are given by
E
qp
k,γ = ±
(
Evar±,k,γ − Evar0
)
, (3.67)
where Evar0 is the variational ground state energy, and
Evar±,k,γ =
〈Ψk,γG,± |HHub |Ψk,γG,±〉
〈Ψk,γG,± |Ψk,γG,±〉
(3.68)
is the expectation value of the energy with respect to the excited states. It can be shown [59]
that the quasi-particle energies are directly connected to the dispersion of the eective
Hamiltonian H e0 in (3.59)
E
qp
k,γ = Ek,γ − EF . (3.69)
Hence, the eigenenergies Ek,γ of H e0 have direct physical meaning and can be compared
to band structures obtained from Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy (ARPES)
experiments.
The eective on-site energies η entering the Hamiltonian (3.52) change the band-
positions, the q-factors renormalize the band width. The square of the renormalization
factor is related to the eective massm∗ of the quasi-particle,m∗ ∝ 1/q2. A renormalization
of the hopping reduction factor to zero can therefore be interpreted as a metal-to-insulator
transition. Such a transition, the so-called “Brinkmann-Rice” transition [65], is shown to
occur for the one-band model for a nite value of the interaction U . It was shown that
the occurrence of the Brinkmann-Rice transition in the one-band Hubbard model is an
artefact of the Gutzwiller approximation [66]. Results with very small renormalization
factors or the observation of metal-insulator transitions must therefore be taken with
care in the variational method described here [59]. We shall not encounter vanishingly
small q-factors in this work.
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4 Gutzwiller DFT for dilutedmagnetic
semiconductors
The study of Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors (DMS) requires to solve two main prob-
lems: (i) an adequate treatment of electron correlations, due to the presence of a strong
Coulomb interaction at the impurity sites; (ii) an adequate modelling of the low doping
concentrations that break translational and rotational symmetries of the host semicon-
ductor. Problem (i) is tackled by employing the Gutzwiller variational method, problem
(ii) by using large unit cells, so called “supercells”.
In this chapter we introduce the assumptions and approximations that we make in
order to investigate numerically the magnetic properties of DMS materials. We do not
only aim for a qualitative model description, but are interested in quantitative results. For
this purpose we utilize accurate DFT calculations as input for our multiband Hubbard
model Hamiltonian. We study dierent host-dopant combinations which allow us to draw
conclusion for the general coupling mechanism between magnetic ions in DMS materials.
4.1 Crystal structure
The two most important crystal structures for semiconductors are the hexagonal wurtzite
structure and the cubic zincblende structure (β-ZnS). In this work we will solely focus on
the more common zincblende structure. We investigate the magnetic properties of several
II-VI semiconductors doped with manganese, as well as GaAs doped with manganese.
The fcc sub-lattice of the cations is shifted against the fcc sub-lattice of the anions by
a/4 along the diagonal of the cubic unit cell, see Fig. 4.1. Values for the experimentally
determined lattice constant a for the various semiconductors are collected in Table 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Unit cell of the prototype II-VI semicon-
ductor Cd3MnTe4. One of the four Cd-atoms within
the unit cell is replaced by a magnetic impurtiy, lead-
ing to an impurity concentration of x = 25%. This
conguration conserves the cubic symmetry at the
Mn-site.
We assume that the magnetic impurity substitutes the semiconductor cation without
inducing any deformation of the original lattice. We restrain our investigations to materi-
als without impurity-induced defects (occupations by magnetic impurities at interstitial
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ABC CdMnTe ZnMnTe ZnMnSe ZnMnS GaMnAs CdCrTe
A3B1C4 12.39 11.76 10.88 10.37 10.83 12.37
A4B0C4 12.52 11.70 10.81 10.30 10.86 12.52
A4B0C4 (exp) 12.25 11.53 10.71 10.22 10.68 12.25
Table 4.1: Lattice constants determined by a non-relativistic DFT calculation in the
FLAPW formulation using the PBE functional. Experimental values are taken from [67].
All values are given in atomic units.
sites, vacancies, and so on). Moreover, we assume a random distribution of the magnetic
ions without a bias towards clustering, i.e., whether a site is occupied by an impurity or a
semiconductor cation is completely random. The validity of this assumption is supported
by the experimental analysis of crystals by x-ray diraction for the cases where the dopant
iso-electronically replaces the cation, for example, in a rather crude chemical picture, the
Mn 4s2 valence electrons overtake the function of the 5s2 valence electrons of Cd in the
bonding in Cd1−xMnxTe. However, for the case of manganese doped GaAs it is known
from experiment that the crystals can have defects which largely inuence their physical
properties. For example, the Curie temperature of Ga1−xMnxAs can be inuenced by a
post-growth annealing process [68] which is believed to cure certain lattice defects. The
study of eects caused by lattice defects is not within the scope of this thesis.
We calculate the lattice constant of the undoped semiconductor and of a prototype ma-
terial with eight atoms per unit cell where we replaced one atom by a magnetic impurity,
corresponding to a dopant concentration of x = 25% as exemplary shown for Cd1−xMnxTe
in Fig. 4.1. The calculation is performed using a non-relativistic spin-polarized DFT calcu-
lation where we used the GGA with the PBE functional. The lattice constant is determined
from the minimum of a quadratic t to the ground-state energy, see Fig. 4.2. Results for
various materials are listed in Table 4.1. The density functional theory systematically
overestimates the lattice parameters by about 2%. The lattice parameter of the unit cell
containing the impurity diers only about 1% from the non-doped material. Therefore,
the assumption that the lattice distortion around a single impurity can be neglected in
our studies seems reasonable. For all further calculations we use the experimental lattice
constant of the host semiconductor.
4.2 Supercells
Performing a DFT calculation for a zincblende semiconductor material is computationally
inexpensive. A fcc lattice with a two-atomic basis is used. The evaluation of integrals
within the fcc BZ on a discrete set of k-points (“k-mesh”) is vastly simplied by exploiting
the 24 point-group symmetries present, cutting down the computational eort by about
the same factor. Additionally, the k-mesh for non-metallic systems can be kept coarse,
since it is not necessary to sample accurately the two-dimensional energy surface at
the Fermi level. By exploiting all symmetry properties, a typical DFT calculation for
such a system converges on today’s computing machines within seconds, even when the
expensive FLAPW formalism is used.
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Figure 4.2: Normalized ground-state energy for CdTe and Cd3MnTe4, as a function of
the lattice constant a, determined by a non-relativistic DFT calculation in the FLAPW
formulation using the PBE functional (points) together with a quadratic t.
To be able to describe the physics of doped crystals adequately we employ the super-
cell method. A large unit cell of several atoms with a certain concentration of magnetic
impurities mimics the random nature of the impurity distribution over the whole crystal.
The material then still possesses translational symmetry which allows us to employ band
structure methods for innite large systems. In comparison to the two-atomic calcula-
tion these supercell calculations are computationally very demanding. The unit cell of
Cd3MnTe4, see Fig. 4.1, is a realization of such a supercell but obviously too small to study
highly diluted systems. The Mn atoms form a cubic sub-lattice in the crystal, so that all
symmetries are conserved. Even though there are only three distinct atoms (atoms, that
cannot be mapped onto each other by symmetry operations of the lattice), the computa-
tional time goes up from seconds to minutes. The time complexity of FLAPW-methods
is typically given by O (N 3A) (ultimately determined by matrix diagonalization), where
NA is the number of atoms in the unit cell [23]. In some of our calculations we study
isolated impurities in a host semiconductor. In this context “isolated” means that the
supercell containing these atoms is large enough so that the ions are not inuenced by
their periodic counterparts in neighboring cells. To meet this requirements, even for the
simple case of two isolated ions in a II-VI semiconductor, unit cells with sizes up to 128
atoms are necessary. All DFT results in this work for unit cells with more than 16 atoms
were performed on high-performance computing systems [69].
4.2.1 Linear interpolation scheme
In Section 2.6 we introduced a method to obtain a tight-binding model derived from DFT
calculations based on Wannier orbitals. The combination of density functional theory
and the Gutzwiller method appears straightforward. (i) a DFT supercell calculation is
downfolded using Wannier orbitals; (ii) the resulting tight-binding model is extended
to include local interaction terms for the impurity sites; (iii) the nal Hubbard model is
investigated using the Gutzwiller variational method. However, this approach fails due
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Figure 4.3: Crystal structure (exemplary for the case of Mn doped CdTe) based on the 16
atom unit cell with one impurity continued 2 × 2 × 1 times. Nearest-neighbor distances
between two impurities are indicated by red arrows.
to the complexity of downfolding the DFT band structures of large supercells. As an
instructive example we consider a DFT calculation with 128 atoms/supercell. A unit cell
of this size requires a downfolded basis of 512 Wannier orbitals (four orbitals per atom
to describe the valence and conduction bands, c.f. Section 2.6.6). The number of matrix
elements which needs to be computed just within this unit cell is 5122. We also need to
compute hopping matrix elements into neighboring cells, so that an ecient algorithm
is required which implements strategies for neglecting small and storing large matrix
elements. We also nd that numerical inaccuracies build up in the downfolding procedure
for large unit cells. This renders the downfolding procedure impracticable for supercells
with much more than 16 atoms.
In order to cope with these problems we use a dierent approach. The main idea is
that an impurity placed in the host semiconductor only has an inuence on neighbor-
ing hopping matrix elements. Matrix elements between orbitals that are “further away”
stay unaected by the impurity. We exploit the fact that Wannier orbitals are dened in
real space to “extract” the inuence of the impurity on its surrounding. This is done by
performing the following steps.
(i) Carry out a non-spin polarized DFT calculation with a 16-atom unit cell for the
host semiconductor and a subsequent downfolding of the DFT band structure onto
a tight-binding model with a basis of 16 × 4 = 64 Wannier orbitals.
(ii) Carry out a non-spin polarized DFT calculation with a 16-atom unit cell for the
host semiconductor in which one cation is replaced by a magnetic impurity and
a subsequent downfolding of the DFT band structure onto a tight-binding model
with a basis of 16 × 4 + 5 = 69 Wannier orbitals. Note that there are ve additional
d-type orbitals from the impurity.
Procedure (i) yields a set of orbitals and matrix elements describing valence and conduc-
tion bands around the Fermi energy. These bands have s-type and p-type character. In
procedure (ii) we obtain additional matrix elements due to the impurity which includes
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Figure 4.4: Band structures of Cd8Te8 (left) and Cd7MnTe8 (right) for the 16-atom unit
cell shown in Fig. 4.3 obtained from paramagnetic DFT calculations utilizing the PBE
functional.
matrix elements from or onto d-orbitals. In this subsection we use the indices σ1,2 for s-
and p-type orbitals, and σ˜1,2 for d-type orbitals.
With this notation the tight-binding model obtained from step (i) reads
HˆAB =
∑
i,j,σ1,σ2
tσ1,σ2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆj,σ2 . (4.1)
We remind the reader that i and j indicates atoms over the whole crystal, they are not
restricted to the 16 atoms of one unit cell. Because of the translational symmetry of
the crystal, all hopping values occur innitely often. The set of distinct hopping values
obtained from the downfolding procedure is only nite because a cut-o value is dened,
neglecting matrix elements of distant orbitals, as explained in Section 2.6.4. The total
number of distinct matrix elements obtained from procedure (i) and (ii) are of the order
of one million.
Similarly, we obtain a tight-binding Hamiltonian from procedure (ii),
HˆAMB =
∑
i,j,σ1,σ2
t¯σ1,σ2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆj,σ2 +
∑
i,j,σ˜1,σ2
{
t¯ σ˜1,σ2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ˜1
cˆj,σ2 + h. c.
}
+
∑
i,j,σ˜1,σ˜2
t¯ σ˜1,σ˜2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ˜1
cˆ
j,σ˜2
.
(4.2)
Again, a lot of complexity is hidden within the notation. To give an illustrative example
we pick an atom right next to a magnetic impurity. The orbitals of this atom/site not only
have a nite overlap with the orbitals of the closest impurity, but also with all periodically
reoccurring impurity orbitals from all over the crystal that are within the range dened
by the cut-o value Rmax.
We assume that the values tσ1,σ2i,j obtained from procedure (i) correspond to values t¯
σ1,σ2
i,j
obtained from procedure (ii), i.e., they are both matrix elements between a specic orbital
located at site a and a specic orbital located at site b, regardless of the type of the crystal
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(pure or doped). Here, an additional diculty arises. In principle, the Wannier orbitals
obtained from the downfolding-procedure are only known up to a phase-factor. This
phase-factors can be chosen in such a way that all hopping matrix elements become
real [44]. In order to get meaningful results in the linear position scheme described in the
following, we only have to ensure that there are no sign changes between the denition
of the orbitals from procedure (i) and (ii).
Using this notation we are nally able to express the inuence of one impurity on
the matrix elements. We pick a lattice site f occupied by an impurity and calculate all
dierences in matrix elements in the proximity given by the cut-o values C1 and C2.
HˆMf =
∑
i,j
min(d fi ,d
f
j )<C1
max(d fi ,d
f
j )<C2
{ ∑
σ1,σ2
(
t¯σ1,σ2i,j − tσ1,σ2i,j
)
cˆ†i,σ1cˆj,σ2+
∑
σ˜1,σ2
{
t¯ σ˜1,σ2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ˜1
cˆj,σ2 + h. c.
}
+
∑
σ˜1,σ˜2
t¯ σ˜1,σ˜2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ˜1
cˆ
j,σ˜2
}
, (4.3)
where we used the distance to the impurity at site f
d
f
i = |Ri − Rf |2 . (4.4)
Here Ri denote the atomic positions. We always have C2 > C1 for the choice of the
cut-o parameters. In our model we set C1 to include nearest neighbors, C2 to include
next-nearest neighbors of the impurity.
We can simply shift HˆM
f
to obtain the Hamiltonian for an impurity at a dierent site f ′.
With this at hand we can nally use a linear interpolation scheme to obtain a tight-binding
model of arbitrarily placed impurities within the host semiconductor
HˆTB = HˆAB +
∑
f ∈occ.
HˆMf , (4.5)
where f runs over sites occupied by magnetic ions. Note that in this model a hopping
matrix element between two semiconductor orbitals in the proximity of two impurities
“feels” the combined inuence of both impurities, due to the linear superposition scheme.
Of course, our model works best if the impurities are not too close together. Fortunately,
the magnetic ions can only occupy cation sites, so that they are never nearest neighbors
on the zincblende lattice.
Using this approach, we are able to construct large supercells with up to about 1000
atoms with arbitrary impurity placements on the fcc cation sub-lattice. We use sparse
matrices to eciently store non-vanishing matrix elements. The huge advantage of this
method is that the computationally expensive DFT calculations only have to be performed
once.
In order to test our method we compare an actual calculation using DFT for Cd3Mn1Te4,
see Fig. 4.1, and Cd2Mn2Te4 with a result from our linear interpolation scheme. Note that in
the latter case we have a quasi one-dimensional nearest neighbor chain of Mn ions on the
fcc cation-sublattice of the crystal. A comparison of the band structures obtained is shown
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in Fig. 4.5. Even for the case of impurities at nearest neighbors sites on the cation lattice,
the band structures of our method match the band structures from actual calculations
remarkably well. Thus, we are condent that our method is suitable to approximate
accurately the DFT band structure for very large supercells.
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Figure 4.5: Band structures for Cd3Mn1Te4 (left) (compare Fig. 4.1) and Cd2Mn2Te4 (right)
obtained from a paramagnetic DFT calculation (black lines) and our linear superposition
scheme (red lines).
4.3 Atomic problem
Using the method introduced in the last section we are now able to derive a tight-binding
model for DMS. Our nal Hamiltonian is obtained by adding local interaction terms for
all d-shells occupied by an impurity, and subtract a double-counting term, similar to the
LDA+U method in Section 2.5. The nal multiband Hubbard Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ = HˆTB +
∑
f ∈occ.
[
HˆATf − HˆDCf
]
, (4.6)
where HˆTB is given in (4.5) and the sum runs again over all sites occupied by impurities.
In this section we will focus on the explicit form of HˆAT
f
; HˆDC
f
is discussed in Section 4.5.
Since the interaction Hamiltonian is the same for every correlated site, we drop the site
index in the following. We use results from crystal eld theory (in chemistry: ligand eld
theory) to employ a more sophisticated description of the local d-type orbitals as done in
the LDA+U method. In cubic symmetry the ve d-orbitals split up in eд (φu , φv ) and t2д
(φξ , φη , φζ ) orbitals as visualized in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6: 3d-orbitals
in a cubic environment.
The wave functions are dened as:
φξ (r ,ϕ,Θ) =
i√
2
Rt2д (r )
[
Y2,1(ϕ,Θ) + Y2,−1(ϕ,Θ)
] ∝ yz , (4.7a)
φη (r ,ϕ,Θ) = − 1√
2
Rt2д (r )
[
Y2,1(ϕ,Θ) − Y2,−1(ϕ,Θ)] ∝ xz , (4.7b)
φζ (r ,ϕ,Θ) = − i√
2
Rt2д (r )
[
Y2,2(ϕ,Θ) − Y2,−2(ϕ,Θ)] ∝ xy , (4.7c)
φu (r ,ϕ,Θ) = Reд (r )Y2,0(ϕ,Θ) ∝ (3z2 − r 2) , (4.7d)
φv (r ,ϕ,Θ) =
1√
2
Reд (r )
[
Y2,2(ϕ,Θ) + Y2,−2(ϕ,Θ)
] ∝ (x2 − y2) . (4.7e)
We use the same denition to obtain the trial orbitals in the construction of the projected
Wannier functions in (2.86). Since their symmetry is conserved (see Appendix A.2) it is
meaningful to identify the Wannier orbitals from the tight-binding model with the orbitals
we use to describe the local interaction term.
The full interaction Hamiltonian for d-orbitals is given by [70, 59]
HˆAT =
∑
c,s
U (c, c )nˆc,snˆc ′,s¯ +
∑
c (,)c ′
∑
s,s ′
(
U (c, c′) − δs,s ′ J (c, c′)) nˆc,snˆc ′,s ′
+
∑
c (,)c ′
J (c, c′)
(
cˆ†
c,↑cˆ
†
c,↓cˆc ′,↓cˆc ′,↑ + h. c.
)
+
∑
c (,)c ′;s
J (c, c′)cˆ†c,scˆ
†
c ′,s¯cˆc,s¯cˆc ′,s
+
[ ∑
t ;s,s ′
(T (t ) − δs,s ′A(t ))nˆt ,scˆ†u,s ′cˆv,s ′ +
∑
t ,s
A(t )
(
cˆ†t ,scˆ
†
t ,s¯cˆu,s¯cˆv,s + cˆ
†
t ,scˆ
†
u,s¯cˆt ,s¯cˆv,s
)
+
∑
t (,)t ′(,)t ′′
∑
e,s,s ′
S (t , t ′; t ′′, e )cˆ†t ,scˆ
†
t ′,s ′cˆt ′′,s ′cˆe,s + h. c.
]
. (4.8)
As usual, the operators cˆ†c,s (cˆc,s ) create (annihilate) an electron with spin s in orbital c ,
where c ∈ {ξ ,η, ζ ,u,v}. We use the indices e and t to indicate that sums run over eд and
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t2д orbitals, respectively. In cubic symmetry we can express all matrix elements in (4.8) in
terms of ten independent parameters. When we also apply the “spherical approximation”
(Rt2д (r ) = Reд (r )), all of the matrix elements can be expressed in terms of the three Racah
parameters A, B and C , see Appendix A.1. We further use C = 4B, which is a reasonable
assumption for transition metal ions [70].
We need to be aware of the fact that in our calculations the cubic symmetry at an
impurity site can be broken due to the presence of other impurities, e.g., a nearest-neighbor
pair located on the fcc sub-lattice of the cations. As seen in later calculations, it is a good
approximation to always assume cubic symmetry at the impurity sites. This assumption
also vastly simplies our Gutzwiller calculations.
4.4 Hubbard U from constrained DFT
It is desirable to calculate the interaction parameters for the atomic (model) Hamilto-
nian (4.8) from rst principles. This would allow us to perform calculations without
further input. However, it turns out that this is a dicult task even when we are only
interested in the averaged values U avg (2.78) and J avg (2.77). One of the main problems
is that the denition of the orbitals in a solid is not unique and an estimation of U is
directly linked to the denition of the interacting orbitals. Literature values forU and J
for specic materials must therefore be interpreted as reference values and can deviate
signicantly from values appropriate for the model under consideration.
One strategy to obtain the screened Coulomb interaction parameters is to perform a
constrained DFT calculation [71]. A Lagrange parameter ν is introduced that xes the
total occupation of d-type orbitals of the magnetic impurity. The resulting functional
E[n(r](Nd ) = ELDA/GGA [n(r)] + ν (nd [n(r)] − Nd ) (4.9)
has to be minimized with respect to the charge density n(r) for a xed value of Nd . The
d-type occupation number is denoted by nd . An explicit expression for nd in the LAPW
basis is given by (2.58). The minimization of (4.9) leads to a modied set of Kohn-Sham
equations, similar to the LDA+U method, described in Section 2.5. We implemented the
constrained DFT method into the FLEUR program package.
It is now possible to calculate the Hubbard interaction parameter from the change in
the ground-state energy with respect to a variation in the d-shell occupation. We choose
to be consistent with the double-counting correction formula (2.79). For a paramagnetic
calculation the following relation holds,
U avg − J
avg
2 =
δ 2E
δN 2
d
. (4.10)
We performed paramagnetic GGA calculations using a unit cell with eight atoms where
one of the semiconductor cations is replaced by an impurity. The dependence of the
Lagrange parameter and of the ground-state energy on Nd for Cd3Mn1Te4 are shown
in Fig. 4.7. For ν = 0, which corresponds to an unconstrained calculation, the energy
is minimal, as expected. Driving the system away from the optimal d-shell occupation
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results in a quadratic increase in energy. Since the Lagrange parameter ν is nothing but
an external potential, the total occupation depends approximatively linearly on ν . We
use a quadratic t to the energy to obtain δ 2E/N 2
d
. This procedure is repeated for various
host-dopant combinations. In order to show the dramatic eect of the choice of the mun
tin radius in this type of methods, we perform all calculations for two dierent values. A
small value of the mun tin radius yields large values for the interaction strength. The
resulting interaction parameters are listed in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.7: Results of a constrained DFT calculation for Cd3Mn1Te4 using a mun tin
radius of 2.4 a.u.. Left: Normalized ground-state energy obtained for dierent values of
the d-occupation Nd of the manganese atom (dots) together with a quadratic t (line).
Right: Dependence of the Lagrange parameter ν on the lling Nd (dots) together with a
linear t (line).
RMT (a.u .) Cd4MnTe3 Zn4MnTe3 Zn4MnSe3 Zn4MnS3 Ga4MnAs3 Cd4CrTe3
2.4 11.1 10.5 11.5 12.1 9.9 10.7
2.0 16.5 15.7 16.7 17.3 14.9 15.1
Table 4.2: Values forU avg− J avg/2 obtained from constrained DFT calculations for various
DMS in eV. All values were obtained for two dierent mun tin radii RMT of the magnetic
impurity.
The constrained DFT method invites further research, such as the investigation of
the dependence of the interaction on the mun tin radius or the analysis of the charge
ow. However, these considerations are not within the scope of this thesis. The values in
Table 4.2 clearly show that the on-site interaction at the impurity sites are of comparable
magnitude for the II-VI semiconductors. Even though it is believed that the constrained
DFT method properly includes screening eects, the obtained values are too large. Using
the same method, a comparable overestimation was found for d-orbitals in copper [72].
For our further calculations, Gutzwiller as well as LDA+U, considerably smaller values
for the Coulomb interaction are needed to recover experimental results.
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4.5 Double-counting correction
The double-counting correction is one of the fundamental problems in combining band-
theory with a model-based (many-particle) description of correlations. Methods such as
LDA+U, DMFT, and the Gutzwiller-DFT depend on this correction. As already mentioned
in Section 2.5, the double-counting term accounts for the interaction which is already
included in a mean-eld way in the DFT band structure. Since we handle the interaction
explicitly by adding a suitable term to the DFT tight-binding model, we are interested
in removing the mean-eld contribution. This poses a dicult problem due to the very
nature of density functional theory, which does not allow us to identify such contributions
in a straightforward manner, unlike for example, in the Hartree-Fock method. If we add
an interaction term to the DFT tight-binding Hamiltonian and perform a Gutzwiller
calculation without accounting for the correction we get an unphysical charge-ow from
the correlated d-orbitals into the uncorrelated orbitals.
There exist several formulations for the double-counting correction that are all semi-
empirical. The most famous formulations are the Around Mean Field (AMF) and the
Fully Localized Limit (FLL) method. The choice of the double-counting correction can
strongly inuence the outcome of a calculation. For a comparison of the methods, see
for example [73]. We will briey describe the double-counting correction we use in our
calculation scheme.
Our calculation scheme for DMS presented in this chapter can be strictly separated
into two parts. (i) The non-magnetic DFT calculation serves as a basis for a realistic tight-
binding model, (ii) The Gutzwiller calculation treats the Hubbard Hamiltonian obtained by
adding a local interaction to the tight-binding model. The formation of magnetic moments
on the impurity sites in (ii) is a result of the interaction term, our DFT calculations in (i) are
not spin-polarized. It is important to note that we are not using the Gutzwiller method to
extend density functional theory, which would mean that we incorporate the Gutzwiller
method into the Kohn-Sham self-consistency cycle, feeding back a possible charge ow
into the DFT calculation until self-consistency is achieved. We are solely interested in
obtaining a reasonable non-spin-polarized tight-binding model as a starting point for
our calculations; this has to be considered in our formulation of the double-counting
correction.
In a fully self-consistent method, such as the LDA+U method, the double-counting
correction in the FLL formulation is given by [38]
EFLLdc =
U avg
2 n (n − 1) −
J avg
2
[
n↑(n↑ − 1) + n↓(n↓ − 1)
]
, (4.11)
where n↑, n↓ and n = n↑ + n↓ are the occupations of the correlated orbitals. This energy
correction enters the KS potential by an occupation-dependent potential
τ s =
∂Edc
∂ns
= U avg
(
n − 12
)
− J avg
(
ns − 12
)
. (4.12)
In each iteration of the self-consistency cycle, the value τ s changes, correcting for the
LDA mean-eld contribution from the last iteration, until self-consistency is achieved.
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In our calculation scheme, however, τ s is xed and given by the DFT result we are
starting from. We allow a charge ow within our Gutzwiller method but do not update
τ s in part (ii) of our calculations. Since our DFT calculation is paramagnetic, HˆDC in (4.6)
is simply given by
HˆDC = τ
∑
c,s
cˆ†c,scˆc,s . (4.13)
Using (4.12) and
U avg = F 0 = A +
7
5C , (4.14)
J avg =
F 2 + F 4
14 =
7
2B +
7
5C , (4.15)
we are able to obtain a rough estimate of the interaction energy present in the LDA
calculation.
The exact meaning of the double-counting correction in the self-consistent calculations
is a dicult topic for itself. We just mention a few complications connected with the
double-counting term. Strictly speaking, the interaction present in the LDA calculation
should not depend on our choice ofU and J . The double-counting correction is therefore
often tacitly interpreted as a mean-eld value of the additional interaction term. We do not
correct for the LDA interaction energy, but for the “mean-eld” value of the interaction
term we add to the calculation. This helps to understand why correlated orbitals in LDA+U
calculations are still occupied, even if we consider the U → ∞ limit. On the other hand,
exact expressions for the mean-eld value of the interaction term are known and the
question arises why the exact form is not chosen as the proper double-counting correction.
In our numerical experiments it turned out that this choice suppresses important physical
eects, e.g. spin-polarization.
To avoid all these complications we treat τ as a free parameter adjusting the total occu-
pation of our correlated orbitals. It turns out that the value for τ reproducing experimental
values is very close to the estimate from (4.12).
4.6 Minimization scheme for several impurities
We use the Gutzwiller method to account for several, dierent correlated sites per unit
cell. This complicates the minimization procedure described in Section 3.4. To keep the
notation as simple as possible we use from now on i and j as index for the unit cell and σ
to indicate all orbitals within the unit cell.
We denote the z impurities within the unit cell by In, with n = 1, 2, . . . , z. We dene
the set In to include all ten spin-orbital indices of the ve correlated (d-type) orbitals
belonging to impurity In
In =
{
σnζ ,↑,σ
n
ζ ,↓,σ
n
η,↑,σ
n
η,↓,σ
n
ξ ,↑,σ
n
ξ ,↓,σ
n
u,↑,σ
n
u,↓,σ
n
v,↑,σ
n
v,↓
}
. (4.16)
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The set of all correlated orbital indices is then given by
C = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ . . . Iz . (4.17)
The multiband Hubbard Hamiltonian (4.6) is written as
Hˆ =
∑
(i,σ1),(j,σ2)
tσ1,σ2i,j cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆj,σ2 +
∑
i,σ<C
tσ ,σi,i cˆ
†
i,σ cˆi,σ +
∑
i,n
Hˆi,n;loc , (4.18)
where the local correlated part of the Hamiltonian for impurity n in unit cell i is given by
Hˆi,n;loc =
∑
(σ1,σ2)∈In
(
tσ1,σ2i,i − δσ1,σ2τi,n
)
cˆ†i,σ1cˆ
†
i,σ2
+∑
(σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4)∈In
U σ1,σ2,σ3,σ4i,n cˆ
†
i,σ1
cˆ†i,σ2cˆi,σ3cˆi,σ4 (4.19)
with the double-counting correction τi,n. We apply the Gutzwiller correlator to each cor-
related site so that we can formally write
|ΨG〉 =
z∏
n=1
Pˆn |Φ0〉 . (4.20)
Due to cubic symmetry at the impurity site, we only have to include diagonal variational
parameters in the single-site Gutzwiller correlator,
Pˆn =
∑
Γ
λnΓ |Γ〉nn〈Γ | , (4.21)
where |Γ〉n are the eigenstates of (4.19)
Hˆi,n,loc =
∑
Γ
EnΓ |Γ〉nn〈Γ | . (4.22)
The Gutzwiller wave-function has to be minimized with respect to an optimal single-
particle wave function |Φ0〉 (Slater determinant) and the z sets of variational parameters λnΓ .
Since the local Hamiltonian describes the d-shell of the impurity we have 210 variational
parameters for each impurity in the unit cell.
All quantities introduced in Section 3.4 (q-factors, eective elds η, local density ma-
trices C) are dened analogously for each correlated site with impurity In, e.g., we can
nd an expression for the renormalization factor qσ2σ1 , which depends on the variational
parameter matrix λnΓ , where σ1,σ2 ∈ In.
Due to the symmetry present at the impurity sites, the o-site elements of the renor-
malization matrices q vanish. We dene qσ , which includes the renormalization factors
of all impurities,
qσ := qσσ , where qσ = 1 ∀σ < C . (4.23)
With this notation we formulate the energy functional (per unit cell)
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EG(λ
1
Γ, λ
2
Γ, . . . , λ
z
Γ ;Φ0) =
∑
σ1,σ2
qσ1qσ2Eσ1,σ2 +
∑
n
∑
Γ
EnΓλ
n∗
Γ λ
n
Γm
n,0
Γ,Γ (4.24)
with
Eσ1,σ2 ≡

(1/L) ∑i,j tσ1,σ2i,j 〈cˆ†i,σ1cˆj,σ2〉Φ0 ifσ1 = σ2 ∨ σ1 ∈ C
(1/L) ∑i,j tσ1,σ2i,j 〈cˆ†i,σ1cˆj,σ2〉Φ0 else, (4.25)
where L is the number of unit cells in the crystal. Our minimization procedure for this
functional is described as follows.
(i) We set the starting values. The iteration counter is set to c = 0; qσ = 1 for all orbitals;
ησ is set to the on-site energies obtained from the DFT tight-binding model.
(ii) The ground-state |Φ0〉 of
Hˆ e0 =
∑
(i,σ ),(j,σ ′)
qσqσ ′t
σ ,σ ′
i,j cˆ
†
i,σ cˆj,σ ′ +
∑
i,σ
ησ cˆ
†
i,σ cˆi,σ (4.26)
is determined. The impurity In is picked, where n = (j mod z)+1. From the ground-
state we calculate the energy tensor Eσ1,σ2 (4.25), and the local density matrix for
impurity In
Cnσ ,σ ′ = 〈cˆ†i,σ cˆi,σ ′〉, where σ ,σ ′ ∈ In . (4.27)
(iii) An inner minimization is performed. We nd the optimal set of variational pa-
rameters λnΓ , fullling the constraints and minimizing (4.24) with all other sets of
variational parameters kept xed. We obtain new values qσ , where σ ∈ In.
(iv) Using Cnσ ,σ ′ we obtain the eective elds ησ where σ ∈ In.
(v) The new values for the eective elds ησ and the hopping reduction factors qσ for
the correlated orbitals belonging to impurity In are stored for the next iteration. The
value c is incremented. Go to step (ii).
As usual, we stop the minimization procedure when self-consistency is achieved, i.e.,
the newly calculated renormalization factors q and the eective elds η are close to the
values of the previous iteration. We also apply a simple linear mixing scheme to achieve
better convergence.
We implemented our program is such a way that we minimize two impurities simulta-
neously if we know from symmetry that they are equivalent. We also implemented the
possibility to break the sz-symmetry for the impurities by adding small spin-dependent
elds for each correlated impurity-site in step (i). This allows us to investigate symmetry-
broken ground-states. We often use this to calculate the ground-state energy dierences
between a ferromagnetically and an antiferromagnetically (Néel) aligned conguration
of two impurities. Special care was taken to calculate ground-state expectation values
of the eective Hamiltonian Hˆ e0 accurately. We implemented a BZ integration routine
based on a subdivision of the BZ into tetrahedra, see Appendix A.4. These more advanced
routines are necessary to obtain convergence in our minimization scheme.
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4.7 Overview of the algorithm
Fig. 4.8 summarizes the algorithm in a ow chart.
Paramagnetic DFT calculations
with 16-atom unit cells using ex-
perimental lattice constant, with
and without a single impurity.
Racah parameters A,
B, C = 4B. Double-
counting correction τ .
Downfolding of DFT band struc-
tures; hopping matrix elements.
Tight-binding model using the linear
interpolation scheme for arbitrary
impurity placement in the unit cells.
Gutzwiller variational method to
obtain the ground-state of Hˆ (4.18)
Diagonalizing Hˆn;loc; atomic
states |Γ〉n and energies EnΓ .
Figure 4.8: Flow diagram of the Gutzwiller DFT method for diluted magnetic semicon-
ductors introduced in this chapter. Required input parameters are A, B, and τ .
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The results presented in this chapter summarize our studies of II-VI semiconductors doped
with manganese. This chapter closely follows our publication in [74].
Mn-doped II-VI semiconductors were among the rst diluted magnetic semiconductors
to be studied intensively [2, 75]. For small doping, the isovalent Mn ions replace the
semiconductor cations. Early on, it was pointed out that the Mn ions possess magnetic
moments whose couplings are mediated by the semiconductor host material: The d-shell
of the manganese weakly hybridizes with neighboring orbitals so that the atomic picture
of a s = 5/2 Hund’s Rule ground-state for the half-lled 3d-shell stays valid; the weak
hybridzation causes an antiferromagnetic coupling between pairs of these localized “spins”
due to superexchange. It is an experimental observation that pairs of Mn ions in II-VI
semiconductors placed in an external magnetic eld exhibit equidistant magnetization
steps as one would expect for antiferromagnetically coupled s = 5/2 spins. This underpins
the atomic picture and validates the description of the spins and their mutual interaction in
terms of a Heisenberg model with antiferromagnetic pair couplings Jn > 0 atnth-neighbor
distance.
Not only the exchange couplings between nearest neighbors but also those between
Mn ions at 2nd, 3rd, and 4th neighbor distances were experimentally determined; all
other couplings are negligibly small, Jn≥5  J4. A modeling of the magnetization curves
at very low temperatures leads to the surprising result that J4 > J2, J3 [76, 77], i.e., the
exchange couplings do not decay monotonously as a function of the geometrical distance.
The unexpected non-monotonous decay of Jn as a function of the Mn-Mn separation,
and also the overall size of the exchange couplings, are unexplained. Only the nearest-
neighbor exchange couplings J1 for Mn-doped II-VI semiconductors were calculated using
the superexchange approach [78, 79, 80, 81], or by using DFT [82, 83].
In this chapter we calculate the exchange couplings Jn≤4 using three itinerant-electron
approaches, (i), the generalized-gradient approximation (GGA) to DFT, (ii) GGA+U as
implemented in the FLEUR package [49], and, (iii), GGA+Gutzwiller for a suitable two-
ion Hubbard model. We conrm that J4 > J2, J3 and nd a reasonable agreement with
measured values for Cd(Mn)Te, Zn(Mn)Te, Zn(Mn)Se, and Zn(Mn)S. Furthermore, our
analysis shows that the lling of the Mn 3d-shell is not integer which challenges the
notion of Mn ions carrying a spin s = 5/2. We study a few-ion toy model to show that
the non-integer lling remains consistent with equidistant magnetization plateaus. The
picture of a spatially distributed spin s = 5/2 emerges which includes the neighboring
Wannier orbitals that hybridize with the Mn 3d-states. We therefore conclude that the
concept of interacting Heisenberg spins remains applicable for Mn ions diluted in II-VI
semiconductors.
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5.1 Ion pairs in a semiconductor host
We are interested in the properties of manganese atoms diluted in a II-VI host semicon-
ductor at low temperatures and in sizable magnetic elds. To be denite, we shall focus
on CdTe. For very small Mn concentrations x in Cd1−xMnxTe, we may safely assume
that the Mn2+ ions substitute the isovalent Cd2+ ions. We tested that it is a reasonable
approximation to neglect lattice distortions in the theoretical analysis because structural
relaxations turned out to be small within the DFT(GGA) calculations, see Section 4.1.
Figure 5.1: Eight-atomic unit cell with 1st, 2nd, 3rd
and 4th nearest neighbors on the fcc cation sublattice
of a (semiconductor) zincblende structure from the
lower left corner.
The spin of an isolated Mn ion aligns with any nite magnetic eld. The non-trivial
magnetization curves seen in experiment are due to the exchange interaction between
dierent Mn ions. Test calculations conrmed that the interaction of three or more Mn
ions is given by the sum of pair interactions so that we can concentrate on the interac-
tion between pairs of Mn ions as a function of their distance. We found in numerically
expensive Gutzwiller calculations with L = 512 atoms in the unit cell that the interaction
between two Mn ions beyond 4th-neighbor distance is negligibly small. In Fig. 5.1 we
show the rst, second, third, and fourth neighbors on the fcc sublattice.
5.1.1 GGA and GGA+U calculations
As discussed in Section 4.2, we would ideally study a single pair of Mn ions with Cd ions
on all other sites of the fcc lattice. However practical band-structure calculations require
translational symmetry. For our pure GGA and GGA+U we therefore start with large but
nite supercells with L atoms that contain two Mn ions, and link them together so that
periodic boundary conditions apply in all three spatial directions. In this chapter we use
supercells with L = 128 atoms, that are obtained by transforming the eight-atomic unit
cell shown in Figure 4.1 by the matrix (022/202/220). This supercell is sucient to study
Mn pairs that are maximally fourth-nearest neighbors.
We run the FLEUR code using the following settings. We use the DFT with the PBE
functional for the exchange-correlation energy. Since we are investigating a band insulator
with a sizable gap, it is sucient to use only 10 inequivalent k-points in the irreducible
part of the Brillouin zone; depending on the impurity positions, this corresponds to 20
or 40 k-points in the full Brillouin zone. The basis functions inside the mun tins are
expanded in spherical harmonic functions with a cut-o of Lmax = 10. The mun tin
radii are RCd = RMn = 2.64 a.u. and RTe = 2.58 a.u. (1 atomic unit = aB = 0.529 Å). We
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use RTeKmax = 8.26, where Kmax is the plane wave cut-o. For the GGA+U calculations
we use the standard FLL double-counting correction [38]. Due to the computational
cost of the DFT calculations a rigourous analysis of the error in the coupling constants
(see Section 5.1.2) is not feasable. However, for testing purposes, we also calculated J1
and J4 for CdTe with (i) 20 inequivalent k-points and (ii) a larger plane wave cut-o of
RTeKmax = 9.29. The results for J1 and J4 in these calculations change by less than one
percent.
In the GGA+Gutzwiller approach we use 512 atomic supercells constructed by the linear
superposition scheme described in Section 4.2. For the GGA calculation of the 16-atom
cells we use 120 k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone (1/24 of the full
Brillouin zone), Lmax = 10, and RTeKmax = 9.80. The bandstructures obtained are shown
in Fig. 4.4.
5.1.2 Definition of exchange couplings
The notion of an “exchange coupling” between the two Mn atoms hinges on the concept
of a Heisenberg exchange between the two Mn impurity spins at f1 and f2,
Hˆ f1,f2Heis = 2Jf1−f2Sf1 · Sf2 . (5.1)
Here, we tacitly assume that the average lling of the 3d-shell in the Mn atoms is close
to integer lling, i.e., nd ≈ 5, and the Hund’s-rule coupling xes the ground-state spin to
s = 5/2 on each ion. The exchange coupling is positive, Jf1−f2 > 0, for an antiferromagnetic
coupling.
Under the assumption that a Heisenberg model provides an adequate description of the
ground state (and low-energy excitations) of our two Mn impurities, we can estimate their
exchange coupling using the bandstructure and GGA+Gutzwiller approach. We orient
the Mn spins into the z-direction, either parallel (‘ferromagnetic alignment’) or antiparal-
lel (‘Neél-antiferromagnetic alignment’). The algorithm converges to the corresponding
(local) minima and provides (∆E)f1−f2 = E‖ − E⊥ for the energy dierences. This energy
dierence can also be calculated from the Heisenberg model (5.1),
(∆E)f1−f2 = 2Jf1−f2〈FM|Sf1 · Sf2 |FM〉 − 2Jf1−f2〈AFM|Sf1 · Sf2 |AFM〉
= 4Jf1−f2 (5/2)2 = 25Jf1−f2 , (5.2)
with the spin states |FM〉 = |5/2, 5/2〉f1 |5/2, 5/2〉f2 and |AFM〉 = |5/2, 5/2〉f1 |5/2,−5/2〉f2 .
Here we used that only the z-components contribute to the expectation values. In this
way, the values Jf1−f2 = (∆Ef1−f2 )/25 are accessible from approaches that employ itinerant
electrons.
5.2 Exchange couplings
First, we show that the experimentally observed exchange couplings for Mn ion pairs up
to 4th-neighbor distance can be reproduced from scaled DFT(GGA), GGA+U, and GGA+
Gutzwiller. Second, we analyze the local occupancies as obtained in GGA+Gutzwiller.
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JCdTe Exp. GGA s·GGA GGA+U GGA+G
J1 6.1 17.1 6.1 6.1 6.1
J2 0.06 0.30 0.11 0.10 0.10
J3 0.18 0.96 0.34 0.30 0.27
J4 0.39 1.44 0.51 0.49 0.61
Table 5.1: Heisenberg exchange couplings Jn in K between Mn ions at nth neighbor dis-
tance on the Cd fcc lattice in CdTe from experiment, [77] and from DFT(GGA), DFT(GGA)
scaled by a factor s = 0.357, GGA+U for U = U − J = 2.65 eV, and GGA+Gutzwiller for
A = 4.4 eV, B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV and nd = 5.19.
The values for the exchange couplings Jn in Cd(Mn)Te are known from experiment
for up to 4th neighbors on the cation fcc lattice. The values for the couplings have been
determined from the steps in the magnetization as a function of the externally applied
eld for very low temperatures, T . 0.1 K. Their sequence, e.g., the fact that J4 > J2, J3,
has been extracted from a t of the data to cluster spin models. Bindilatti et al. [77]
nd J1 = 6.1 ± 0.3 K, J2 = 0.06 ± 0.01 K, J3 = 0.18 ± 0.01 K, and J4 = 0.39 ± 0.02 K. In
this section we derive and compare the exchange couplings from DFT(GGA), GGA+U
and GGA+Gutzwiller calculations, and compare the resulting magnetization curves with
experiment.
5.2.1 Coupling strengths
The DFT(GGA) calculation does not contain any specic parameters to adjust the ex-
change couplings. For large supercells, L = 128, the inuence of Mn pairs between neigh-
boring supercells in negligibly small.
As seen from Table 5.1, the value for the nearest-neighbor coupling from DFT(GGA) is
too large by more than a factor of two, JDFT1 = 17.1 K ≈ J1/0.36. DFT(GGA) overestimates
the size of the exchange coupling because it nds a too small charge-transfer gap ∆CT
between occupied Te levels and unoccupied Mn-levels in Cd(Mn)Te. In super-exchange
models [81], the exchange integral J1 is inversely proportional to ∆CT so that the exchange
integral J1 becomes too large in DFT(LDA) and DFT(GGA), by almost a factor of three.
GGA+U is frequently used to tackle gap problems in correlated insulators. When we apply
a Hubbard-U on the Mn sites, we nd a larger charge-transfer gap which leads to smaller
exchange couplings, see below. As mentioned in Section 2.4.2, the gap in pure CdTe is too
small in DFT(GGA) calculations. This can also be corrected using GGA+U [50]. However,
the exchange couplings between Mn ions are mediated by electron transfer processes
between Mn and Te so that the precise value of the CdTe band gap is irrelevant for our
considerations.
In Fig. 5.2 we show the dependence of JGGA+U1 as a function ofU for various values of J .
The exchange coupling only depends on the combinationU = U − J [84]. ForU = 2.65 eV
we obtain JGGA+U1 = 6.1 K. The values for other exchange interactions for farther distances
are collected in Table 5.1. The values for JGGA+U2,3,4 are very similar, and even slightly closer to
experiment, than those from the scaled DFT(GGA). This demonstrates that an adjustment
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Figure 5.2: Heisenberg exchange coupling J1 between two Mn ions in CdTe at nearest-
neighbor distance from GGA+U as a function of U = U − J , calculated for a supercell
with L = 128 atoms using the FLEUR program package. The red horizontal line shows
the experimental value J exp1 = 6.1 K.
of the charge-transfer gap cures in eect the overestimation of the exchange interactions
in DFT(GGA).
Lastly, we discuss the results for Jn as obtained from our GGA+Gutzwiller calculations.
We set C = 0.4 eV, in agreement with crystal-eld theory for data from infrared spec-
troscopy for isolated Mn2+ ions in CdTe [75]. Moreover, we useC = 4B, i.e., B = 0.1 eV, as
is a reasonable assumption for transition metals [70]. A similar set of values was used in a
recent study of exchange integrals in Mn-doped II-VI semiconductors [81]. The Hubbard-
parameter U in transition metals is of the order of several eV [85]. In this work we set
A = 4.4 eV. Note that we haveU = A+4B+3C and J = (5/2)B+C for the intra-orbital Hub-
bard interaction and Hund’s-rule coupling, or, for the Slater-Condon parameters, we have
F (0) = A + (7/5)C , F (2) = 49B + 7C , and F (4) = (63/5)C [86]. Therefore, the Hund’s-rule
exchange on the Mn sites is J = 0.65 eV and we employ F (0) = 4.96 eV or U = 6 eV.
In Fig. 5.3, we show J1 as a function of the electron number nd in the Mn 3d-shell.
As seen from the gure, the curves for 4.0 eV ≤ A ≤ 4.8 eV and 0.3 eV ≤ C ≤ 0.5 eV
essentially collapse onto each other in the region of interest, J1 = 6.1 K. Therefore, the
specic choice of the Racah parameters is not crucial. As also seen from Fig. 5.3, the lling
is not integer. Instead, we nd that nd = 5.19 reproduces the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg
exchange coupling best for A = 4.4 eV, B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV. The resulting values for
the exchange couplings for Mn ions in CdTe are compiled in Table 5.1.
Our Gutzwiller calculations here are very close to a Hartree-Fock calculation. Corre-
lation eects are small for the two fully polarized Mn atoms with their (anti-)parallel
spins. We discuss this point further in Section 5.3.3. This agreement is specic for Mn
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Figure 5.3: Heisenberg exchange coupling J1 between two Mn ions in CdTe at nearest-
neighbor distance from GGA+Gutzwiller as a function of the number of electrons in
the Mn 3d-shell for various values of the Racah parameters A, B, and C = 4B. The red
horizontal line shows the experimental value, J exp1 = 6.1 K.
in II-VI semiconductors because we encounter a fully polarized, half-lled 3d shell in a
wide-gap insulator. In other systems, correlation eects are more pronounced, as seen in
calculations for Mn-doped GaAs, see Chapter 6.
We compile the exchange couplings for Zn(Mn)Se, Zn(Mn)Te, and Zn(Mn)S in Table 5.2.
Note that the exchange couplings for n > 4 are at least an order of magnitude smaller
than J2, J3, of the order of Jn≥5 = 0.01 K, or less. This justies our restriction to Jn≤4.
As seen from the tables, the GGA+Gutzwiller method overestimates by some 20%-
30% the nearest-neighbor exchange couplings J1 for Zn-VI semiconductors (VI=Te, Se,
S) when we use A = 4.4 eV, B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV and nd = 5.19 for the Mn ions.
With this parameter set, the method can be used to provide a reasonable estimate for the
nearest-neighbor couplings for Mn ion pairs in II-VI semiconductors. GGA+Gutzwiller
provides a much better estimate for the couplings Jn≥2 than DFT(GGA) but they are still
systematically too large by a factor two to three.
5.2.2 Magnetization for small doping and low temperatures
As an application, we calculate the magnetization M (B) as a function of the applied
external eld B for Cd1−xMnxTe at small but nite doping x = 0.005. A Mn ion is placed in
the center of a large but nite fcc lattice with 503 sites. Then, Cd atoms in the surrounding
of the ‘seed site’ are replaced by Mn atoms with probability x . As a rst possibility, the
central Mn ion remains isolated, i.e., with only Cd atoms on its 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
neighbor shell (‘maximal surrounding’). In the absence of spin-orbit coupling, the spin of
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JZnTe Exp. GGA s·GGA GGA+G
J1 9.0 41.2 9.0 11.45
J2 0.20 0.96 0.21 0.49
J3 0.16 2.61 0.57 0.54
J4 0.51 3.97 0.87 1.13
JZnSe Exp. GGA s·GGA GGA+G
J1 12.2 48.1 12.2 14.97
J2 0.16 0.81 0.21 0.28
J3 0.07 1.61 0.41 0.42
J4 0.43 3.26 0.82 1.16
JZnS Exp. GGA s·GGA GGA+G
J1 16.9 60.3 16.9 19.73
J2 0.27 0.99 0.28 0.47
J3 0.04 1.14 0.32 0.40
J4 0.41 2.85 0.80 0.97
Table 5.2: Heisenberg exchange couplings Jn in K between Mn ions at nth neighbor
distance on the cation fcc lattice in ZnTe, ZnSe, and ZnS from experiment, [77] from
(scaled) DFT(GGA), and from GGA+Gutzwiller for A = 4.4 eV, B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV and
nd = 5.19.
such an isolated Mn ion aligns with any nite magnetic eld so that its magnetic response
is given by the Brillouin function. Note that neglecting the spin-orbit coupling is justied
because of the full magnetic polarization of the Mn ions [63].
A second possibility are two-spin clusters with exactly one Mn ion in the maximal sur-
rounding of the seed site. Two such clusters are equivalent when they can be mapped onto
each other by applying some space-group transformations of the fcc lattice. Since equiva-
lent clusters lead to the same magnetic response we only need to store one representativeC
and determine its multiplicity AC . Moreover, we need to calculate the probability pC that
a lattice point is part of cluster C [87, 76]. For example, for a nearest-neighbor cluster we
have AC = 12 and pC = x2(1 − x )72 (because in this case 72 sites must be unoccupied).
This construction principle is readily generalized for clusters with three or more spins.
In this work we include clusters with one to four Mn atoms and thus nd in total 1130
inequivalent clusters C . At doping x = 0.005, clusters with up to three Mn atoms cover
98.5% of all possible congurations, clusters with up to four Mn atoms cover 99.6% of all
possible congurations. Therefore, clusters with ve and more Mn atoms are irrelevant
at x = 0.005.
For each cluster C , the interaction between the Mn spins is described by a Heisenberg
model,
HˆCHeis(B) =
∑
f1,f2∈C
(f1,f2)
Jf1−f2 Sˆf1 · Sˆf2 − дµBB
∑
f∈C
Sˆzf , (5.3)
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Figure 5.4: Magnetization M (B) as a function of the external eld B normalized to its
value at B = 5 T for Cd1−xMnxTe at Mn-doping x = 0.005. Black line (solid): experimental
curve [77]; red line (dotted): Heisenberg model with experimental coupling parameters at
T = 0; blue line (dash-dotted): Heisenberg model with experimental coupling parameters
at Tspin = 0.1 K; green line (dashed): Heisenberg model with GGA+Gutzwiller parameters
at Tspin = 0.1 K. Clusters with up to four Mn ions are included.
where the sums run over all lattice sites f in clusterC , containing nC = 1, . . . , 4 spins. We
include the interaction with the external eld B where д = 2 is the gyromagnetic ratio and
µB is the Bohr magneton. For our comparisons with experiment, we use the experimental
values for Jn from Table 5.1 and theoretical values from the GGA+Gutzwiller approach.
However, the dierences between scaled GGA, GGA+U, and GGA+Gutzwiller are fairly
small.
For each cluster C , we determine its contribution to the magnetization per lattice site,
MC (B) =
1
nC
Tr
(
ρˆC
∑
f∈C
Sˆzf
)
, ρˆC =
e−βHˆCHeis (B)
Tr
(
e−βHˆCHeis (B)
) (5.4)
with β = 1/(kBTspin). The trace is readily calculated using the exact spectrum that we
obtain from a complete diagonalization of the cluster Hamiltonian HˆCHeis(B). The mag-
netization per lattice site is then given by the sum over all clusters weighted by their
multiplicity AC and probability pC ,
M (B) =
∑
C
ACpCM
C (B) . (5.5)
We show the resulting magnetization in Fig. 5.4.
The curve for zero temperature shows the expected magnetization steps that occur
when more and more Mn pairs (or clusters) align with the external eld [88]. When we
use the experimentally determined values for the exchange couplings from Table 5.1 and a
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spin temperature Tspin = 100 mK that is somewhat higher than the environment tempera-
tureT = 20 mK [77], we nd that the agreement between theory and experiment forM (B)
is very good. The agreement becomes slightly worse when we use the coupling param-
eters calculated by GGA+Gutzwiller. Note that the experimentally accessible magnetic
elds probe mostly J2, J3 and J4 because we have kBT ,дµBB  J1 and kBT ,дµBB  Jn≥5.
5.3 Band structure, density of states and local moments
As a second result, we present the band structure and Density Of States (DOS) of the
prototype material Cd3MnTe4 which we obtain using the local parameters for the on-site
interaction and the double-counting correction that reproduce the experimental observed
exchange couling J1. For the sake of clarity we focus on this rather small unit cell with
one impurity. The local physics at the impurity site is only marginally aected by the
presence of other magnetic impurities in its surrounding, so that the results are comparable
to results obtained from the full calculation with 128 atoms. Again, we only present data
for Mn doped CdTe since the results for Mn doped Zn-based II-VI semiconductor are
qualitative and even quantitatively very similar.
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Figure 5.5: Band structure and DOS of Cd3MnTe4, obtained from downfolding a para-
magnetic GGA calculation. Left: color coding of the band structure indicates the Mn
3d-character of the bands. Right: Blue indicates the total DOS, red indicates the local DOS
obtained by projecting on Mn 3d orbitals.
5.3.1 Paramagnetic band structure
Fig. 5.5 depicts the downfolded band structure of Cd3MnTe4 and the corresponding DOS,
obtained from a paramagnetic GGA calculation. As described in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3
this results are used as input for our Gutzwiller variational method. The color coding
in Fig. 5.5 indicates the amount of Mn 3d-character. The Mn 3d-bands are positioned at
the Fermi energy, because the DFT calculation is not spin-polarized and the d-shell has
to be approximatively half-lled. The 3d-bands are at with a bandwidth of about 1 eV,
indicating only a small overlap with neighboring orbitals. The DOS shows a peak at the
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atom type nGGA n
↓
GGA+G n
↑
GGA+G m
Mn sp3 1.640 0.904 0.831 0.073
Mn t2д 2.055 2.969 0.199 2.769
Mn eд 3.718 1.986 0.038 1.947
Cd sp3 7.001 3.495 3.385 0.110
Te sp3 22.587 11.647 11.547 0.101∑ 37.000 21.000 16.000 5.000
Table 5.3: Occupation numbers for Cd3MnTe4 obtained from the paramagnetic GGA,
nGGA, and the spin-polarized GGA+Gutzwiller method, n↑,↓GGA+G. Note that the Cd atoms
and Te atoms can be mapped by symmetry transformation of the crystal onto each other.
The table shows the total charge for equivalent atoms.
Fermi energy that is mainly of Mn 3d-character. Due to crystal eld splitting, the peak at
the Fermi level has the typical d-substructure with two subpeaks originating from the eд
and t2д states. The d-orbitals are hybridized with the Te p-orbitals of the valence band. In
Table 5.3 we show the corresponding occupation numbers nGGA. As seen from the table,
the d-type Wannier orbitals are occupied by nGGA,CdTe = 5.77 electrons in total.
5.3.2 Spin-split bands and Mnmoments
Fig. 5.6 shows the results of our Gutzwiller calculation with the on-site Racah parameters
A = 4.4 eV, B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV and a double-counting correction of τ = 23.06 eV
which adjusts the lling of the d-shell to nd = 5.19 electrons. The d-orbitals are split by
strong exchange elds ησ , c.f (4.26), shifting the majority bands by about 7 eV against the
minority bands. The formation of a local magnetic moment is evident. The corresponding
occupation numbers n↑,↓GGA+G are collected in Table 5.3. The induced magnetic moment
at the Mn site is not excactly 5µB , as one could expect from a naive atomic Hund’s rule
picture, but 4.71 µB .
At rst glance it is surprising that the induced magnetic moment over the whole unit
cell is exactly 5 µB . This observation is readily understood by noting that the total induced
magnetic moment has to be integer because the majority bands and the minority bands are
both gapped at the Fermi level, resulting in integer numbers in the total occupation of both
spin-channels. Therefore, a magnetization of ≈ 0.29µB has to come from spin-polarized
neighboring atoms. Surprisingly, not only the Te atoms show a small polarization, but
also the Cd sites, that are next-nearest neighbors. Since the magnetic moment is not fully
localized at the impurity site, reported local magnetic moments from DFT calculations [89]
are always below 5 µB,
As we will see in the next subsection, the Gutzwiller calculations are close to Hartree-
Fock calculations, because the Mn d-shell is close to half-lling and strong exchange elds
correctly “select” the true many-body ground state which is close to an atomic Hund’s
rule s = 5/2 state. Because of the absence of many-body eects we expect the GGA+U
calculation to produce similiar results.
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Figure 5.6: Band structure and DOS of Cd3MnTe4 as obtained from a spin-polarized
GGA+Gutzwiller calculation using the on-site Coulomb parametersA = 4.4 eV,B = 0.1 eV,
C = 0.4 eV and a double-counting correction of τ = 23.06 eV. The top gures show the
minority spin channel, the bottom gures the majority spin channel. The band structures
(left) are color coded, showing the amount of Mn 3d-character in the bands. The DOS
plots (right) the blue lines indicate the total DOS, the red lines indicate the DOS projected
onto the Mn 3d-states.
In Fig. 5.7 we show the DOS for a spin-polarized GGA calculation and a spin-polarized
GGA+U calculation with U¯ = 2.65 eV which was used to obtain the experimentally ob-
served exchange coupling for J1. The spin-polarized GGA+U calculation also shows an
exchange splitting of about 7 eV, with band positions comparable to the ones obtained
in the GGA+Gutzwiller calculation. The pure GGA calculation, however, shows a spin-
splitting of about 4.5 eV, which underestimates the charge-transfer gap and leads to too
small exchange couplings.
5.3.3 Local density and spin distributions
To gain further insight into the nature of the ground-state of the Mn ion, we present
results for the local occupancies.
We start our discussion with the probability distribution pc (n) to nd n 3d electrons on
the Mn ion on site f (0 ≤ n ≤ 10). As seen from Fig. 5.8(a) the distribution peaks at n = 5
which reects the fact that the average particle number is nd = 5.19, see Section 5.2.1.
Correspondingly, there also is a sizable probability to nd 3d6 congurations on the Mn
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Figure 5.7: DOS and projected DOS for a spin-polarized GGA (left) and a spin-polarized
GGA+U calculation (right) of Cd3MnTe4. For the GGA+U calculation U = 3.25 eV and
J = 0.60 eV is used. The blue lines indicate the total DOS, the red-lines the DOS projected
onto the Mn 3d-states.
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Figure 5.8: Mn charge distribution pc (n) as a function of the number n of 3d-electrons
and Mn spin distribution ps (s ) as a function of the spin s of 3d-electrons for A = 4.4 eV,
B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV for nd = 5.19 in GGA+Gutzwiller (red columns), in comparison
with the Hartree–Fock result (blue columns).
ion whereas the probability for all other occupation numbers is negligible. Note that
this distribution is not the result of electronic correlations because the corresponding
Hartree–Fock state displays almost the same distribution function.
The probability distribution functionps (s ) for nding local spins with size 0 ≤ s ≤ 5/2 is
very similar to the distribution in the single-particle product state |Φ0〉, i.e., the correlation
enhancement of the local spin moment is also small for the spin distribution function, see
Fig. 5.8(b). The average local spin is 〈Sˆzf 〉loc = 2.33 because the admixture of spin s = 2 to
the dominant congurations with s = 5/2 is not negligibly small.
The Mn ions do not show integer llingnd = 5, nor does the spin moment correspond to
the atomic spin s = 5/2. This observation puts into question the concept of a Heisenberg-
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model description that we employed in Section 5.1.2 to derive the exchange couplings.
Even if we accept a non-integer lling of the Mn ions’ 3d-shell, we are actually far from a
local-moment regime that is implicit in the Heisenberg-model description. Our analysis
of the local occupations shows that the magnetic moment of 5 µB is distributed over the
unit cell. The analysis of a toy model in the next section conrms that an extended s = 5/2
spin is formed, which is not exactly located at the Mn site.
5.4 Magnetic response of ion pairs at non-integer filling
In order to reconcile the nding of a non-integer Mn 3d lling and the notion of a spin
s = 5/2 eective Heisenberg model, we study the magnetic response in a simplied toy
model of two Mn atoms close to their Hund’s rule ground states that are coupled to
three uncorrelated sites. The uncorrelated sites serve two purposes, namely, (i), they act
as a reservoir to adjust the average particle number on the Mn sites away from integer
lling and, (ii), they serve as an intermediate charge-transfer (exchange) site to mimic the
super-exchange mechanism.
5.4.1 Model Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian for our few-site toy-model, illustrated in Fig. 5.9, is readily formulated.
We use the local Hamiltonian HˆATf dened in (4.8) for the Mn atoms at fl and fr, and
Hˆ locj = ϵj
∑
σ
nˆj,σ (5.6)
for the local Hamiltonians of the three uncorrelated orbitals. Here, ϵj (j = l, e, r) are the
local chemical potentials that permit the adjustment of the average electron number in
the left (l) and right (r) bath orbitals and the exchange (e) orbital, and nˆj,σ = cˆ†j,σ cˆj,σ counts
the number of electrons in the uncorrelated orbitals. The sites are coupled via the kinetic
terms
Tˆl/e,fl =
∑
c,σ
T l/e,σfl,c,σ
cˆ†fl,cσ cˆl/e,σ + h.c. ,
Tˆe/r,fr =
∑
c,σ
T e/r,σfr,c,σ cˆ
†
fr,cσ
cˆe/r,σ + h.c. . (5.7)
The full model Hamiltonian reads
Hˆ = HˆATfl + Hˆ
AT
fr + Hˆ
loc
l + Hˆ
loc
e + Hˆ
loc
r + Tˆl,fl + Tˆe,fl + Tˆe,fr + Tˆr,fr . (5.8)
The maximal dimension of the corresponding Fock space is dimH = 10242 · 43. It is too
large to be handled exactly.
From our analysis in Section 5.3.3 we know that, for largeU , J , those Mn congurations
are dominantly occupied that, in the sectors with nd = 4, 5, 6 electrons, have maximal spin
smax = 2, 5/2, 2 and maximal orbital momentum lmax = 2, 0, 2, which is a good quantum
number in spherical approximation. Therefore, we restrict the Hilbert space of our two
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Figure 5.9: Toy model for the study of two Mn atoms with two reservoir sites and an
indirect Mn-Mn coupling via a charge-transfer site.
Mn atoms to these atomic subspaces. To this end, we introduce the projection operators
PHg,nd onto the lowest-lying (2smax + 1) (2lmax + 1) Hund’s-rule states for xed electron
number nd ,
Hˆ locg |Γn〉g = Elocn |Γn〉g ,
nˆg |Γn〉g = nd |Γn〉g ,
Sˆ2g |Γn〉g = smax(smax + 1) |Γn〉g ,
Lˆ2g |Γn〉g = lmax(lmax + 1) |Γn〉g ,
PHg,nd =
∑
Γn
|Γn〉g g〈Γn | . (5.9)
Then, we dene the total projection operator
PH4,5,6 = *.,
6∑
nd=4
PHfl,nd
+/-
*.,
6∑
nd=4
PHfr,nd
+/- , (5.10)
and we limit ourselves to the investigation of our model Hamiltonians in the projected
form
H = PH4,5,6HˆPH4,5,6 . (5.11)
The dimension of the partial Fock space on the Mn atoms is (2smax + 1) (2lmax + 1) so that
the maximal Fock-space dimension is dimH = (25 + 6 + 25)2 · 43 = 200704. This partial
Fock space is accessible using the Lanczos technique.
5.4.2 Magnetization plateaus
The magnetic eld couples to the spin-component of the Mn atoms in z-direction,
HˆB = −дµBB (Sˆzfl + Sˆzfr ) . (5.12)
The magnetization is obtained from
M (B) = 〈Ψ0 |Sˆzfl + Sˆzfr |Ψ0〉 , (5.13)
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Figure 5.10: Magnetization M (B) as a function of the external eld for the toy model
with an almost lled exchange site, ne = 1.98.
where |Ψ0〉 is the ground-state of our model Hamiltonian in the presence of a magnetic
eld,
H (B) = H + HˆB . (5.14)
We employ the Lanczos algorithm to nd |Ψ0(B)〉.
We x the total number of electrons in the system to ntot = 16, and choose the local
chemical potentials ϵl = ϵr to adjust the average electron number on the Mn sites so that
we have an average number of nd = 5.30 electrons. Note that this number marginally
changes as a function of the magnetic eld. We set all electron transfer matrix equal
in (5.7), T .... = 1 eV.
In the following case (i), we set ϵe = 8.0 eV and ϵl,r = 23.1 eV so that we have ne = 1.98
electrons in the exchange orbital and nl,r = 1.71 electrons in each bath orbital in the
ground-state. The resulting magnetization steps are equidistant, as shown in Fig. 5.10(a),
despite the fact that the Mn lling is far from integer.
The width of the magnetization steps become non-uniform in case (ii) when the ex-
change site is not almost lled. To illustrate this case, we choose ϵe = 22.6 eV and
ϵl,r = 19.5 eV so that we have nl,r = 1.93 electrons in each bath orbital and ne = 1.51
electrons in the exchange orbital. Now, the lengths of the corresponding magnetization
plateaus are inequivalent, as shown in Fig. 5.10(b). As seen from the gure, the required
magnetic elds for the observation of inequidistant magnetization steps become very large
and generally unreachable in experiment. Therefore, experimentally realizable magnetic
elds which are strong enough to “unlock” the anti-parallel alignment of two antiferro-
magnetically coupled ions must result in equidistant plateaus.
The toy model shows that equidistant plateaus are possible even though the occupation
of the Mn sites is not integer. Our numerical observations can be readily understood using
perturbative arguments. For negligible couplings to the exchange orbital, the ground-state
of each Mn ion and its attached bath site has spin s = 5/2. Note that this spin is not solely
located on the Mn site but also partly on the corresponding bath site. In case (i), the
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exchange orbital introduces only a small coupling between the left and the right spin-5/2
systems, and perturbation theory leads to a dominant term of the usual antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg form (5.1). Consequently, the magnetization steps are equidistant [90, 88]. In
case (ii), charge uctuation contributions invalidate the simple spin-only picture. This
results in non-equidistant magnetization steps as seen in Fig. 5.10(b).
When we apply the Gutzwiller variational method to case (i) of our toy model, we nd
an exchange coupling J1 that is very close to the exact value derived from the width of
the magnetization plateaus. This corroborates our nding in Section 5.1.2 and further
justies the applicability of our toy model.
Due to the large gap for charge excitations, the situation of Mn ions in CdTe resembles
scenario (i) in our toy model and explains the experimental observation of equidistant
magnetization plateaus. The lling of the Mn 3d-shell is not integer but the total spin of
the Mn ion and its surrounding atoms still is essentially s = 5/2.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter we used three band structure methods, DFT(GGA), GGA+U, and GGA+
Gutzwiller, to derive the exchange couplings between Mn ions diluted in II-VI semicon-
ductor host materials such as CdTe. First, we calculate the energy of the congurations
with parallel and antiparallel alignments of the Mn spins. Next, we interpret the energy
dierence in terms of a two-spin Heisenberg model and thereby deduce the exchange
couplings as a function of the Mn-Mn separation for up to fourth neighbor distances.
For the GGA calculations we employ the FLEUR code with the PBE functional for large
supercells with L = 128 atoms where two of the Cd ions are replaced by isovalent Mn ions.
The ab-initio results for the exchange couplings are too large by a factor of two to three
which is related to the fact that DFT(GGA) underestimates gaps in II-VI semiconductors
systematically. The nearest-neighbor couplings J1 for Mn ions in II-VI semiconductors
can be reconciled with experiment by using the GGA+U and GGA+Gutzwiller methods.
These methods employ adjustable parameters that are used to match the experimental
value for J1 in Cd(Mn)Te. The exchange couplings J2,3,4 for 2nd, 3rd, and 4th neighbor
distances are then predictions from theory.
In general, the values for Jn≥2 agree qualitatively with experiment, i.e., band theory
recovers J4 > J2, J3 and Jn≥5 . 0.01 K. However, the values for the couplings do not agree
perfectly, i.e., we observe quantitative deviations up to a factor of two. About the same
level of accuracy can be obtained by a simple rescaling of the DFT(GGA) data that ts the
nearest-neighbor coupling J1, see Table 5.2. The bare energy scale in our itinerant-electron
description are of the order of several eV, i.e., of the order of 105 K, whereas the exchange
couplings Jn≥2 are one Kelvin and below. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that
the band structure methods reach their accuracy limits.
The notion of exchange couplings and the applicability of the super-exchange approach
hinges on the mapping of the low-energy degrees of freedom of the itinerant-electron
problem to those of a spin-5/2 Heisenberg model. This mapping successfully explains
the equidistant magnetization plateaus as a function of applied magnetic eld, as seen in
experiment. However, the analysis of the Gutzwiller ground state for the two-ion Hubbard
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model shows that the lling of the Mn 3d-shell is not integer which seemingly invalidates
the whole concept of localized spins. The analysis of an exactly solvable few-site toy-
model reassures that an integer lling is not a prerequisite for equidistant magnetization
plateaus. Due to the hybridization of the Mn 3d orbitals with its insulating environment,
a slightly delocalized spin-5/2 magnetic moment is formed combing Mn 3d5 and 3d6 with
neighboring valence band states. Our picture of an extended spin-5/2 magnetic moment
interacting with each other reconciles the usage of an eective spin-5/2 Heisenberg model
to explain the experimentally observed magnetization steps and simultaneously a non-
integer valence of the Mn 3d shell.
In the case of Mn-doped II-VI semiconductors, the Gutzwiller method and the Hartree-
Fock approach to the two-ion Hubbard model lead to essentially the same results for an
(anti-)ferromagnetic alignment of the Mn spins. Our results in the next chapter show that
this is not the case for Mn in GaAs where the dopant electrons are more itinerant than in
the case of Mn doping.
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In this chapter we present Gutzwiller-DFT results for Mn-doped GaAs. Without any doubt,
this material is the most prominent and most studied representative of a class called “fer-
romagnetic DMS”. Materials in this class are characterized by the presence of free charge
carriers that ultimately cause ferromagnetism at rather small doping concentrations. High
scientic eort is devoted to nding and explaining mechanisms that enhance the Curie
temperature TC. As mentioned in the introduction, high Curie temperatures are a pre-
requisite for spintronic devices that operate using charge and spin degrees of freedom.
Before we present the Gutzwiller-DFT results for Ga1−xMnxAs we give a brief overview
of the current theoretical understanding and the experimental results.
6.1 (Ga,Mn)As: prospects and problems
The indirect exchange coupling between spins of localized d-shells mediated by free
carriers can be described by the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) exchange mech-
anism [91, 92, 93]. This mechanism takes the itinerant character of the electrons and the
Friedel-oscillations around the localized electrons into account. However, in a seminal
paper by Dietl et al. [94], it was argued that a Zener model[95] provides a sucient de-
scription of the material if the mean distance between the carriers is larger than that
between the spins. In such a case, the Friedel-oscillations average to zero and the RKKY
approach becomes equivalent to the Zener model approach. Of course, the model is semi-
phenomenological: The Mn d-orbitals are assumed to form localized spins and the hole
states in the valence bands are described using a Kohn-Luttinger parametrization for
GaAs. The approach uses the experimentally derived value for Jpd, which is the exchange
between the localized s = 5/2 spin and the s = 1/2 spin of the carriers. The publication
raised enormous attention, because it predicts ferromagnetism in DMS with Curie tem-
peratures above room temperature. For Ga1−xMnxAs, room temperature ferromagnetism
is predicted for a doping concentration of x = 10% [96].
However, the experimental situation is ambiguous because the fabrication of “good”
samples of Mn-doped GaAs poses a dicult task. Unlike in II-VI semiconductors, Mn
ions tend to introduce unwanted defects, such as Mn interstitial sites, arsenic anti-sites
or clustering of Mn ions. These defects dramatically increase with increasing Mn con-
centration, limiting the concentrations of available Mn doped GaAs samples well below
10%. Consequently, the sample quality is the main cause of indecisive experiments results.
Nevertheless, since the rst measurement, the highest experimentally reported Curie
temperature of Ga1−xMnxAs rose from 60 K [3] to around 170 K [4].
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The theoretical description of the defects is complicated by their variety. For example,
the role of interstitial Mn ions acting as double donors is discussed in [97, 98], the role of
As anti-sites as hole-compensating defects is addressed in [99].
Although Mn-doped GaAs is intensively studied, the fundamental microscopic mecha-
nisms of the induced ferromagnetic correlation are still vigorously debated, see for exam-
ple [100] and [101]. Therefore, ab-initio calculations constitute a valuable theoretical tool
to investigate the magnetic properties of DMS from a more fundamental point of view.
In the past, Mn-doped GaAs was subject to various DFT(+U) supercell studies [102, 103,
104, 105]. In the following, we apply the Gutzwiller-DFT method to study Ga1−xMnxAs
with a focus on the local impurity physics due to intra-atomic Coulomb interactions.
6.2 Ab-initio tight-binding results for Mn-doped GaAs
6.2.1 DFT band structure
We use the following settings for the 16-atomic DFT calculations that provide the starting
point for the Gutzwiller-DFT method, see Section 4.2. We use the PBE functional for
the exchange-correlation energy. The mun tin radii are RAs = RMn = 2.25 a.u. and
RGa = 2.31 a.u.. We set Lmax = 10 and RAsKmax = 8.8.
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Figure 6.1: Band structures of Ga8As8 (left) and Ga7MnAs8 (right) for the 16-atom unit
cell shown in Fig. 4.3 obtained from paramagnetic DFT calculations utilizing the non-
relativistic PBE functional.
Fig. 6.1 shows the obtained band structures for both calculations. We observe a direct
band-gap in GaAs at the Γ-point of 0.41 eV, which is in accordance with standard DFT
calculations, but only a fraction of the experimental value. The band structure for the
calculation containing one Mn impurity shows Mn-3d bands lying at the Fermi energy.
They have a much more dispersive character compared to the Mn-3d bands in the wide-
gap semiconductor CdTe. Their bandwidth is about 1.8 eV. For the downfolding of the
band-structures into 64 and 69 bands we use the disentanglement routine in Wannier90
with an upper energy window of E − EF = 11 eV. In contrast to the method for Mn-doped
CdTe, we do not have to project out d-type cation semi-core states directly in-between
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the the s-type and p-type valence bands, see Section 2.6.6. This simplies the downfolding
procedure.
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Figure 6.2: Band structure and DOS of Ga3MnAs4, obtained from downfolding a para-
magnetic GGA calculation. Left: color coding of the band structure indicates the Mn
3d-character of the bands. Right: Blue indicates the total DOS, red indicates the local DOS
obtained by projecting on Mn 3d orbitals.
Figure 6.2 depicts the band structure and DOS obtained from the linear interpolation
scheme with a color-coding indicating the admixture of 3d-states. The Mn t2д bands are
strongly hybridized with the p-like valence bands below the Fermi energy. We show
the corresponding occupations numbers nGGA in Table 6.1 for a lling of 36 atoms/unit
cell. As seen from the table, the Mn d-type Wannier orbitals are occupied by a total of
nGGA,GaAs = 5.59 electrons in the paramagnetic state.
6.3 Band structure and density of states from Gutzwiller-DFT
We investigate the hypothetical eight atomic-unit cell Ga3MnAs4. Despite the small size of
the unit cell we nd that the local occupation values of the impurity are very similar to the
values obtained in a calculation involving huge cells and low doping concentrations. For
the local Coulomb interaction we employ the same values we used in the II-VI calculations.
The Racah parameters are set to A = 4.4 eV,B = 0.1 eV, and C = 0.4 eV. The double-
counting correction is set to τ = 22.18 eV to obtain a d-shell occupation of nd = 5.19. The
double-counting correction is slightly lower than the corresponding value for Mn-ions in
CdTe, which is in accordance with the lower value of nGGA,GaAs = 5.59, as compared to
nGGA,CdTe = 5.77, see Section 4.12.
As seen from the results shown in Fig. 6.3 the material becomes half-metallic, i.e. only
one spin-channel has states within the Fermi energy. The d-bands sink into the valence
states and push the hybridized valence p-orbitals into the Fermi energy. The gap in the
majority bands closes whereas the minority bands show a gap of about 1.5 eV. The
d-derived structures in the DOS are positioned at about E − EF = −3.8 eV in the valence-
bands, and at about E − EF = 2 eV in the conduction bands. The valence-band position is
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atom type nGGA n
↓
GGA+G n
↑
GGA+G m
Mn sp3 1.737 0.999 0.912 0.087
Mn t2д 2.255 2.762 0.419 2.343
Mn eд 3.333 1.948 0.063 1.885
Ga sp3 9.448 4.765 4.623 0.142
As sp3 19.226 9.525 9.983 -0.458∑ 36.000 20.000 16.000 4.000
Table 6.1: Occupation numbers for Ga3MnAs4 obtained from the paramagnetic GGA,
nGGA, and the spin-polarized GGA+Gutzwiller method, n
↑,↓
GGA+G. Note that the Ga atoms
and As atoms can be mapped by symmetry transformation of the crystal onto each other.
The table shows the total charge for equivalent atoms.
in good agreement with results obtained from photo-emission experiments [106, 107, 96,
108].
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Figure 6.3: Band structure and DOS of Ga3MnAs4 as obtained from a spin-polarized
GGA+Gutzwiller calculation using the on-site Coulomb parametersA = 4.4 eV,B = 0.1 eV,
C = 0.4 eV and a double-counting correction of τ = 22.18 eV. The top gures show the
minority spin-channel, the bottom gures the majority spin-channel. The band structures
(left) are color coded, showing the amount of Mn 3d-character in the bands. In the DOS
plots (right), the blue lines indicate the total DOS, the red lines indicate the DOS projected
onto the Mn 3d-states.
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Figure 6.4: DOS and projected DOS for a spin-polarized GGA (left) and a spin-polarized
GGA+U calculation (right) of Ga3MnAs4. For the GGA+U calculation U = 3.25 eV and
J = 0.60 eV is used. The blue lines indicate the total DOS, the red-lines the DOS projected
onto the Mn 3d-states.
We show the occupations n↑,↓GGA+G of the Wannier orbitals in Table 6.1. Since the total
number of electrons is xed, and one spin-channel is gapped, the magnetic moment over
the whole unit cell is integer. The impurity introduces a magnetic moment of 4 µB in the
unit cell. The local moment of the d-shell is 4.2 µB, inducing an opposing moment on
the As sites. We compare our results with a spin-polarized GGA and a spin-polarized
GGA+U calculation where we have chosen U = 3.25 eV and J = 0.60 eV, see Figure 6.4.
Our results for the electronic structure are in good agreement with previously reported
DFT results, see for example [102, 103, 104, 105]. The GGA+U DOS match the Gutzwiller
DOS remarkably well.
6.4 Density and spin distributions
We now focus on Gutzwiller-specic results that address the question of the many-body
state of the d-shell on the impurity. We show the probability distribution to nd a many-
body state in spin-state s , as well as the probability distribution to nd a many-body state
withn electrons in Fig. 6.5. For the calculations we use a supercell with 216 atoms, in which
one impurity is replaced by a Mn atom. Compared to probabilities for Mn in the wide-
gap semiconductor CdTe, Fig. 5.8, the distribution is broader and includes a signicant
amount of states with s = 3/2 and s = 1 states. The states with s = 5/2 and s = 2 states
are high-spin (hs) states of n = 5 electrons and n = 4, 6 electrons, respectively. The n = 5
Hund’s rule state has a probability of pGW( |n = 5, s = 5/2〉hs) = 49.5%, whereas we nd
pGW( |n = 6, s = 2〉hs) = 23.2% and pGW( |n = 4, s = 2〉hs) = 8.4% for the high-spin states
with s = 2. These probabilities add up to phs = 81 %. In comparison we nd phs = 98 %
for Mn doped CdTe. These results clearly show that there is a dierent physical situation
present in III-V semiconductors, attributed to the itinerant character of the electrons. For
the expectation value of the spin we get sGW = 2.13. The value derived from experiment
is sexp = 2.2 [109]. As seen from Fig. 6.5, the Gutzwiller probabilities dier noticeable
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from the Hartree-Fock results. The Mn sites display stronger correlations in GaAs than in
CdTe. Nevertheless, our calculation yields a minor renormalization of the hopping matrix
elements, with renormalization factors of q ≈ 0.95. For this reason, the correlation eects
on the band structure are only minor.
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Figure 6.5: Mn charge distribution pc (n) as a function of the number n of 3d-electrons
and Mn spin distribution ps (s ) as a function of the spin s of 3d-electrons for A = 4.4 eV,
B = 0.1 eV, C = 0.4 eV for nd = 5.19 in GGA+Gutzwiller (red columns), in comparison
with the Hartree–Fock result (blue columns).
6.5 Ferromagnetic correlations
The results from the previous subsections encourage us to study larger unit cells in order
to investigate the correlation between ion pairs, as done in Chapter 5. For convenience
we continue to use the notion of an “exchange coupling” JGaAs that we dene as in
Section 5.1.2. We note, however, that the strong hybridization and the itinerant nature of
the magnetism puts the underlying Heisenberg-spin picture into question.
The following results were obtained using a cubic 512-atom supercell (the (400/040/004)
replica of the eight atomic cell show in Fig. 5.1) with two Mn impurities placed in a
1st,2nd,...,8th and 28th neighbor conguration. If we assume that the corners of the cubic
unit cells are occupied by one of the two impurities (the corners are occupied by equivalent
atoms due to translational invariance) then we have to take into account that in the 28th
neighbor conguration the second impurity occupies the center of the unit cell. In the
8th neighbor conguration the second impurity is located at the center of an edge. We
therefore “correct” the obtained couplings J28 and J8 by a factor of 1/8 and 1/2, respectively.
All other couplings are not scaled. We denote the scaled exchange couplings by J˜n. The
28th neighbor conguration serves as test to check for long-ranged correlations. Since
our results show non-vanishing couplings even for 28th-neighbor pairs, the results for J˜n
do only approximatively match the true values Jn.
Our tight-binding Hamiltonian has a basis of 4116 orbitals and a total of 2056 electrons
per unit cell. Since the material is not insulating we depend on an accurate sampling of the
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Fermi-surface in order to resolve small energy dierences correctly. We use a mesh with
2560 k-points in the full Brillouin zone. We note in passing that the employed supercell
sizes and dense k-meshes rule out a pure DFT (FLAPW) calculation. It is an accepted
theoretical result that the eective exchange couplings are concentration dependent. The
impurity concentration in our calculation is given by x = 2/254 ≈ 0.8 %. To not further
complicate our studies, we restrict our calculations to the simple two-ion case described
above, even though, at least in principle, our method does allow the study of additional
impurities.
To investigate the inuence of the on-site Coulomb interaction, we repeat the calcula-
tion for dierent Racah parameters A, B and C = 4B. In each calculation we adjust the
double-counting correction so that the number of electrons in the d-shell is xed. As seen
from Fig. 6.6, we obtain a ferromagnetic exchange. Our values show a uctuation in the
strength of the coupling constants but we do not observe antiferromagnetic exchange
couplings, as expected from a pure RKKY mechanism. Even for the 28th neighbor we
observe a sizeable value for the exchange coupling. Changing the Racah parameter A has
only a minor inuence on the coupling strength. The adjusted double-counting potential
that xes the number of total electrons in the Mn d-shell seems to partly compensate
the eect of the increased values U (c, c′) in the atomic Hamiltonian (4.8) on a mean-eld
level. Our calculations show that B and C alter the magnetic moment at the impurity
sites. Because our double-counting correction scheme is not spin-dependent there is no
counter-term that compensates for the induced magnetization in the Gutzwiller treatment.
For B = 0.10 eV, the local magnetic momentmd is about 0.1 µB larger than for B = 0.08 eV,
independent of A. The close proximity of the curves which dier only in the parameter A
is a consequence of the xed particle constraint.
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Figure 6.6: Scaled exchange couplings J˜n (see text) in Mn doped GaAs for dierent values
of the Racah parameters A and C = 4B. The double-counting is adjusted to result in an
occupation of 5.19 electrons in the d-shell. The results were obtained for a 512-atom
Gutzwiller-DFT calculation, corresponding to a doping of x ≈ 0.8 %. Red lines: Results
from [110] for a Mn concentration of x = 1%.
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In Fig. 6.6 we also depict results from a Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent-potential
approximation (KKR-CPA) calculation [110] utilizing a formula by Lichtenstein et al. [111]
to extract Jij for a Mn concentration of x = 1%. The results are in good qualitative and
even quantitative agreement with our results for A = 4.4 eV,B = 0.1 eV.
In the present calculations each Mn atom introduces one (weakly bound) electron
hole. The exchange strength is strongly dependent on the hole doping concentration [94],
which is of course directly related to the Mn concentration. An additional eect of higher
Mn-doping concentrations originates from disorder; in some semi-phenomenological
models this is attributed for by potential scattering terms [112, 113]. Using our method for
a systematic study of multiple Mn impurities, e.g. by means of conguration averaging
of various impurity distributions, is numerically feasible but not within the scope of
this thesis. The Gutzwiller-specic results indicate a slight enhancement of the local
expectation value of the spin compared to Hartree-Fock results but the overall ab-initio
picture of Ga1−xMnxAs remains unchanged.
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In this work we combined conventional band-theory with the Gutzwiller variational
method to investigate the magnetic properties of manganese based DMS in their ground-
state. The basis for our calculations is a tight-binding model obtained from downfolding
a paramagnetic DFT band structure. We added a local interaction Hamiltonian to the
tight-binding model that accounts for the correlated d-orbitals of the impurities. The
ground state of the nal Hubbard Hamiltonian was studied using the Gutzwiller varia-
tional method.
The description of the local correlations using the full interaction Hamiltonian (4.8) is
clearly beyond the mean-eld approach employed in the DFT+U formalism (2.71). Unlike
in the DFT+U method, we did not use a fully self-consistent scheme in which a possible
charge ow from the Gutzwiller many-body treatment is fed back into the DFT calculation
until self-consistency is achieved. Fully self-consistent Gutzwiller-DFT calculations are a
recent development [114, 115, 116, 117]; their use for supercell calculations with several
hundred atoms, including multiple magnetic impurities, is out of our current abilities.
Without charge self-consistency, our method belongs to the so-called “one-shot” methods.
These methods are based on the assumption that the DFT calculation yields a suitable
(paramagnetic) single-particle description as a starting-point for a subsequent many-
particle (Gutzwiller) treatment. A rigorous test of this assumption is not possible. However,
our calculations for Mn doped II-VI and III-V semiconductors show consistent results, as
seen in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
Although our method is based on ab-initio results we still have to provide the Racah
parameters A, B, C and a double-counting parameter τ . A certain loss of the “ab-inito”
character seems inevitable when combining DFT with model-based calculations. The ratio
between B and C is assumed to be xed, leaving us with three adjustable parameters. In
our calculations we avoided to connect the double-counting correction potential τ to the
occupation number of the paramagnetic DFT result and the Racah parameters, as it is
done in standard double-counting correction schemes. In this way the inuence of the
Coulomb-interaction strength was studied in dependence of the lling of the d-shell.
In our studies of Mn-doped CdTe we found that calculations with a certain lling of
the d-shell reproduce the nearest-neighbor exchange couplings derived from experiment.
The precise value of the Racah parameters plays a minor role. Using these values we calcu-
lated coupling constants for other Mn-doped II-VI DMS that turn out to be in reasonable
agreement with experiment. We have shown that a DFT+U treatment of Mn-doped II-VI
semiconductors is sucient to account for the Coulomb interaction in the d-shell, since
the “correct” s = 5/2 ground-state is selected by huge exchange-elds on a single-particle
level.
We do not observe a hopping renormalization in the Gutzwiller calculations of Mn-
doped II-VI semiconductors. The expectation values for the local multiplet states are
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equal to Hartree-Fock results. The DFT (GGA) systematically overestimates exchange
couplings in the wide-gap II-VI semiconductors because of the underestimation of the
charge-transfer gap. Our calculations suggest that this eect is cured by the +U treatment.
Consequently, a comparison of GGA+U with GGA+Gutzwiller band structures shows a
good agreement.
For Ga1−xMnxAs our calculations yield minor renormalization factors of q ≈ 0.95. The
local occupation and spin-probabilities show slight deviations from the Hartree-Fock
limit. This is a hint for correlation eects that can only be described on a many-body level.
However, we do not expect the small eects to alter signicantly results of existing DFT+U
calculations for Ga1−xMnxAs. We expect that the correlation eects in ferromagnetic
semiconductors are more pronounced when they are doped with 3d-transition metal ions
other than Mn, as indicated by exploratory studies we performed for Cr doped CdTe.
Correlated electron approaches are advisable for the study of these materials.
The applicability of s = 5/2 spin-models for large gap Mn doped II-VI semiconductors
was shown using a toy model. The s = 5/2 spin is not located on the Mn 3d impurity site
but resides in its vicinity due to hybridization eects. The character of the magnetism in
the ferromagnetic DMS Ga1−xMnxAs shows a dierent picture. The Gutzwiller calculation
yields an expectation value of s = 2.1 for the local spin in the itinerant system, in close
agreement with experiment.
As a nal remark we comment on a possible treatment of spin-orbit coupling that gives
rise to magnetic anisotropy eects. The eect can be accounted for on the band-structure
level by employing scalar-relativistic DFT calculations. In recent publications [63, 118]
the Gutzwiller method was extended to account for non-diagonal entries in the varia-
tional matrix λΓ,Γ′ which is a prerequisite for the inclusion of spin-orbit coupling within
the Gutzwiller calculation. Strain and hole-dopant concentration dependent magnetic
anisotropy is experimentally observed in Ga(Mn)As [119].
In 1931 Pauli made the famous statement: “One shouldn’t work on semiconductors, that
is a lthy mess; who knows whether any semiconductors exist.” [120]. The pessimistic
statement has to be seen in the historical context. The upcoming advances in theory and
experiment that allowed to create the rst tailored semiconductors were hard to anticipate.
Today, the situation for diluted magnetic semiconductors seems to be comparable. Spin
properties already found application in data storage (via the eect of giant magneto-
resistance) but until today a full inclusion of ferromagnetic DMS in existing semiconductor
heterostructure keeps to be a future vision. The search for suitable ferromagnetic room-
temperature DMS is an interesting challenge that will continue to be an important eld
of research in which theoretical investigations based on correlated-electron approaches
remain to be of great value.
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A.1 Coulombmatrix elements for d-orbitals in a cubic
environment
The Coulomb matrix elements are derived in [70].
U (u,u) = U (v,v ) = U (u,v ) + 2J (u,v ) ,
U (ξ ,u) = U (η,u) = (U (ζ ,u) + 3U (ζ ,v ))/4 ,
U (ξ ,v ) = U (η,v ) = (3U (ζ ,u) +U (ζ ,v ))/4 ,
J (ξ ,u) = J (η,u) = (J (ζ ,u) + 3J (ζ ,v ))/4 ,
J (ξ ,v ) = J (η,v ) = (3J (ζ ,u) + J (ζ ,v ))/4 ,
T (η;u,v ) = −T (ξ ;u,v ) = √3(U (ζ ,u) −U (ζ ,v ))/4 ,
A(η;u,v ) = −A(ξ ;u,v ) = √3(J (ζ ,u) − J (ζ ,v ))/4 ,
S (ξ ,η; ζ ,u) = S (η, ξ ; ζ ,u) ,
S (ζ , ξ ;η,u) = −2S (η, ξ ; ζ ,u) ,
S (ξ ,η; ζ ,v ) = −√3S (η, ξ ; ζ ,u) ,
S (ζ , ξ ;η,u) =
√
3S (η, ξ ; ζ ,u) . (A.1)
If we employ the “spherical approximation” (the same radial part for the t2д-orbitals and
for the eд-orbitals) we may express all matrix elements using the three Racah parameters
A, B, and C that are related to the Slater-Condon parameters by A = F (0) − F (4)/9, B =
(F (2) − 5F (4)/9)/49, and C = 5F (4)/63.
U (u,v ) = A − 4B +C ,
J (u,v ) = 4B +C ,
U (ζ , ζ ) = A + 4B + 3C ,
U (ξ ,η) = A − 2B +C ,
J (ξ ,η) = 3B +C ,
U (ζ ,u) = A − 4B +C ,
U (ζ ,v ) = A + 4B +C ,
J (ζ ,v ) = C ,
J (ζ ,u) = 4B +C ,
S (η, ξ ; ζ ,u) = −√3B . (A.2)
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A.2 Symmetry conservation for projectedWannier functions
We show that the Wannier functions |WR,n〉 obtained by the projection method, see Sec-
tion 2.6.2, transform under the same symmetry operations as the trial orbitals |дn〉 from
which they are constructed. We have
|Φ′k,n〉 =
∑
m
|Φk,m〉〈Φk,m |дn〉 =
∑
m
A(k)m,n |Φk,m〉 , (A.3a)
|Φ˜k,n〉 =
∑
m
(
(S′(k) )−1/2
)
mn
|Φ′k,m〉 , (A.3b)
|WR,n〉 =
√
1
N
∑
k
e−ikR |Φ˜k,n〉 , (A.3c)
with S′(k)m,n = 〈Φ′k,m |Φ′k,n〉 . (A.3d)
The proof is very similar to the proof given by Slater and Koster in the context of the
method of Linear Combination Of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) [121].
Suppose the wave functions |дn〉 transform under some symmetry operation of the crystal
Oˆ given by
Oˆ |дn〉 =
∑
l
Γl ,n (Oˆ ) |дl〉 , (A.4)
where Γ(Oˆ ) is a unitary matrix. It directly follows that |Φ′k,n〉 (A.3a) transforms under the
same operation
Oˆ |Φ′k,n〉 =
∑
l
Γl ,n (Oˆ ) |Φ′k,l〉 . (A.5)
We apply Oˆ to |Φ˜k,n〉 (A.3b) and obtain
Oˆ |Φ˜k,n〉 =
∑
m
((S′(k) )−1/2)m,nOˆ |Φ′k,m〉
=
∑
l ,m
((S′(k) )−1/2)m,nΓl ,m (Oˆ ) |Φ′k,l〉 .
(A.6)
Our goal is to proof that |Φ˜k,n〉 (and therefore |WR,n〉) transforms according to
Oˆ |Φ˜k,n〉 =
∑
l
Γl ,n (Oˆ ) |Φ˜k,l〉 . (A.7)
Using (A.6) we rewrite (A.7) as∑
l
Γl ,n (Oˆ ) |Φ˜k,l〉 =
∑
l ,m
((S′(k) )−1/2)m,nΓl ,m (Oˆ ) |Φ′k,l〉 (A.8)
⇔
∑
l ,m
Γl ,n (Oˆ ) ((S
′(k) )−1/2)m,l |Φ′km〉 =
∑
l ,m
((S′(k) )−1/2)m,nΓl ,m (Oˆ ) |Φ′k,l〉 . (A.9)
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To proof (A.9) it is sucient to show that∑
m
((S′(k) )−1/2)l ,mΓ(Oˆ )m,n =
∑
m
((S′(k) )−1/2)m,nΓ(Oˆ )l ,m , (A.10)
which can be written more conveniently using matrix notation as
(S′(k) )−1/2Γ(Oˆ ) = Γ(Oˆ ) (S′(k) )−1/2
⇔Γ∗(Oˆ ) (S′(k) )−1/2Γ(Oˆ ) = (S′(k) )−1/2 . (A.11)
The only thing left to show is that the matrix (S(k) )−1/2 is invariant under a unitary
transformation given by Γ(Oˆ ). We require that the matrix (S(k) )−1/2 can be expanded
according to
(S′(k) )−1/2 = (1 + M(k) )−1/2 = 1 − 12M
(k) +
3
8 (M
(k) )2 − . . . . (A.12)
Therefore (S′(k) )−1/2 is invariant under the unitary transformation if S′(k) is invariant,
which is readily shown because∑
m,n
Γm,s (Oˆ )
∗S′(k)m,n Γn,l (Oˆ ) =
∑
m,n
〈Φ′k,m |Γ∗m,s (Oˆ )Γn,l (Oˆ ) |Φ′k,n〉
=
∑
m
〈Φ′k,m |Γ∗m,s (Oˆ )
∑
n
Γn,l (Oˆ ) |Φ′k,n〉
= 〈Φ′k,s |Oˆ†Oˆ |Φ′k,l〉 = S′(k)s,l .
(A.13)
A.3 Gutzwiller minimization: two-site model
As an application of the general formulation of the Gutzwiller method, we investigate the
ground-state energy of the two-site model,
Hˆ = t
∑
s∈{↑,↓}
(
cˆ†1,scˆ2,s + cˆ
†
2,scˆ1,s
)
+U
∑
i
nˆ
i,↑nˆi,↓ (A.14)
for the case of half lling. We follow [59] and add some additional remarks on the asymp-
totic behavior of the ground-state energy in the following.
For the minimization of the Gutzwiller energy functional with respect to |Φ0〉we choose
the ground-state of the eective Hamiltonian
Hˆ 0e = t
∑
s
*,cˆ
†
1,s
cˆ†2,s
+-
T (
+ηs t
t −ηs
) *,cˆ1,scˆ2,s+- . (A.15)
The eld ηs breaks the symmetry between the spin states. We assume that the antiferro-
magnetic ground-state is lower in energy and set
η↑ = −η↓ C η . (A.16)
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The ground-state of (3.52) is given by
|Φ0〉 = hˆ†1hˆ†2 |0〉 with hˆ†1(2) = cos (θ )cˆ†1,↑(2,↓) + sin (θ )cˆ†2,↑(1,↓) , (A.17)
where
tan (θ ) =
η − √η2 + t2
t
. (A.18)
Due to the symmetries of the Hamiltonian the occupations n0
b,s
= 〈cˆ†
b,s
cˆ
b,s
〉Φ0 full the
relation
n01,↑ = 1 − n01,↓ = n02,↓ = 1 − n02,↑ . (A.19)
We dene the magnetization per site as
∆ = n01,↑ − n01,↓ = cos2 (Θ) − sin2 (Θ) , (A.20)
and proceed by expressing the constraints (3.32) and (3.33) using the variational parameter
λ{d,s,∅}
1 = λ2∅m0∅ +
∑
s
λ2sm
0
s + λ
2
dm
0
d , (A.21)
n0s = λ
2
dm
0
d + λ
2
sm
0
s , (A.22)
where we used the same notation for the expectation values as in (3.18). Equation (3.35)
allows us to express the correlated expectation values using the uncorrelated values,
md = 〈mˆd〉ΨG = λ2dnˆ0↑nˆ0↓ , (A.23)
ms = 〈mˆs〉ΨG = λ2s nˆ0s (1 − nˆ0s ) , (A.24)
m∅ = 〈mˆ∅〉ΨG = λ2∅(1 − nˆ0↑) (1 − nˆ0↑) . (A.25)
With this relations the constraints read
1 =md +
∑
s
ms +m∅ , (A.26)
n0s =md +ms = ns . (A.27)
Using equation (3.39) the q-matrix for the simple model is diagonal and given by
qs := qss =
1
n0s
(λ∅λsm
0
s + λdλs¯m
0
d )
=
1√
n0s (1 − n0s )
(√
m∅ms +
√
mdms¯
)
. (A.28)
Using the constraints (A.27) and the relation (A.19) we nd
q = q (1,↑)q (2,↓) =
2md
(√
1 − 2md + ∆(η) +
√
1 − 2md − ∆(η)
)2
1 − ∆2(η) . (A.29)
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The energy functional (3.40) which has to be minimized with respect to the expectation
value of the double occupation and the eld η reads
EGWG (η,d ) = 4tq(η,d ) sin (Θ) cos (Θ) + 2Umd . (A.30)
From (A.30) we can easily derive the non-magnetic Gutzwiller functional, as well as
the magnetic and non-magnetic Hartree-Fock solutions. By setting η = 0 we get the
paramagnetic solution
E
GW, para
G (η,d ) = −2tq(η = 0,d ) + 2Umd . (A.31)
Setting q = 1 (uncorrelated limit) and usingmd =m0d = n
0
1,↑n
0
1,↓ we arrive at the Hartree-
Fock solutions
EHFG (η,d ) = 4t sin (Θ) cos (Θ) + 2U sin
2 (Θ) cos2 (Θ) (A.32)
and
E
HF, para
G (η,d ) = −2t +
U
2 . (A.33)
It is important to note that the Gutzwiller wave function was developed to study the
eect of local correlations in innite, translational invariant systems such as the one-
band Hubbard model. The complexity of the formalism presented in Section 3.3.3 stems
from the complexity of combining the physics of delocalized electrons with the eect of
local correlations. In the case presented here, we apply the Gutzwiller method to a rather
simple model which can be easily solved exactly. However, the comparison between the
Gutzwiller, the Hartree-Fock, and the exact results lead to interesting insights, as discussed
in the following.
The two-site model and its exact ground state in (A.14) possesses SU (2) symmetry
which is broken for η , 0 in the eective model (3.52). The exact ground state with S = 0
is given by
|ΨexactG 〉 = 1/
√
2 + 2χ 2 ( | ↑;↓〉 − | ↑;↓〉 + χ | ↑↓; ◦〉 + χ |◦;↑↓〉) , (A.34)
EexactG = −2t χ =
1
2
(
U −
√
U 2 + 16t2
)
Ut∼ −4t
2
U
. (A.35)
We minimize the energy functionals (A.30) and (A.32) numerically and compare them
to the exact ground-state energy, see Fig. A.1. In the intermediate regime of the Coulomb
interaction strength (U /t = 2-3), the improvement of the ground-state energy of the Gutz-
willer method over the Hartree-Fock result is most signicant. However, both energies
dier from the exact result. AtU /t = 2 a symmetry-broken wave function becomes ener-
getically favourable in the Hartree-Fock method. It is well known that the Hartree-Fock
theory tends to break symmetries to avoid energetically unfavourable double occupa-
tions. The Gutzwiller method predicts this transition at U /t ≈ 3.3, which is completely
absent in the exact solution. If we enforce η = 0 to avoid this transition, the Hartree-
Fock ground-state energy (A.33) turns out to be not bounded from above, whereas the
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Gutzwiller result (A.31) approaches the correct value of zero forU → ∞. In Fig. A.1 we
compare the double occupationmd and the hopping renormalization q for the magnetic
and non-magnetic Gutzwiller solutions. We observe that the renormalization factor q in
the magnetic Gutzwiller solution approaches the uncorrelated limit of q = 1 in the high-U
limit, reproducing the Hartree-Fock solution.
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Figure A.1: Left: Dierence in energy of the exact solution and the Gutzwiller (GW) and
Hartree-Fock (HF) solution of the two-site Hubbard model in units of the hopping t (solid
lines). The magnetization ∆ for the Gutzwiller/Hartree-Fock ground-state (dashed lines).
After [59]. Right: Hopping renormalization factor q (solid line, starting at unity forU = 0),
double occupationmd (solid line, starting at 1/4 forU = 0) and eldη (dashed line) in units
of the hopping t for the two-site Hubbard model in the magnetic Gutzwiller calculation.
Dotted lines show results of the non-magnetic Gutzwiller solution.
Both the Hartree-Fock and the Gutzwiller solution do not capture the correct ground-
state physics since the wave functions do not possess SU (2) symmetry. The consequences
can also been seen in the asymptotic behavior of the ground-state energies
|ΨGW,HFG 〉
Ut
= −2t
2
U
, − 4t
2
U
, (A.36)
which dier by a factor of two from the exact result. This mismatch can be readily under-
stood if we map the low-energy states of the two-site Hubbard model in the high-U limit
to an eective spin model with Heisenberg-type interaction
Hˆspin = J
(
Sˆ1 · Sˆ2 − nˆ1nˆ24
)
, (A.37)
where Sˆ1,2 are s = 1/2 spin operators acting on both sites. This model obviously possesses
SU (2) symmetry. The exchange parameter is found to be J = 4t2/U , which is the energy
gap between the ground-state and the triplet states
|Ψexactt−1 〉 = | ↑;↑〉 ,
|Ψexactt0 〉 =
1√
2
( | ↑;↓〉 + | ↓;↑〉) ,
|Ψexactt+1 〉 = | ↓;↓〉 ;
(A.38)
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with Eexactt = 0. The eld η applied in z-direction breaks the symmetry and we erroneously
nd the ground-state energy to be
EzG = J 〈↑;↓ |Hˆspin | ↑;↓〉
= J 〈↑;↓ |Sˆz1Sˆz2 | ↑;↓〉 − J/4
= −J (s2 + 1/4) = −J/2 , (A.39)
instead of EG = −J for the correct Stotal = 0 state. Note, that we can trivially improve the
Gutzwiller description by treating both sites as “local” and minimize with respect to the
22 × 22 eigenstates, which results in the exact solution of the problem.
A.4 Brillouin zone integration using the tetrahedronmethod
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Figure A.2: Example of the BZ of a fcc-lattice (black lines), including the IBZ and high-
symmetry points. The IBZ is constructed and divided into non-overlapping tetrahedra
(red lines). The full BZ is recovered by applying all 48 symmetry operations of the Oh
group to the irreducible wedge of the BZ.
The evaluation of expectation values by integrating over the BZ zone is common to all
band structure methods. The expectation value of a not necessarily hermitian operator Aˆ
is obtained by evaluating
〈Aˆ〉 = 1
VG
∑
n
∫
VG
An (k) f (ϵn (k)) dk (A.40)
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with the matrix elements
An (k) = 〈Φn (k) |Aˆ|Φn (k)〉 . (A.41)
As usual, ϵn (k) denotes the n-th eigenenergy (“band-index”) of an k-dependent Hamilto-
nian,VG is the volume of the BZ, f (ϵ ) the occupation number. For the occupation number
we only consider the Fermi distribution at T = 0, which is equal to unity for ϵ < EF and
zero for ϵ > EF . In the typical integration methods, An (k) is evaluated at discrete points
within the BZ. The integral in (A.40) is evaluated using a weighted sum,
〈Aˆ〉 =
∑
j,n
An (kj )wj,n , (A.42)
where j sums over the set of discrete k-points (“k-mesh”) with the weights wj,n. In order
to obtain these weights, the irreducible part of the BZ is divided into non-overlapping
tetrahedra [122], compare Fig. A.2. In our program, the irreducible wedge of the BZ is
automatically created from the Nsym symmetries present in the crystal. The next step is to
approximate the number of states in each tetrahedron. The energies ϵt ,n,1, ϵt ,n,2, ϵt ,n,3, ϵt ,n,4
are the eigenenergies ϵn (k) of bandn evaluated at each of the four vertices of a tetrahedron
t with volume Vt . The energies are sorted, so that we have ϵt ,n,1 < ϵt ,n,2 < ϵt ,n,3 < ϵt ,n,4.
We introduce the notation ϵt ,n,ij = ϵt ,n,i − ϵt ,n,j .
For the sake of simplicity we drop all band and tetrahedra indices in the following
expressions. Given a Fermi-energy ϵ := EF, the number of states in a volume of k-space
enclosed by a tetrahedron is approximated using the following expressions [123]:
ϵ < ϵ1.
n(ϵ ) = 0 . (A.43a)
ϵ1 < ϵ < ϵ2
n(ϵ ) =
V
VG
(ϵ − ϵ1)3
ϵ21ϵ31ϵ41
. (A.43b)
ϵ2 < ϵ < ϵ3
n(ϵ ) =
V
VG
1
ϵ31ϵ41
[
ϵ221 + 3ϵ21(ϵ − ϵ2) + 3(ϵ − ϵ2)2 −
ϵ31 + ϵ42
ϵ32ϵ42
(ϵ − ϵ2)3
]
. (A.43c)
ϵ3 < ϵ < ϵ4
n(ϵ ) =
V
VG
(
1 − (ϵ4 − ϵ )
3
ϵ41ϵ42ϵ43
)
. (A.43d)
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ϵ > ϵ4
n(ϵ ) =
V
VG
. (A.43e)
The rst step in our band structure method is to determine the Fermi-energy. The
“lling”, i.e., the number of electrons Ne per unit cell, is known. Using a bisection-based
method we determine EF, which satises
Ne = Nsym
∑
n,t
nt ,n (EF ) , (A.44)
where we reintroduced the band index n and the tetrahedron index t . We store the calcu-
lated number of states nt ,n (EF ). Next we determine the geometrical center of each tetrahe-
dron. The centers have the special property that they are not lying on any high-symmetry
lines, which would otherwise cause problems in the numerical evaluation of expectation
values, due to the ambiguity of degenerated eigenvectors. All symmetry operations of the
crystal are applied to each of the centers in the IBZ, spreading points over the whole BZ.
Note that all of the points are unique by construction. We store these points kj together
with their weights wj,n, which are given by the number of states of the tetrahedron from
which they are constructed. With this at hand, the energy tensor (4.25) and the local
density matrix (4.27) can be calculated using (A.42).
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AMF Around Mean Field.
APW Augmented Plane Wave.
ARPES Angle-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy.
BZ Brillouin Zone.
DFT Density Functional Theory.
DMFT Dynamical Mean Field Theory.
DMS Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors.
DOS Density Of States.
FLAPW Full Potential Linear Augmented Plane Wave.
FLL Fully Localized Limit.
GEA Gradient-Expansion Approximations.
GGA Generalized Gradient Approximation.
HEG Homogenous Electron Gas.
IBZ Irreducible Brillouin Zone.
KKR-CPA Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker coherent-potential approxi-
mation.
LAPW Linear Augmented Plane Wave.
LDA Local Density Approximation.
LSDA Local Spin Density Approximation.
MBE Molecular Beam Epitaxy.
MLWF Maximally Localized Wannier Function.
PBE Perdew–Burke–Enzernhof.
PW Plane Wave.
PWF Projected Wannier Function.
RKKY Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida.
WF Wannier Function.
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